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Supernovae & Neutrinos

3Image: Cassiopeia A, Chandra X-Ray Observatory. X-ray: NASA/CXC/SAO; Optical: NASA/STScI; Infrared: NASA/JPL-Caltech/Steward/O.Krause et al.
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Credit: David Malin, Anglo-Australian Observatory
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Core-Collapse Supernovae

!
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bomb ever tested 

× 1,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000 
(a billion billion billion)

0.01%: Electromagnetic radiation
1%: Ejecta Kinetic Energy

98.99%: Neutrinos!

Supernova Energy Loss
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<latexit sha1_base64="c/dMRJ3xyR02r7NpFHe2JEIdGpw=">AAACJ3icbVDLSsRAEJz4frvq0cvgIgjKkvj2JgriUcFVYbNKZ7azOzgzCTMTYQn5CT/DL/CqX+BJ9OjB/3Cy7sFXQ0NRVU13V5QKbqzvv3kDg0PDI6Nj4xOTU9Mzs5W5+XOTZJphnSUi0ZcRGBRcYd1yK/Ay1QgyEngR3RyW+sUtasMTdWa7KTYltBWPOQPrqOvKWtgGKYGu0vwq39ouQgm2o2V+hEUR2oQGGyGItFMaNp296tf8XtG/IOiDKunXyXXlI2wlLJOoLBNgTCPwU9vMQVvOBBYTYWYwBXYDbWw4qECiaea9rwq67JgWjRPtWlnaY79P5CCN6crIOcujzW+tJP/TGpmNd5s5V2lmUbGvRXEmqHu3jIi2uEZmRdcBYJq7WynrgAZmXZA/tsTYVTItXC7B7xT+gvp6ba/mn25W9w/6AY2RRbJEVkhAdsg+OSYnpE4YuSMP5JE8effes/fivX5ZB7z+zAL5Ud77J11ApeE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="c/dMRJ3xyR02r7NpFHe2JEIdGpw=">AAACJ3icbVDLSsRAEJz4frvq0cvgIgjKkvj2JgriUcFVYbNKZ7azOzgzCTMTYQn5CT/DL/CqX+BJ9OjB/3Cy7sFXQ0NRVU13V5QKbqzvv3kDg0PDI6Nj4xOTU9Mzs5W5+XOTZJphnSUi0ZcRGBRcYd1yK/Ay1QgyEngR3RyW+sUtasMTdWa7KTYltBWPOQPrqOvKWtgGKYGu0vwq39ouQgm2o2V+hEUR2oQGGyGItFMaNp296tf8XtG/IOiDKunXyXXlI2wlLJOoLBNgTCPwU9vMQVvOBBYTYWYwBXYDbWw4qECiaea9rwq67JgWjRPtWlnaY79P5CCN6crIOcujzW+tJP/TGpmNd5s5V2lmUbGvRXEmqHu3jIi2uEZmRdcBYJq7WynrgAZmXZA/tsTYVTItXC7B7xT+gvp6ba/mn25W9w/6AY2RRbJEVkhAdsg+OSYnpE4YuSMP5JE8effes/fivX5ZB7z+zAL5Ud77J11ApeE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="c/dMRJ3xyR02r7NpFHe2JEIdGpw=">AAACJ3icbVDLSsRAEJz4frvq0cvgIgjKkvj2JgriUcFVYbNKZ7azOzgzCTMTYQn5CT/DL/CqX+BJ9OjB/3Cy7sFXQ0NRVU13V5QKbqzvv3kDg0PDI6Nj4xOTU9Mzs5W5+XOTZJphnSUi0ZcRGBRcYd1yK/Ay1QgyEngR3RyW+sUtasMTdWa7KTYltBWPOQPrqOvKWtgGKYGu0vwq39ouQgm2o2V+hEUR2oQGGyGItFMaNp296tf8XtG/IOiDKunXyXXlI2wlLJOoLBNgTCPwU9vMQVvOBBYTYWYwBXYDbWw4qECiaea9rwq67JgWjRPtWlnaY79P5CCN6crIOcujzW+tJP/TGpmNd5s5V2lmUbGvRXEmqHu3jIi2uEZmRdcBYJq7WynrgAZmXZA/tsTYVTItXC7B7xT+gvp6ba/mn25W9w/6AY2RRbJEVkhAdsg+OSYnpE4YuSMP5JE8effes/fivX5ZB7z+zAL5Ud77J11ApeE=</latexit>

Photodissociation

This endothermic reaction 
absorbs 124 MeV of energy

e� + p ! n+ ⌫e
<latexit sha1_base64="I2KTJPrufBQFP99ur6FTn5Wi6ck=">AAACEHicbZDNSgMxFIUz9a/Wv6q4chMsgiCWqQjqrujGZQVrC+04ZNI7bWgmE5KMMAx9Cp/ArT6BK3HrG/gAvodpOwtbPRD4OPde7s0JJGfauO6XU1hYXFpeKa6W1tY3NrfK2zv3Ok4UhSaNeazaAdHAmYCmYYZDWyogUcChFQyvx/XWIyjNYnFnUgleRPqChYwSYy2/vAcPJ/gYS9w1MRaWuiLxwS9X3Ko7Ef4LtRwqKFfDL393ezFNIhCGcqJ1p+ZK42VEGUY5jErdRIMkdEj60LEoSATayybnj/ChdXo4jJV9wuCJ+3siI5HWaRTYzoiYgZ6vjc3/ap3EhBdexoRMDAg6XRQmHNuvjrPAPaaAGp5aIFQxeyumA6IINTaxmS0hpCKSI5tLbT6Fv9A8rV5W3duzSv0qD6iI9tEBOkI1dI7q6AY1UBNRlKFn9IJenSfnzXl3PqatBSef2UUzcj5/AH57m+Q=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="I2KTJPrufBQFP99ur6FTn5Wi6ck=">AAACEHicbZDNSgMxFIUz9a/Wv6q4chMsgiCWqQjqrujGZQVrC+04ZNI7bWgmE5KMMAx9Cp/ArT6BK3HrG/gAvodpOwtbPRD4OPde7s0JJGfauO6XU1hYXFpeKa6W1tY3NrfK2zv3Ok4UhSaNeazaAdHAmYCmYYZDWyogUcChFQyvx/XWIyjNYnFnUgleRPqChYwSYy2/vAcPJ/gYS9w1MRaWuiLxwS9X3Ko7Ef4LtRwqKFfDL393ezFNIhCGcqJ1p+ZK42VEGUY5jErdRIMkdEj60LEoSATayybnj/ChdXo4jJV9wuCJ+3siI5HWaRTYzoiYgZ6vjc3/ap3EhBdexoRMDAg6XRQmHNuvjrPAPaaAGp5aIFQxeyumA6IINTaxmS0hpCKSI5tLbT6Fv9A8rV5W3duzSv0qD6iI9tEBOkI1dI7q6AY1UBNRlKFn9IJenSfnzXl3PqatBSef2UUzcj5/AH57m+Q=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="I2KTJPrufBQFP99ur6FTn5Wi6ck=">AAACEHicbZDNSgMxFIUz9a/Wv6q4chMsgiCWqQjqrujGZQVrC+04ZNI7bWgmE5KMMAx9Cp/ArT6BK3HrG/gAvodpOwtbPRD4OPde7s0JJGfauO6XU1hYXFpeKa6W1tY3NrfK2zv3Ok4UhSaNeazaAdHAmYCmYYZDWyogUcChFQyvx/XWIyjNYnFnUgleRPqChYwSYy2/vAcPJ/gYS9w1MRaWuiLxwS9X3Ko7Ef4LtRwqKFfDL393ezFNIhCGcqJ1p+ZK42VEGUY5jErdRIMkdEj60LEoSATayybnj/ChdXo4jJV9wuCJ+3siI5HWaRTYzoiYgZ6vjc3/ap3EhBdexoRMDAg6XRQmHNuvjrPAPaaAGp5aIFQxeyumA6IINTaxmS0hpCKSI5tLbT6Fv9A8rV5W3duzSv0qD6iI9tEBOkI1dI7q6AY1UBNRlKFn9IJenSfnzXl3PqatBSef2UUzcj5/AH57m+Q=</latexit>

Electron Capture
Further energy loss 
through neutrinos
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Gravity crushes the core into 
a proto-neutron star

The object reaches the density of 
a nucleus, stops, and bounces

1

2

A shock wave moves outward, 
leading to an explosion

3
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Neutrino Production

e� + p ! n+ ⌫e
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1. Capture Phase

Early on, these come right out

2. Neutronization Burst
Neutrinos are trapped behind the very 
dense shock wave, until it grows and 

the density is reduced 

3. The Proto-Neutron Star
This is extremely hot and produces 
many neutrino/antineutrino pairs
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the 8B solar neutrinos through neutrino-nucleus elastic
scattering in a few years of running.

III. SUPERNOVA NEUTRINOS AND THEIR
DETECTION IN DARK MATTER DETECTORS

Detection of neutrinos from SN 1987A [22–24] estab-
lished beyond doubt that some supernova explosions are
associated with emission of a large number of neutrinos.
According to the present understanding of core collapse
supernovae, as the core of a large star starts to collapse after
the nuclear fuel gets exhausted, the density in the inner core
region at some point goes beyond the nuclear matter
density. In the earlier stages of the collapse, the neutroni-
zation of matter produces νe’s, but later at very large
densities both neutrinos and antineutrinos of all three
flavors (i.e., νe, ν̄e, νμ, ν̄μ, ντ and ν̄τ) get produced in
much larger numbers. Almost all the enormous energy
released in the gravitational contraction, roughly a few
times 1053 ergs, comes out through the emission of these
neutrinos over a time scale of ∼10 seconds.
As already mentioned, the CENNS process, being flavor

blind, will be sensitive to νμ, ν̄μ and ντ, ν̄τ (hereafter
collectively referred to as νx) in addition to νe and ν̄e.
This will allow a direct estimation of the total energy emitted
in neutrinos in the SN process. Combined with information
about νe and/or ν̄e event rates for the same SN event in other
(conventional CC) detectors, this would then allow one to
estimate the average νx energies emitted in the SN event.
While exploring these possibilities one has to be careful,

however, as the SN neutrino properties like average energy,
luminosity and energy distribution change with the post-
bounce time. There are three important stages of neutrino
emission in a SN: the neutronization burst phase, the
accretion phase and the cooling phase. In Fig. 2 the
luminosities and average energies of different neutrino
flavors for the different phases are shown for the Basel/
Darmstadt simulation. The neutronization burst phase,
which is associated with the deleptonization of the outer
core layers during shock breakout, lasts for about 50 ms

post-bounce and is characterized by a sharp peak in the
electron neutrino luminosity with little contribution from
other flavors. This is followed by the accretion phase,
which is powered by infalling matter, and lasts for about 0.5
seconds. During this phase the electron neutrino contribu-
tion to luminosity gets reduced and the contributions from
other species start building up. Finally, we have the cooling
phase, which lasts for about 10 seconds, when all six
species diffuse out of the core. More than 80% of the total
energy emitted in the SN event comes out during this
cooling phase. The luminosities of all the neutrino species
in the cooling phase show an approximately exponential
decrease with time, whereas their average energies show a
slow linear decrease.
From the above it is clear that the expected number of

events in the different emission phases will be different due
to different luminosities of the emitted neutrinos during
these phases. Therefore, measuring the temporal structure
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FIG. 1 (color online). Left: Recoil energy spectra (differential event rate as a function of recoil nucleus kinetic energy) for 8B solar
neutrinos in a dark matter detector with three different target materials, namely, 19F, 28Si and 131Xe. Right: The integral recoil energy
spectra (total event rate above a threshold recoil energy) as a function of the threshold recoil energy of the detector.
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FIG. 2 (color online). Temporal profile of the neutrino lumi-
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(lower three panels) for different neutrino flavors corresponding
to the neutronization phase, accretion phase and cooling phase
(from left to right, respectively), for the Basel/Darmstadt simu-
lation of a 18M⊙ progenitor SN.
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the 8B solar neutrinos through neutrino-nucleus elastic
scattering in a few years of running.

III. SUPERNOVA NEUTRINOS AND THEIR
DETECTION IN DARK MATTER DETECTORS

Detection of neutrinos from SN 1987A [22–24] estab-
lished beyond doubt that some supernova explosions are
associated with emission of a large number of neutrinos.
According to the present understanding of core collapse
supernovae, as the core of a large star starts to collapse after
the nuclear fuel gets exhausted, the density in the inner core
region at some point goes beyond the nuclear matter
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zation of matter produces νe’s, but later at very large
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times 1053 ergs, comes out through the emission of these
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which is powered by infalling matter, and lasts for about 0.5
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tion to luminosity gets reduced and the contributions from
other species start building up. Finally, we have the cooling
phase, which lasts for about 10 seconds, when all six
species diffuse out of the core. More than 80% of the total
energy emitted in the SN event comes out during this
cooling phase. The luminosities of all the neutrino species
in the cooling phase show an approximately exponential
decrease with time, whereas their average energies show a
slow linear decrease.
From the above it is clear that the expected number of

events in the different emission phases will be different due
to different luminosities of the emitted neutrinos during
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SN1987A

Credit: ALMA (ESO/NAOJ/NRAO)/A. Angelich. Visible light image: the NASA/ESA Hubble Space Telescope. X-Ray image: The NASA Chandra X-Ray Observatory
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Kamiokande-II Experiment
Kamioka, Hida, Japan
February 23, 1987, 07:53 UTC

38 OBSERVATION IN THE KAMIOKANDE-II DETECTOR OF THE. . . 451

penetrating cosmic-ray muons. The total trigger rate had
been stable at that value for several months, apart from
small perturbations introduced by efForts to reduce the
amount of Rn (half-life 3.8 days} dissolved in the tank
water. At the low-energy trigger rate of 0.23 Hz, most of
the rate is due to the P decay of ' Bi (P spectrum end
point 3.26 MeV), a daughter of Rn. A smaller fraction
of the 0.23-Hz rate comes from y rays and neutrons from
radioactive elements in the walls of the mine cavity and
the detector itself, e.g. , the PMT. The presence of Rn
which is dissolved in the water is observed by measuring
its lifetime when fresh water is added to the main detec-
tor; the detection of low energy of electrons from the
' Bi decay results from the energy resolution and trigger
time window of the detector for few MeV electrons, and
is done with an eSciency ~ 10
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III. THE NEUTRINO BURST 4:54 56 58 0 8

Scatter plots of Xh;, against time during a number of
17-min intervals on 23 February 1987 are given in Fig. 4.
In these plots each point represents a single event with a
given value of Nh;, which occurred at the time indicated.
Most of the observed events have Nh;, &20; the average
rate of events with Nh;, ~ 23 during the 10-h period from
2:27 UT to 22:27 UT is (10 Hz. The events with
N», &20 are largely due to ' Bi decay, while those with
Nh;, & 23 are consistent with higher-energy products of
radioactivity at or outside the tank wall. We have also let
stand in Fig. 4 a number of' events known to have been
produced by muon interactions in the detector water (see
below) to convey the nature of the data in its almost raw
state. A scatter plot of the radial (r) and longitudinal (z
axis of the detector} distribution of the vertices of events
in the 10-h interval with N», &23, shown in Fig. 5(a),
makes clear the concentration of such events at the sur-
face of the detector. The scatter plots of z and r versus
cosine of the angle with respect to the normal to the sur-
face of the nearest PMT, shown in Figs. 5(b) and 5(c),
show the direction of those events to be inward to the
central volume of the detector.
The neutrino burst at 7:35:35UT is evident in Fig. 4(e).

The coordinates and direction cosines of the electrons or
positrons of the 12 events in the 13-sec time interval be-
ginning at 7:35:35UT, relative to x, y, and z axes with
origin at the center of the detector, are given in Table I.
The occurrence times, energies, and angles relative to the
LMC are given in Table II. Since the burst data were
presented in Ref. 6, an independent program has been
used to check on the reconstruction of the 12 events in
the burst. Within the known error in reconstruction, the
coordinates of the vertex positions of all events obtained
from the two programs are in excellent agreement. In ad-
dition, there is agreement between the results of the two
programs on the energies of all events within the quoted
error. Furthermore, with one exception, all of the
reconstructed angles with respect to the LMC from the
two programs agree within one standard deviation. The
sole exception occurs in event 2 for which the original
reconstruction gave 9(e,LMC}=(15+27) deg, while the
later reconstruction yields 8(e,LMC}=(40+27) deg. This
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FIG. 4. Scatter plots of Nh„against time for eight intervals
of 17-min duration in the time period covering 5 h before and 5
h after the neutrino burst at 7:35:35UT. Six of the eight inter-
vals were chosen at random. The interval beginning at 2:47 UT
contains the time (2:52 UT) at which an event burst was report-
ed by M. Aghetta et al. [Europhys. Lett. 3, 1315 (1987}].
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SN1987A Neutrinos
Exp. Time (s) Energy (MeV) Angle (degrees)
K-II 0 20.0 18
K-II 0.107 13.5 40
K-II 0.303 7.5 108
K-II 0.324 9.2 70
K-II 0.507 12.8 135
K-II 0.686 6.3 68
K-II 1.541 35.4 32
K-II 1.728 21.0 30
K-II 1.915 19.8 38
K-II 9.219 8.6 122
K-II 10.433 13.0 49
K-II 12.439 8.9 91
IMB 0 38 80
IMB 0.412 37 44
IMB 0.650 28 56
IMB 1.141 39 65
IMB 1.562 36 33
IMB 2.684 36 52
IMB 5.010 19 42
IMB 5.582 22 104

Baksan 0 12.0
Baksan 0.435 17.9 
Baksan 1.710 23.5
Baksan 7.687 17.6
Baksan 9.099 20.3

The world's 
collection of 
supernova 

neutrino data...
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SN1987A
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Figure 2
Time-integrated effective ν̄e spectrum from SN1987A. The colored curves indicate results reconstructed
through use of only the Kam-II data, the IMB data, or their combination. The gray shaded region is a
thermal spectrum with parameters Eν̄e ,to t ∼ 5 × 1052 erg and Eν̄e ,avg ∼ 15 MeV. Figure modified from
Reference 63.

for predicting the DSNB (63). The SK 2003 search used a positron energy threshold of 18 MeV,
and future searches may reach 10 MeV; redshift effects enhance the importance of high-energy
emission.

5. SECOND INGREDIENT: COSMIC SUPERNOVA RATE
Supernovae are infrequent in the Milky Way, but not in the universe. Because the lifetimes of
massive stars are very short on cosmological timescales, their cosmic birth and death rates are
exactly equal. The cosmic star-formation rate has been measured precisely, by means of a great
variety of techniques, principally based on the emission of massive stars. This measurement is
enough to accurately give the rate of core collapses, and it is supplemented by direct measurements
of the optical supernova rate, which have lower precision but are in good agreement.

5.1. Measured Star-Formation Rate
Star-formation rate measurements do not literally probe star formation, but begin with the total
luminosity of the stars in a galaxy. If these stars were all of the same luminosity, so that their
mass and lifetime were given by stellar evolution theory, then the star-formation rate would be
determined by the total mass of these stars divided by their lifetime; this rate is the birth (and
death) rate needed to keep the number of stars in equilibrium. The main star-formation rate
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Neutrino energies (and times) 
compatible with the theory
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Compare the observed time spread to the intrinsic time spread of the burst

m⌫e . 30 eV
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(smaller than 0.006% the electron's mass)
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Compare the observed time spread to the intrinsic time spread of the burst

m⌫e . 30 eV
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(smaller than 0.006% the electron's mass)

2. Do neutrinos decay?
Well, some of them made it to Earth from 50 kpc away, so

⌧⌫̄e & 1.5⇥ 105 (m⌫e/E⌫̄e) years
<latexit sha1_base64="w4hhwvNQGe/x4b9DRsktHRWdG/g=">AAACS3icdVBNSxxBEO3ZaGLM1yYec2lcAuaymTFZdG+iBHJcwVVhZzPU9Nasjd09Q3eNMAzjz8rP8C54Nb8gp5CDvR+ChuRBw+PVq66qlxZKOgrD66D1ZGX16bO15+svXr56/ab99t2xy0srcChyldvTFBwqaXBIkhSeFhZBpwpP0vODWf3kAq2TuTmiqsCxhqmRmRRAXkrag5igTOo4BRubMsGGx1Pyds2jbi8mqdFF4ffe5Zb2prnh09eH9o+XsQY6s7quEKxreNLuhN1+vxf2Ir4g2/fk867/NJyjw5YYJO3beJKLUqMhocC5URQWNK7BkhQKm/W4dFiAOIcpjjw14Fca1/PLG/7BKxOe5dY/Q3yuPuyoQTtX6dQ7Z2u6v2sz8V+1UUnZ7riWpigJjVgMykrFKeezGPlEWhSkKk9AWOl35eIMLAjyYT+akmFldNH4XO6P5/8nw+1uvxsefuns7S8DWmPv2SbbYhHbYXvsGxuwIRPsB7tht+xncBX8Cn4HfxbWVrDs2WCP0Fq9A3n0tcM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="w4hhwvNQGe/x4b9DRsktHRWdG/g=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="w4hhwvNQGe/x4b9DRsktHRWdG/g=">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</latexit>
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4. Neutrino-neutrino interactions
The environment in the collapse is so dense that 
neutrino interactions with other neutrinos are 

believed to be important 
We can test the Standard Model by measuring the 

neutrino energy spectrum

neutrino + electron

neutrino + neutrino

e�

⌫e

W

e�

⌫e
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SN1987A
What can supernovae teach us about neutrinos?

3. Neutrino Oscillations

Matter-enhanced (MSW) oscillations in 
the supernova material affect the ratios of 

νe/νμ/ντ as a function of energy

The 
Sunνe

νeνμντ

SN
νeνμντ

νeνμντ

matter 
effects

?

4. Neutrino-neutrino interactions
The environment in the collapse is so dense that 
neutrino interactions with other neutrinos are 

believed to be important 
We can test the Standard Model by measuring the 

neutrino energy spectrum

neutrino + electron

neutrino + neutrino
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The Next One
To study supernova models in detail, we need more data

more experiments more supernovae

Models predict ~3 supernovae 
in our galaxy per century

1987 was 31 years ago

Maybe time for another?           
Are we ready?

SuperNova Early Warning System

A network of 7 neutrino detectors

Super-Kamiokande 
Japan

Daya Bay 
China

LVD 
Italy

KamLAND 
Japan

Borexino 
Italy

IceCube 
South Pole

HALO 
Canada

Alerts to the astronomical community

snews.bnl.gov 
"No nearby core collapses have occurred since 
SNEWS started running, but we are ready 

for the next one."

Be there! Join the mailing list!
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Supernova Neutrino Detectors
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Borexino, Italy SNO+, Canada

Super-K & Hyper-K, Japan

DUNE, US

Jinping, 
China

Supernova Neutrino Detectors

NOvA, US
HALO, 
Canada

IceCube, 
South Pole

LVD, 
Italy

Daya Bay, 
China

KamLAND, 
Japan

SBND, 
USA

MicroBooNE, 
USA Everyone 

is looking for 
supernova neutrinos!
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6800 feet underground!

Electronics & Instrumentation

1,000 tonnes heavy water (2H2O)
inside a 12 meter diameter acrylic sphere

7,000 tonnes water (shielding) 

10,000 Photomultiplier Tubes

780 tonnes scintillator (LAB)

(upgraded)

New hold-down rope net

Supernova Neutrinos in SNO+

Run: 15873  GTID: 939

T=149.1°
P=63.6°
G=66.0°
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target area that a proton presents to a
neutrino. The larger the area, the more
likely it is that the process will occur.)

The measured rate, or the number of
events per second, depends on (1) the
rate at which neutrinos are entering 
the target area (the neutrino flux was 
approximately 1,013 neutrinos per
square centimeter per second), (2) the
number of target protons in the water
tank (approximately 1,028 target 
protons), (3) the cross section for the 
reaction, and (4) the efficiency of 
the detectors in picking up positron and
neutron signals from the reaction.

According to Fermi’s theory, the
cross section for inverse beta decay
varies with energy. Given the energy
spectrum of the reactor-produced 
antineutrinos (the average energy was 
3 MeV), the theoretically predicted
cross section for inverse beta decay on
protons is 6.3 × 10–44, with an uncer-
tainty of about 25 percent arising from
the uncertainty of the energy spectrum
for the reactor neutrinos. The violation
of parity conservation (namely, the
symmetry between left-handedness and
right-handedness) by the weak force
had not yet been discovered, and so this
theoretical value was based on the 
parity-conserving formulation of
Fermi’s theory of beta decay in which
the neutrino, like the electron, has four
independent degrees of freedom.

In July 1956, a brief article in 
Science by Reines, Cowan, Harrison,
McGuire, and Kruse announced that the
Savannah River experiment had 
confirmed the tentative findings of the
Hanford experiment. The authors also
stated that their results were in 
agreement within 5 percent of the 
theoretically predicted value for the 
inverse-beta-decay cross section. Such
results were fortuitous given the 
uncertainties in the neutrino flux and 
in the detector efficiency. 

A more detailed paper on this experi-
ment published in Physical Review in
1960 reported a cross section twice as
large as that reported in 1956. Accord-
ing to Reines (1979), the increase in the
value occurred because “our initial

analysis grossly overestimated the 
detection efficiency with the result that
the measured cross section was at first
thought to be in good agreement with
[the pre–parity violation] prediction.”

The theoretical cross section had
also doubled between 1956 and 1960
because of the discovery in 1957 of 
parity nonconservation in the weak 
interactions and the formulation of 
the two-component theory of the 
neutrino (see the box “Parity Noncon-
servation and the Massless Two-
Component Neutrino” on page 32). 
So, the measured cross section reported
in the literature remained in agreement
with the theoretical prediction. 

In addition, after the 1956 experi-
ment, Reines and Cowan did another
measurement with a new setup and, in a
1959 Physical Review paper, reported
results for the cross section that were 
in agreement with the two-component
neutrino, parity-nonconserving theory. 

Over the years, there has been some
skepticism about the differing published
values. These feelings may have been
responsible for the forty years that had
passed before the discovery of the neu-
trino was recognized with the Nobel
Prize. Nevertheless, the award is a 
clear recognition that the Savannah
River experiment was an extraordinary
accomplishment. Reines wished that
Cowan had been alive to share the 
prestigious award with him. The elusive
product of the weak force that can 
penetrate the earth and travel to the
ends of the universe was finally 
observed stopping in its tracks. The
neutrino became a tangible reality, 
and the experiment itself set a 
precedent for using the neutrino as 
an experimental tool.

Indeed, since the Reines-Cowan 
experiments, neutrino detection has pro-
duced some dramatic results. One was
the 1963 experiment of Lederman,
Schwartz, and Steinberger proving that a
second (muon) neutrino was paired with
the muon in the way the known (elec-
tron) neutrino was paired with the 
electron. That result not only earned the
discoverers the Nobel Prize, but also 

established the first hint of the second
family of elementary particles (all three
families are introduced in the primer, 
“The Oscillating Neutrino,” on page 28). 

Another was the detection of a 
burst of neutrinos from supernova
1987A (SN1987A)—twenty hits within
12 seconds in two enormous detectors
located on opposite sides of the planet,
both buried deep underground where
one expects to see only one neutrino
event per day. It was the unmistakable 
signature of an exploding star, and it 
provided extraordinary confirmation 
of the exotic notion that neutrinos, 
the most standoffish members of the 
pantheon of elementary particles, could
drive the largest explosion ever 
witnessed by human beings. 

And at present, neutrino data are 
accumulating from even more-modern
neutrino detectors, some buried deep
underground, some poised at accelera-
tors, some awaiting completion, all 
dedicated to seeing whether the neutri-
nos, long purported to be massless 
particles, not only carry mass but also
oscillate from one identity to another 
as they fly freely through space.

The world of physics owes much 
to Fred Reines for these developments.
His single-minded dedication to the
neutrino set an example, not only in 
the 1950s but throughout his career.
And his courage to “think big” 
continued well after his tenure at 
Los Alamos. Reines was one of the 
critical cospokespersons for the 
construction of the huge IMB detector,
a water-filled, 8,000-ton Cerenkov 
detector located in the Morton salt 
mine near Cleveland, Ohio. It was 
there that half of the events from
SN1987A were detected and many 
of the data on the oscillation of 
atmospheric neutrinos were gathered.

Through this volume, Los Alamos
National Laboratory takes pride in the 
accomplishments of Fred Reines, 
Clyde Cowan, Jr., and the teams of
Laboratory workers who performed to
the best of their ability in demonstrating
the existence of the neutrino. 
And Fred Reines, in his gracious way,

Announcement of Results

On June 14, 1956, after all the 
ests had been completed, Reines and

Cowan sent a telegram to Pauli at
ürich University:

“We are happy to inform you that
we have definitely detected neutrinos
rom fission fragments by observing 
nverse beta decay of protons. 

Observed cross section agrees well 

with expected six times ten to minus
forty-four square centimeters.”

In his 1979 article in Science about
the early days of experimental neutrino
physics, Reines describes Pauli’s reac-
tion to the news:

“The message was forwarded to him
[Pauli] at CERN, where he interrupted
the meeting he was attending to read
the telegram to the conferees and then
made some impromptu remarks regard-

ing the discovery. We learned later that
Pauli and some friends consumed a
case of champagne in celebration.”

Although the intent of the Savannah
River experiment was to get a positive
signal of neutrino detection, the experi-
ment also yielded a measurement of the
rate, or more exactly the cross section,
for inverse beta decay. (The cross sec-
tion for the neutrino to be captured by a
proton can be thought of as the effective

Figure 5. Oscilloscope Traces from
the Savannah River Experiments
In these oscilloscope pictures, traces
from detectors I, II, and III are labeled I, II,
and III, respectively. The label under each
frame indicates whether the signals were
recorded by the scope for positron anni-
hilation or the scope for neutron capture.
Acceptable delayed-coincidence signals
are shown in (a) and (b), while rejected
signals are pictured in (c) through (f). 

(a) The delayed-coincidence signal in
these two frames has occurred in the top
triad of the detector because the pulses
appeared in detectors I and II. Positron
scope: The pulse energies in detectors I
and II were 0.30 MeV and 0.35 MeV, 
respectively. The pulses reached the
positron circuit in prompt coincidence
(less than 0.2 microsecond apart) and
were accepted as a signal of positron 
annihilation. Neutron scope: The pulse
energies in detectors I and II were 
5.8 MeV and 3.3 MeV, respectively. These
pulses arrived in prompt coincidence 
and were accepted as a signal of neutron
capture. The delay between the positron
and neutron signals was 2.5 microsec-
onds. (b) The delayed-coincidence signal
in these two frames has occurred in the
bottom triad because the pulses appeared
in detectors II and III. Positron scope: 
The pulse energies in detectors II and III
were 0.25 MeV and 0.30 MeV, respectively.

eutron scope: The pulse energies in detectors II and III were 2.0 MeV and 1.7 MeV, respectively. The delay between the positron and
eutron signals was 13.5 microseconds. (c) The pulses from the neutron circuit were the result of electrical noise. (d) These three
ulses from the neutron circuit were caused by a cosmic-ray event. (e) These three pulses from the positron circuit were caused by 
 cosmic-ray event. (f) These pulses may have been caused by a cosmic-ray event. They were rejected as a signal of neutron capture
ecause of the extra pulse from detector II. Frames like this one occurred more often than would be expected from chance 
oincidences. They were, however, not often enough to affect the results considerably. These data appeared in Reines, Cowan, Harrison, et al. 1960. 

Neutron scope

(c)       Neutron scope (d)        Neutron scope

(e)       Positron scope (f)        Neutron scope

(a)      Positron scope  

(b)      Positron scope  Neutron scope
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target area that a proton presents to a
neutrino. The larger the area, the more
likely it is that the process will occur.)

The measured rate, or the number of
events per second, depends on (1) the
rate at which neutrinos are entering 
the target area (the neutrino flux was 
approximately 1,013 neutrinos per
square centimeter per second), (2) the
number of target protons in the water
tank (approximately 1,028 target 
protons), (3) the cross section for the 
reaction, and (4) the efficiency of 
the detectors in picking up positron and
neutron signals from the reaction.

According to Fermi’s theory, the
cross section for inverse beta decay
varies with energy. Given the energy
spectrum of the reactor-produced 
antineutrinos (the average energy was 
3 MeV), the theoretically predicted
cross section for inverse beta decay on
protons is 6.3 × 10–44, with an uncer-
tainty of about 25 percent arising from
the uncertainty of the energy spectrum
for the reactor neutrinos. The violation
of parity conservation (namely, the
symmetry between left-handedness and
right-handedness) by the weak force
had not yet been discovered, and so this
theoretical value was based on the 
parity-conserving formulation of
Fermi’s theory of beta decay in which
the neutrino, like the electron, has four
independent degrees of freedom.

In July 1956, a brief article in 
Science by Reines, Cowan, Harrison,
McGuire, and Kruse announced that the
Savannah River experiment had 
confirmed the tentative findings of the
Hanford experiment. The authors also
stated that their results were in 
agreement within 5 percent of the 
theoretically predicted value for the 
inverse-beta-decay cross section. Such
results were fortuitous given the 
uncertainties in the neutrino flux and 
in the detector efficiency. 

A more detailed paper on this experi-
ment published in Physical Review in
1960 reported a cross section twice as
large as that reported in 1956. Accord-
ing to Reines (1979), the increase in the
value occurred because “our initial

analysis grossly overestimated the 
detection efficiency with the result that
the measured cross section was at first
thought to be in good agreement with
[the pre–parity violation] prediction.”

The theoretical cross section had
also doubled between 1956 and 1960
because of the discovery in 1957 of 
parity nonconservation in the weak 
interactions and the formulation of 
the two-component theory of the 
neutrino (see the box “Parity Noncon-
servation and the Massless Two-
Component Neutrino” on page 32). 
So, the measured cross section reported
in the literature remained in agreement
with the theoretical prediction. 

In addition, after the 1956 experi-
ment, Reines and Cowan did another
measurement with a new setup and, in a
1959 Physical Review paper, reported
results for the cross section that were 
in agreement with the two-component
neutrino, parity-nonconserving theory. 

Over the years, there has been some
skepticism about the differing published
values. These feelings may have been
responsible for the forty years that had
passed before the discovery of the neu-
trino was recognized with the Nobel
Prize. Nevertheless, the award is a 
clear recognition that the Savannah
River experiment was an extraordinary
accomplishment. Reines wished that
Cowan had been alive to share the 
prestigious award with him. The elusive
product of the weak force that can 
penetrate the earth and travel to the
ends of the universe was finally 
observed stopping in its tracks. The
neutrino became a tangible reality, 
and the experiment itself set a 
precedent for using the neutrino as 
an experimental tool.

Indeed, since the Reines-Cowan 
experiments, neutrino detection has pro-
duced some dramatic results. One was
the 1963 experiment of Lederman,
Schwartz, and Steinberger proving that a
second (muon) neutrino was paired with
the muon in the way the known (elec-
tron) neutrino was paired with the 
electron. That result not only earned the
discoverers the Nobel Prize, but also 

established the first hint of the second
family of elementary particles (all three
families are introduced in the primer, 
“The Oscillating Neutrino,” on page 28). 

Another was the detection of a 
burst of neutrinos from supernova
1987A (SN1987A)—twenty hits within
12 seconds in two enormous detectors
located on opposite sides of the planet,
both buried deep underground where
one expects to see only one neutrino
event per day. It was the unmistakable 
signature of an exploding star, and it 
provided extraordinary confirmation 
of the exotic notion that neutrinos, 
the most standoffish members of the 
pantheon of elementary particles, could
drive the largest explosion ever 
witnessed by human beings. 

And at present, neutrino data are 
accumulating from even more-modern
neutrino detectors, some buried deep
underground, some poised at accelera-
tors, some awaiting completion, all 
dedicated to seeing whether the neutri-
nos, long purported to be massless 
particles, not only carry mass but also
oscillate from one identity to another 
as they fly freely through space.

The world of physics owes much 
to Fred Reines for these developments.
His single-minded dedication to the
neutrino set an example, not only in 
the 1950s but throughout his career.
And his courage to “think big” 
continued well after his tenure at 
Los Alamos. Reines was one of the 
critical cospokespersons for the 
construction of the huge IMB detector,
a water-filled, 8,000-ton Cerenkov 
detector located in the Morton salt 
mine near Cleveland, Ohio. It was 
there that half of the events from
SN1987A were detected and many 
of the data on the oscillation of 
atmospheric neutrinos were gathered.

Through this volume, Los Alamos
National Laboratory takes pride in the 
accomplishments of Fred Reines, 
Clyde Cowan, Jr., and the teams of
Laboratory workers who performed to
the best of their ability in demonstrating
the existence of the neutrino. 
And Fred Reines, in his gracious way,

Announcement of Results

On June 14, 1956, after all the 
ests had been completed, Reines and

Cowan sent a telegram to Pauli at
ürich University:

“We are happy to inform you that
we have definitely detected neutrinos
rom fission fragments by observing 
nverse beta decay of protons. 

Observed cross section agrees well 

with expected six times ten to minus
forty-four square centimeters.”

In his 1979 article in Science about
the early days of experimental neutrino
physics, Reines describes Pauli’s reac-
tion to the news:

“The message was forwarded to him
[Pauli] at CERN, where he interrupted
the meeting he was attending to read
the telegram to the conferees and then
made some impromptu remarks regard-

ing the discovery. We learned later that
Pauli and some friends consumed a
case of champagne in celebration.”

Although the intent of the Savannah
River experiment was to get a positive
signal of neutrino detection, the experi-
ment also yielded a measurement of the
rate, or more exactly the cross section,
for inverse beta decay. (The cross sec-
tion for the neutrino to be captured by a
proton can be thought of as the effective

Figure 5. Oscilloscope Traces from
the Savannah River Experiments
In these oscilloscope pictures, traces
from detectors I, II, and III are labeled I, II,
and III, respectively. The label under each
frame indicates whether the signals were
recorded by the scope for positron anni-
hilation or the scope for neutron capture.
Acceptable delayed-coincidence signals
are shown in (a) and (b), while rejected
signals are pictured in (c) through (f). 

(a) The delayed-coincidence signal in
these two frames has occurred in the top
triad of the detector because the pulses
appeared in detectors I and II. Positron
scope: The pulse energies in detectors I
and II were 0.30 MeV and 0.35 MeV, 
respectively. The pulses reached the
positron circuit in prompt coincidence
(less than 0.2 microsecond apart) and
were accepted as a signal of positron 
annihilation. Neutron scope: The pulse
energies in detectors I and II were 
5.8 MeV and 3.3 MeV, respectively. These
pulses arrived in prompt coincidence 
and were accepted as a signal of neutron
capture. The delay between the positron
and neutron signals was 2.5 microsec-
onds. (b) The delayed-coincidence signal
in these two frames has occurred in the
bottom triad because the pulses appeared
in detectors II and III. Positron scope: 
The pulse energies in detectors II and III
were 0.25 MeV and 0.30 MeV, respectively.

eutron scope: The pulse energies in detectors II and III were 2.0 MeV and 1.7 MeV, respectively. The delay between the positron and
eutron signals was 13.5 microseconds. (c) The pulses from the neutron circuit were the result of electrical noise. (d) These three
ulses from the neutron circuit were caused by a cosmic-ray event. (e) These three pulses from the positron circuit were caused by 
 cosmic-ray event. (f) These pulses may have been caused by a cosmic-ray event. They were rejected as a signal of neutron capture
ecause of the extra pulse from detector II. Frames like this one occurred more often than would be expected from chance 
oincidences. They were, however, not often enough to affect the results considerably. These data appeared in Reines, Cowan, Harrison, et al. 1960. 
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target area that a proton presents to a
neutrino. The larger the area, the more
likely it is that the process will occur.)

The measured rate, or the number of
events per second, depends on (1) the
rate at which neutrinos are entering 
the target area (the neutrino flux was 
approximately 1,013 neutrinos per
square centimeter per second), (2) the
number of target protons in the water
tank (approximately 1,028 target 
protons), (3) the cross section for the 
reaction, and (4) the efficiency of 
the detectors in picking up positron and
neutron signals from the reaction.

According to Fermi’s theory, the
cross section for inverse beta decay
varies with energy. Given the energy
spectrum of the reactor-produced 
antineutrinos (the average energy was 
3 MeV), the theoretically predicted
cross section for inverse beta decay on
protons is 6.3 × 10–44, with an uncer-
tainty of about 25 percent arising from
the uncertainty of the energy spectrum
for the reactor neutrinos. The violation
of parity conservation (namely, the
symmetry between left-handedness and
right-handedness) by the weak force
had not yet been discovered, and so this
theoretical value was based on the 
parity-conserving formulation of
Fermi’s theory of beta decay in which
the neutrino, like the electron, has four
independent degrees of freedom.

In July 1956, a brief article in 
Science by Reines, Cowan, Harrison,
McGuire, and Kruse announced that the
Savannah River experiment had 
confirmed the tentative findings of the
Hanford experiment. The authors also
stated that their results were in 
agreement within 5 percent of the 
theoretically predicted value for the 
inverse-beta-decay cross section. Such
results were fortuitous given the 
uncertainties in the neutrino flux and 
in the detector efficiency. 

A more detailed paper on this experi-
ment published in Physical Review in
1960 reported a cross section twice as
large as that reported in 1956. Accord-
ing to Reines (1979), the increase in the
value occurred because “our initial

analysis grossly overestimated the 
detection efficiency with the result that
the measured cross section was at first
thought to be in good agreement with
[the pre–parity violation] prediction.”

The theoretical cross section had
also doubled between 1956 and 1960
because of the discovery in 1957 of 
parity nonconservation in the weak 
interactions and the formulation of 
the two-component theory of the 
neutrino (see the box “Parity Noncon-
servation and the Massless Two-
Component Neutrino” on page 32). 
So, the measured cross section reported
in the literature remained in agreement
with the theoretical prediction. 

In addition, after the 1956 experi-
ment, Reines and Cowan did another
measurement with a new setup and, in a
1959 Physical Review paper, reported
results for the cross section that were 
in agreement with the two-component
neutrino, parity-nonconserving theory. 

Over the years, there has been some
skepticism about the differing published
values. These feelings may have been
responsible for the forty years that had
passed before the discovery of the neu-
trino was recognized with the Nobel
Prize. Nevertheless, the award is a 
clear recognition that the Savannah
River experiment was an extraordinary
accomplishment. Reines wished that
Cowan had been alive to share the 
prestigious award with him. The elusive
product of the weak force that can 
penetrate the earth and travel to the
ends of the universe was finally 
observed stopping in its tracks. The
neutrino became a tangible reality, 
and the experiment itself set a 
precedent for using the neutrino as 
an experimental tool.

Indeed, since the Reines-Cowan 
experiments, neutrino detection has pro-
duced some dramatic results. One was
the 1963 experiment of Lederman,
Schwartz, and Steinberger proving that a
second (muon) neutrino was paired with
the muon in the way the known (elec-
tron) neutrino was paired with the 
electron. That result not only earned the
discoverers the Nobel Prize, but also 

established the first hint of the second
family of elementary particles (all three
families are introduced in the primer, 
“The Oscillating Neutrino,” on page 28). 

Another was the detection of a 
burst of neutrinos from supernova
1987A (SN1987A)—twenty hits within
12 seconds in two enormous detectors
located on opposite sides of the planet,
both buried deep underground where
one expects to see only one neutrino
event per day. It was the unmistakable 
signature of an exploding star, and it 
provided extraordinary confirmation 
of the exotic notion that neutrinos, 
the most standoffish members of the 
pantheon of elementary particles, could
drive the largest explosion ever 
witnessed by human beings. 

And at present, neutrino data are 
accumulating from even more-modern
neutrino detectors, some buried deep
underground, some poised at accelera-
tors, some awaiting completion, all 
dedicated to seeing whether the neutri-
nos, long purported to be massless 
particles, not only carry mass but also
oscillate from one identity to another 
as they fly freely through space.

The world of physics owes much 
to Fred Reines for these developments.
His single-minded dedication to the
neutrino set an example, not only in 
the 1950s but throughout his career.
And his courage to “think big” 
continued well after his tenure at 
Los Alamos. Reines was one of the 
critical cospokespersons for the 
construction of the huge IMB detector,
a water-filled, 8,000-ton Cerenkov 
detector located in the Morton salt 
mine near Cleveland, Ohio. It was 
there that half of the events from
SN1987A were detected and many 
of the data on the oscillation of 
atmospheric neutrinos were gathered.

Through this volume, Los Alamos
National Laboratory takes pride in the 
accomplishments of Fred Reines, 
Clyde Cowan, Jr., and the teams of
Laboratory workers who performed to
the best of their ability in demonstrating
the existence of the neutrino. 
And Fred Reines, in his gracious way,

Announcement of Results

On June 14, 1956, after all the 
ests had been completed, Reines and

Cowan sent a telegram to Pauli at
ürich University:

“We are happy to inform you that
we have definitely detected neutrinos
rom fission fragments by observing 
nverse beta decay of protons. 

Observed cross section agrees well 

with expected six times ten to minus
forty-four square centimeters.”

In his 1979 article in Science about
the early days of experimental neutrino
physics, Reines describes Pauli’s reac-
tion to the news:

“The message was forwarded to him
[Pauli] at CERN, where he interrupted
the meeting he was attending to read
the telegram to the conferees and then
made some impromptu remarks regard-

ing the discovery. We learned later that
Pauli and some friends consumed a
case of champagne in celebration.”

Although the intent of the Savannah
River experiment was to get a positive
signal of neutrino detection, the experi-
ment also yielded a measurement of the
rate, or more exactly the cross section,
for inverse beta decay. (The cross sec-
tion for the neutrino to be captured by a
proton can be thought of as the effective

Figure 5. Oscilloscope Traces from
the Savannah River Experiments
In these oscilloscope pictures, traces
from detectors I, II, and III are labeled I, II,
and III, respectively. The label under each
frame indicates whether the signals were
recorded by the scope for positron anni-
hilation or the scope for neutron capture.
Acceptable delayed-coincidence signals
are shown in (a) and (b), while rejected
signals are pictured in (c) through (f). 

(a) The delayed-coincidence signal in
these two frames has occurred in the top
triad of the detector because the pulses
appeared in detectors I and II. Positron
scope: The pulse energies in detectors I
and II were 0.30 MeV and 0.35 MeV, 
respectively. The pulses reached the
positron circuit in prompt coincidence
(less than 0.2 microsecond apart) and
were accepted as a signal of positron 
annihilation. Neutron scope: The pulse
energies in detectors I and II were 
5.8 MeV and 3.3 MeV, respectively. These
pulses arrived in prompt coincidence 
and were accepted as a signal of neutron
capture. The delay between the positron
and neutron signals was 2.5 microsec-
onds. (b) The delayed-coincidence signal
in these two frames has occurred in the
bottom triad because the pulses appeared
in detectors II and III. Positron scope: 
The pulse energies in detectors II and III
were 0.25 MeV and 0.30 MeV, respectively.

eutron scope: The pulse energies in detectors II and III were 2.0 MeV and 1.7 MeV, respectively. The delay between the positron and
eutron signals was 13.5 microseconds. (c) The pulses from the neutron circuit were the result of electrical noise. (d) These three
ulses from the neutron circuit were caused by a cosmic-ray event. (e) These three pulses from the positron circuit were caused by 
 cosmic-ray event. (f) These pulses may have been caused by a cosmic-ray event. They were rejected as a signal of neutron capture
ecause of the extra pulse from detector II. Frames like this one occurred more often than would be expected from chance 
oincidences. They were, however, not often enough to affect the results considerably. These data appeared in Reines, Cowan, Harrison, et al. 1960. 
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target area that a proton presents to a
neutrino. The larger the area, the more
likely it is that the process will occur.)

The measured rate, or the number of
events per second, depends on (1) the
rate at which neutrinos are entering 
the target area (the neutrino flux was 
approximately 1,013 neutrinos per
square centimeter per second), (2) the
number of target protons in the water
tank (approximately 1,028 target 
protons), (3) the cross section for the 
reaction, and (4) the efficiency of 
the detectors in picking up positron and
neutron signals from the reaction.

According to Fermi’s theory, the
cross section for inverse beta decay
varies with energy. Given the energy
spectrum of the reactor-produced 
antineutrinos (the average energy was 
3 MeV), the theoretically predicted
cross section for inverse beta decay on
protons is 6.3 × 10–44, with an uncer-
tainty of about 25 percent arising from
the uncertainty of the energy spectrum
for the reactor neutrinos. The violation
of parity conservation (namely, the
symmetry between left-handedness and
right-handedness) by the weak force
had not yet been discovered, and so this
theoretical value was based on the 
parity-conserving formulation of
Fermi’s theory of beta decay in which
the neutrino, like the electron, has four
independent degrees of freedom.

In July 1956, a brief article in 
Science by Reines, Cowan, Harrison,
McGuire, and Kruse announced that the
Savannah River experiment had 
confirmed the tentative findings of the
Hanford experiment. The authors also
stated that their results were in 
agreement within 5 percent of the 
theoretically predicted value for the 
inverse-beta-decay cross section. Such
results were fortuitous given the 
uncertainties in the neutrino flux and 
in the detector efficiency. 

A more detailed paper on this experi-
ment published in Physical Review in
1960 reported a cross section twice as
large as that reported in 1956. Accord-
ing to Reines (1979), the increase in the
value occurred because “our initial

analysis grossly overestimated the 
detection efficiency with the result that
the measured cross section was at first
thought to be in good agreement with
[the pre–parity violation] prediction.”

The theoretical cross section had
also doubled between 1956 and 1960
because of the discovery in 1957 of 
parity nonconservation in the weak 
interactions and the formulation of 
the two-component theory of the 
neutrino (see the box “Parity Noncon-
servation and the Massless Two-
Component Neutrino” on page 32). 
So, the measured cross section reported
in the literature remained in agreement
with the theoretical prediction. 

In addition, after the 1956 experi-
ment, Reines and Cowan did another
measurement with a new setup and, in a
1959 Physical Review paper, reported
results for the cross section that were 
in agreement with the two-component
neutrino, parity-nonconserving theory. 

Over the years, there has been some
skepticism about the differing published
values. These feelings may have been
responsible for the forty years that had
passed before the discovery of the neu-
trino was recognized with the Nobel
Prize. Nevertheless, the award is a 
clear recognition that the Savannah
River experiment was an extraordinary
accomplishment. Reines wished that
Cowan had been alive to share the 
prestigious award with him. The elusive
product of the weak force that can 
penetrate the earth and travel to the
ends of the universe was finally 
observed stopping in its tracks. The
neutrino became a tangible reality, 
and the experiment itself set a 
precedent for using the neutrino as 
an experimental tool.

Indeed, since the Reines-Cowan 
experiments, neutrino detection has pro-
duced some dramatic results. One was
the 1963 experiment of Lederman,
Schwartz, and Steinberger proving that a
second (muon) neutrino was paired with
the muon in the way the known (elec-
tron) neutrino was paired with the 
electron. That result not only earned the
discoverers the Nobel Prize, but also 

established the first hint of the second
family of elementary particles (all three
families are introduced in the primer, 
“The Oscillating Neutrino,” on page 28). 

Another was the detection of a 
burst of neutrinos from supernova
1987A (SN1987A)—twenty hits within
12 seconds in two enormous detectors
located on opposite sides of the planet,
both buried deep underground where
one expects to see only one neutrino
event per day. It was the unmistakable 
signature of an exploding star, and it 
provided extraordinary confirmation 
of the exotic notion that neutrinos, 
the most standoffish members of the 
pantheon of elementary particles, could
drive the largest explosion ever 
witnessed by human beings. 

And at present, neutrino data are 
accumulating from even more-modern
neutrino detectors, some buried deep
underground, some poised at accelera-
tors, some awaiting completion, all 
dedicated to seeing whether the neutri-
nos, long purported to be massless 
particles, not only carry mass but also
oscillate from one identity to another 
as they fly freely through space.

The world of physics owes much 
to Fred Reines for these developments.
His single-minded dedication to the
neutrino set an example, not only in 
the 1950s but throughout his career.
And his courage to “think big” 
continued well after his tenure at 
Los Alamos. Reines was one of the 
critical cospokespersons for the 
construction of the huge IMB detector,
a water-filled, 8,000-ton Cerenkov 
detector located in the Morton salt 
mine near Cleveland, Ohio. It was 
there that half of the events from
SN1987A were detected and many 
of the data on the oscillation of 
atmospheric neutrinos were gathered.

Through this volume, Los Alamos
National Laboratory takes pride in the 
accomplishments of Fred Reines, 
Clyde Cowan, Jr., and the teams of
Laboratory workers who performed to
the best of their ability in demonstrating
the existence of the neutrino. 
And Fred Reines, in his gracious way,

Announcement of Results

On June 14, 1956, after all the 
ests had been completed, Reines and

Cowan sent a telegram to Pauli at
ürich University:

“We are happy to inform you that
we have definitely detected neutrinos
rom fission fragments by observing 
nverse beta decay of protons. 

Observed cross section agrees well 

with expected six times ten to minus
forty-four square centimeters.”

In his 1979 article in Science about
the early days of experimental neutrino
physics, Reines describes Pauli’s reac-
tion to the news:

“The message was forwarded to him
[Pauli] at CERN, where he interrupted
the meeting he was attending to read
the telegram to the conferees and then
made some impromptu remarks regard-

ing the discovery. We learned later that
Pauli and some friends consumed a
case of champagne in celebration.”

Although the intent of the Savannah
River experiment was to get a positive
signal of neutrino detection, the experi-
ment also yielded a measurement of the
rate, or more exactly the cross section,
for inverse beta decay. (The cross sec-
tion for the neutrino to be captured by a
proton can be thought of as the effective

Figure 5. Oscilloscope Traces from
the Savannah River Experiments
In these oscilloscope pictures, traces
from detectors I, II, and III are labeled I, II,
and III, respectively. The label under each
frame indicates whether the signals were
recorded by the scope for positron anni-
hilation or the scope for neutron capture.
Acceptable delayed-coincidence signals
are shown in (a) and (b), while rejected
signals are pictured in (c) through (f). 

(a) The delayed-coincidence signal in
these two frames has occurred in the top
triad of the detector because the pulses
appeared in detectors I and II. Positron
scope: The pulse energies in detectors I
and II were 0.30 MeV and 0.35 MeV, 
respectively. The pulses reached the
positron circuit in prompt coincidence
(less than 0.2 microsecond apart) and
were accepted as a signal of positron 
annihilation. Neutron scope: The pulse
energies in detectors I and II were 
5.8 MeV and 3.3 MeV, respectively. These
pulses arrived in prompt coincidence 
and were accepted as a signal of neutron
capture. The delay between the positron
and neutron signals was 2.5 microsec-
onds. (b) The delayed-coincidence signal
in these two frames has occurred in the
bottom triad because the pulses appeared
in detectors II and III. Positron scope: 
The pulse energies in detectors II and III
were 0.25 MeV and 0.30 MeV, respectively.

eutron scope: The pulse energies in detectors II and III were 2.0 MeV and 1.7 MeV, respectively. The delay between the positron and
eutron signals was 13.5 microseconds. (c) The pulses from the neutron circuit were the result of electrical noise. (d) These three
ulses from the neutron circuit were caused by a cosmic-ray event. (e) These three pulses from the positron circuit were caused by 
 cosmic-ray event. (f) These pulses may have been caused by a cosmic-ray event. They were rejected as a signal of neutron capture
ecause of the extra pulse from detector II. Frames like this one occurred more often than would be expected from chance 
oincidences. They were, however, not often enough to affect the results considerably. These data appeared in Reines, Cowan, Harrison, et al. 1960. 

Neutron scope

(c)       Neutron scope (d)        Neutron scope

(e)       Positron scope (f)        Neutron scope
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target area that a proton presents to a
neutrino. The larger the area, the more
likely it is that the process will occur.)

The measured rate, or the number of
events per second, depends on (1) the
rate at which neutrinos are entering 
the target area (the neutrino flux was 
approximately 1,013 neutrinos per
square centimeter per second), (2) the
number of target protons in the water
tank (approximately 1,028 target 
protons), (3) the cross section for the 
reaction, and (4) the efficiency of 
the detectors in picking up positron and
neutron signals from the reaction.

According to Fermi’s theory, the
cross section for inverse beta decay
varies with energy. Given the energy
spectrum of the reactor-produced 
antineutrinos (the average energy was 
3 MeV), the theoretically predicted
cross section for inverse beta decay on
protons is 6.3 × 10–44, with an uncer-
tainty of about 25 percent arising from
the uncertainty of the energy spectrum
for the reactor neutrinos. The violation
of parity conservation (namely, the
symmetry between left-handedness and
right-handedness) by the weak force
had not yet been discovered, and so this
theoretical value was based on the 
parity-conserving formulation of
Fermi’s theory of beta decay in which
the neutrino, like the electron, has four
independent degrees of freedom.

In July 1956, a brief article in 
Science by Reines, Cowan, Harrison,
McGuire, and Kruse announced that the
Savannah River experiment had 
confirmed the tentative findings of the
Hanford experiment. The authors also
stated that their results were in 
agreement within 5 percent of the 
theoretically predicted value for the 
inverse-beta-decay cross section. Such
results were fortuitous given the 
uncertainties in the neutrino flux and 
in the detector efficiency. 

A more detailed paper on this experi-
ment published in Physical Review in
1960 reported a cross section twice as
large as that reported in 1956. Accord-
ing to Reines (1979), the increase in the
value occurred because “our initial

analysis grossly overestimated the 
detection efficiency with the result that
the measured cross section was at first
thought to be in good agreement with
[the pre–parity violation] prediction.”

The theoretical cross section had
also doubled between 1956 and 1960
because of the discovery in 1957 of 
parity nonconservation in the weak 
interactions and the formulation of 
the two-component theory of the 
neutrino (see the box “Parity Noncon-
servation and the Massless Two-
Component Neutrino” on page 32). 
So, the measured cross section reported
in the literature remained in agreement
with the theoretical prediction. 

In addition, after the 1956 experi-
ment, Reines and Cowan did another
measurement with a new setup and, in a
1959 Physical Review paper, reported
results for the cross section that were 
in agreement with the two-component
neutrino, parity-nonconserving theory. 

Over the years, there has been some
skepticism about the differing published
values. These feelings may have been
responsible for the forty years that had
passed before the discovery of the neu-
trino was recognized with the Nobel
Prize. Nevertheless, the award is a 
clear recognition that the Savannah
River experiment was an extraordinary
accomplishment. Reines wished that
Cowan had been alive to share the 
prestigious award with him. The elusive
product of the weak force that can 
penetrate the earth and travel to the
ends of the universe was finally 
observed stopping in its tracks. The
neutrino became a tangible reality, 
and the experiment itself set a 
precedent for using the neutrino as 
an experimental tool.

Indeed, since the Reines-Cowan 
experiments, neutrino detection has pro-
duced some dramatic results. One was
the 1963 experiment of Lederman,
Schwartz, and Steinberger proving that a
second (muon) neutrino was paired with
the muon in the way the known (elec-
tron) neutrino was paired with the 
electron. That result not only earned the
discoverers the Nobel Prize, but also 

established the first hint of the second
family of elementary particles (all three
families are introduced in the primer, 
“The Oscillating Neutrino,” on page 28). 

Another was the detection of a 
burst of neutrinos from supernova
1987A (SN1987A)—twenty hits within
12 seconds in two enormous detectors
located on opposite sides of the planet,
both buried deep underground where
one expects to see only one neutrino
event per day. It was the unmistakable 
signature of an exploding star, and it 
provided extraordinary confirmation 
of the exotic notion that neutrinos, 
the most standoffish members of the 
pantheon of elementary particles, could
drive the largest explosion ever 
witnessed by human beings. 

And at present, neutrino data are 
accumulating from even more-modern
neutrino detectors, some buried deep
underground, some poised at accelera-
tors, some awaiting completion, all 
dedicated to seeing whether the neutri-
nos, long purported to be massless 
particles, not only carry mass but also
oscillate from one identity to another 
as they fly freely through space.

The world of physics owes much 
to Fred Reines for these developments.
His single-minded dedication to the
neutrino set an example, not only in 
the 1950s but throughout his career.
And his courage to “think big” 
continued well after his tenure at 
Los Alamos. Reines was one of the 
critical cospokespersons for the 
construction of the huge IMB detector,
a water-filled, 8,000-ton Cerenkov 
detector located in the Morton salt 
mine near Cleveland, Ohio. It was 
there that half of the events from
SN1987A were detected and many 
of the data on the oscillation of 
atmospheric neutrinos were gathered.

Through this volume, Los Alamos
National Laboratory takes pride in the 
accomplishments of Fred Reines, 
Clyde Cowan, Jr., and the teams of
Laboratory workers who performed to
the best of their ability in demonstrating
the existence of the neutrino. 
And Fred Reines, in his gracious way,

Announcement of Results

On June 14, 1956, after all the 
ests had been completed, Reines and

Cowan sent a telegram to Pauli at
ürich University:

“We are happy to inform you that
we have definitely detected neutrinos
rom fission fragments by observing 
nverse beta decay of protons. 

Observed cross section agrees well 

with expected six times ten to minus
forty-four square centimeters.”

In his 1979 article in Science about
the early days of experimental neutrino
physics, Reines describes Pauli’s reac-
tion to the news:

“The message was forwarded to him
[Pauli] at CERN, where he interrupted
the meeting he was attending to read
the telegram to the conferees and then
made some impromptu remarks regard-

ing the discovery. We learned later that
Pauli and some friends consumed a
case of champagne in celebration.”

Although the intent of the Savannah
River experiment was to get a positive
signal of neutrino detection, the experi-
ment also yielded a measurement of the
rate, or more exactly the cross section,
for inverse beta decay. (The cross sec-
tion for the neutrino to be captured by a
proton can be thought of as the effective

Figure 5. Oscilloscope Traces from
the Savannah River Experiments
In these oscilloscope pictures, traces
from detectors I, II, and III are labeled I, II,
and III, respectively. The label under each
frame indicates whether the signals were
recorded by the scope for positron anni-
hilation or the scope for neutron capture.
Acceptable delayed-coincidence signals
are shown in (a) and (b), while rejected
signals are pictured in (c) through (f). 

(a) The delayed-coincidence signal in
these two frames has occurred in the top
triad of the detector because the pulses
appeared in detectors I and II. Positron
scope: The pulse energies in detectors I
and II were 0.30 MeV and 0.35 MeV, 
respectively. The pulses reached the
positron circuit in prompt coincidence
(less than 0.2 microsecond apart) and
were accepted as a signal of positron 
annihilation. Neutron scope: The pulse
energies in detectors I and II were 
5.8 MeV and 3.3 MeV, respectively. These
pulses arrived in prompt coincidence 
and were accepted as a signal of neutron
capture. The delay between the positron
and neutron signals was 2.5 microsec-
onds. (b) The delayed-coincidence signal
in these two frames has occurred in the
bottom triad because the pulses appeared
in detectors II and III. Positron scope: 
The pulse energies in detectors II and III
were 0.25 MeV and 0.30 MeV, respectively.

eutron scope: The pulse energies in detectors II and III were 2.0 MeV and 1.7 MeV, respectively. The delay between the positron and
eutron signals was 13.5 microseconds. (c) The pulses from the neutron circuit were the result of electrical noise. (d) These three
ulses from the neutron circuit were caused by a cosmic-ray event. (e) These three pulses from the positron circuit were caused by 
 cosmic-ray event. (f) These pulses may have been caused by a cosmic-ray event. They were rejected as a signal of neutron capture
ecause of the extra pulse from detector II. Frames like this one occurred more often than would be expected from chance 
oincidences. They were, however, not often enough to affect the results considerably. These data appeared in Reines, Cowan, Harrison, et al. 1960. 

Neutron scope

(c)       Neutron scope (d)        Neutron scope
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target area that a proton presents to a
neutrino. The larger the area, the more
likely it is that the process will occur.)

The measured rate, or the number of
events per second, depends on (1) the
rate at which neutrinos are entering 
the target area (the neutrino flux was 
approximately 1,013 neutrinos per
square centimeter per second), (2) the
number of target protons in the water
tank (approximately 1,028 target 
protons), (3) the cross section for the 
reaction, and (4) the efficiency of 
the detectors in picking up positron and
neutron signals from the reaction.

According to Fermi’s theory, the
cross section for inverse beta decay
varies with energy. Given the energy
spectrum of the reactor-produced 
antineutrinos (the average energy was 
3 MeV), the theoretically predicted
cross section for inverse beta decay on
protons is 6.3 × 10–44, with an uncer-
tainty of about 25 percent arising from
the uncertainty of the energy spectrum
for the reactor neutrinos. The violation
of parity conservation (namely, the
symmetry between left-handedness and
right-handedness) by the weak force
had not yet been discovered, and so this
theoretical value was based on the 
parity-conserving formulation of
Fermi’s theory of beta decay in which
the neutrino, like the electron, has four
independent degrees of freedom.

In July 1956, a brief article in 
Science by Reines, Cowan, Harrison,
McGuire, and Kruse announced that the
Savannah River experiment had 
confirmed the tentative findings of the
Hanford experiment. The authors also
stated that their results were in 
agreement within 5 percent of the 
theoretically predicted value for the 
inverse-beta-decay cross section. Such
results were fortuitous given the 
uncertainties in the neutrino flux and 
in the detector efficiency. 

A more detailed paper on this experi-
ment published in Physical Review in
1960 reported a cross section twice as
large as that reported in 1956. Accord-
ing to Reines (1979), the increase in the
value occurred because “our initial

analysis grossly overestimated the 
detection efficiency with the result that
the measured cross section was at first
thought to be in good agreement with
[the pre–parity violation] prediction.”

The theoretical cross section had
also doubled between 1956 and 1960
because of the discovery in 1957 of 
parity nonconservation in the weak 
interactions and the formulation of 
the two-component theory of the 
neutrino (see the box “Parity Noncon-
servation and the Massless Two-
Component Neutrino” on page 32). 
So, the measured cross section reported
in the literature remained in agreement
with the theoretical prediction. 

In addition, after the 1956 experi-
ment, Reines and Cowan did another
measurement with a new setup and, in a
1959 Physical Review paper, reported
results for the cross section that were 
in agreement with the two-component
neutrino, parity-nonconserving theory. 

Over the years, there has been some
skepticism about the differing published
values. These feelings may have been
responsible for the forty years that had
passed before the discovery of the neu-
trino was recognized with the Nobel
Prize. Nevertheless, the award is a 
clear recognition that the Savannah
River experiment was an extraordinary
accomplishment. Reines wished that
Cowan had been alive to share the 
prestigious award with him. The elusive
product of the weak force that can 
penetrate the earth and travel to the
ends of the universe was finally 
observed stopping in its tracks. The
neutrino became a tangible reality, 
and the experiment itself set a 
precedent for using the neutrino as 
an experimental tool.

Indeed, since the Reines-Cowan 
experiments, neutrino detection has pro-
duced some dramatic results. One was
the 1963 experiment of Lederman,
Schwartz, and Steinberger proving that a
second (muon) neutrino was paired with
the muon in the way the known (elec-
tron) neutrino was paired with the 
electron. That result not only earned the
discoverers the Nobel Prize, but also 

established the first hint of the second
family of elementary particles (all three
families are introduced in the primer, 
“The Oscillating Neutrino,” on page 28). 

Another was the detection of a 
burst of neutrinos from supernova
1987A (SN1987A)—twenty hits within
12 seconds in two enormous detectors
located on opposite sides of the planet,
both buried deep underground where
one expects to see only one neutrino
event per day. It was the unmistakable 
signature of an exploding star, and it 
provided extraordinary confirmation 
of the exotic notion that neutrinos, 
the most standoffish members of the 
pantheon of elementary particles, could
drive the largest explosion ever 
witnessed by human beings. 

And at present, neutrino data are 
accumulating from even more-modern
neutrino detectors, some buried deep
underground, some poised at accelera-
tors, some awaiting completion, all 
dedicated to seeing whether the neutri-
nos, long purported to be massless 
particles, not only carry mass but also
oscillate from one identity to another 
as they fly freely through space.

The world of physics owes much 
to Fred Reines for these developments.
His single-minded dedication to the
neutrino set an example, not only in 
the 1950s but throughout his career.
And his courage to “think big” 
continued well after his tenure at 
Los Alamos. Reines was one of the 
critical cospokespersons for the 
construction of the huge IMB detector,
a water-filled, 8,000-ton Cerenkov 
detector located in the Morton salt 
mine near Cleveland, Ohio. It was 
there that half of the events from
SN1987A were detected and many 
of the data on the oscillation of 
atmospheric neutrinos were gathered.

Through this volume, Los Alamos
National Laboratory takes pride in the 
accomplishments of Fred Reines, 
Clyde Cowan, Jr., and the teams of
Laboratory workers who performed to
the best of their ability in demonstrating
the existence of the neutrino. 
And Fred Reines, in his gracious way,

Announcement of Results

On June 14, 1956, after all the 
ests had been completed, Reines and

Cowan sent a telegram to Pauli at
ürich University:

“We are happy to inform you that
we have definitely detected neutrinos
rom fission fragments by observing 
nverse beta decay of protons. 

Observed cross section agrees well 

with expected six times ten to minus
forty-four square centimeters.”

In his 1979 article in Science about
the early days of experimental neutrino
physics, Reines describes Pauli’s reac-
tion to the news:

“The message was forwarded to him
[Pauli] at CERN, where he interrupted
the meeting he was attending to read
the telegram to the conferees and then
made some impromptu remarks regard-

ing the discovery. We learned later that
Pauli and some friends consumed a
case of champagne in celebration.”

Although the intent of the Savannah
River experiment was to get a positive
signal of neutrino detection, the experi-
ment also yielded a measurement of the
rate, or more exactly the cross section,
for inverse beta decay. (The cross sec-
tion for the neutrino to be captured by a
proton can be thought of as the effective

Figure 5. Oscilloscope Traces from
the Savannah River Experiments
In these oscilloscope pictures, traces
from detectors I, II, and III are labeled I, II,
and III, respectively. The label under each
frame indicates whether the signals were
recorded by the scope for positron anni-
hilation or the scope for neutron capture.
Acceptable delayed-coincidence signals
are shown in (a) and (b), while rejected
signals are pictured in (c) through (f). 

(a) The delayed-coincidence signal in
these two frames has occurred in the top
triad of the detector because the pulses
appeared in detectors I and II. Positron
scope: The pulse energies in detectors I
and II were 0.30 MeV and 0.35 MeV, 
respectively. The pulses reached the
positron circuit in prompt coincidence
(less than 0.2 microsecond apart) and
were accepted as a signal of positron 
annihilation. Neutron scope: The pulse
energies in detectors I and II were 
5.8 MeV and 3.3 MeV, respectively. These
pulses arrived in prompt coincidence 
and were accepted as a signal of neutron
capture. The delay between the positron
and neutron signals was 2.5 microsec-
onds. (b) The delayed-coincidence signal
in these two frames has occurred in the
bottom triad because the pulses appeared
in detectors II and III. Positron scope: 
The pulse energies in detectors II and III
were 0.25 MeV and 0.30 MeV, respectively.

eutron scope: The pulse energies in detectors II and III were 2.0 MeV and 1.7 MeV, respectively. The delay between the positron and
eutron signals was 13.5 microseconds. (c) The pulses from the neutron circuit were the result of electrical noise. (d) These three
ulses from the neutron circuit were caused by a cosmic-ray event. (e) These three pulses from the positron circuit were caused by 
 cosmic-ray event. (f) These pulses may have been caused by a cosmic-ray event. They were rejected as a signal of neutron capture
ecause of the extra pulse from detector II. Frames like this one occurred more often than would be expected from chance 
oincidences. They were, however, not often enough to affect the results considerably. These data appeared in Reines, Cowan, Harrison, et al. 1960. 

Neutron scope

(c)       Neutron scope (d)        Neutron scope

(e)       Positron scope (f)        Neutron scope
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target area that a proton presents to a
neutrino. The larger the area, the more
likely it is that the process will occur.)

The measured rate, or the number of
events per second, depends on (1) the
rate at which neutrinos are entering 
the target area (the neutrino flux was 
approximately 1,013 neutrinos per
square centimeter per second), (2) the
number of target protons in the water
tank (approximately 1,028 target 
protons), (3) the cross section for the 
reaction, and (4) the efficiency of 
the detectors in picking up positron and
neutron signals from the reaction.

According to Fermi’s theory, the
cross section for inverse beta decay
varies with energy. Given the energy
spectrum of the reactor-produced 
antineutrinos (the average energy was 
3 MeV), the theoretically predicted
cross section for inverse beta decay on
protons is 6.3 × 10–44, with an uncer-
tainty of about 25 percent arising from
the uncertainty of the energy spectrum
for the reactor neutrinos. The violation
of parity conservation (namely, the
symmetry between left-handedness and
right-handedness) by the weak force
had not yet been discovered, and so this
theoretical value was based on the 
parity-conserving formulation of
Fermi’s theory of beta decay in which
the neutrino, like the electron, has four
independent degrees of freedom.

In July 1956, a brief article in 
Science by Reines, Cowan, Harrison,
McGuire, and Kruse announced that the
Savannah River experiment had 
confirmed the tentative findings of the
Hanford experiment. The authors also
stated that their results were in 
agreement within 5 percent of the 
theoretically predicted value for the 
inverse-beta-decay cross section. Such
results were fortuitous given the 
uncertainties in the neutrino flux and 
in the detector efficiency. 

A more detailed paper on this experi-
ment published in Physical Review in
1960 reported a cross section twice as
large as that reported in 1956. Accord-
ing to Reines (1979), the increase in the
value occurred because “our initial

analysis grossly overestimated the 
detection efficiency with the result that
the measured cross section was at first
thought to be in good agreement with
[the pre–parity violation] prediction.”

The theoretical cross section had
also doubled between 1956 and 1960
because of the discovery in 1957 of 
parity nonconservation in the weak 
interactions and the formulation of 
the two-component theory of the 
neutrino (see the box “Parity Noncon-
servation and the Massless Two-
Component Neutrino” on page 32). 
So, the measured cross section reported
in the literature remained in agreement
with the theoretical prediction. 

In addition, after the 1956 experi-
ment, Reines and Cowan did another
measurement with a new setup and, in a
1959 Physical Review paper, reported
results for the cross section that were 
in agreement with the two-component
neutrino, parity-nonconserving theory. 

Over the years, there has been some
skepticism about the differing published
values. These feelings may have been
responsible for the forty years that had
passed before the discovery of the neu-
trino was recognized with the Nobel
Prize. Nevertheless, the award is a 
clear recognition that the Savannah
River experiment was an extraordinary
accomplishment. Reines wished that
Cowan had been alive to share the 
prestigious award with him. The elusive
product of the weak force that can 
penetrate the earth and travel to the
ends of the universe was finally 
observed stopping in its tracks. The
neutrino became a tangible reality, 
and the experiment itself set a 
precedent for using the neutrino as 
an experimental tool.

Indeed, since the Reines-Cowan 
experiments, neutrino detection has pro-
duced some dramatic results. One was
the 1963 experiment of Lederman,
Schwartz, and Steinberger proving that a
second (muon) neutrino was paired with
the muon in the way the known (elec-
tron) neutrino was paired with the 
electron. That result not only earned the
discoverers the Nobel Prize, but also 

established the first hint of the second
family of elementary particles (all three
families are introduced in the primer, 
“The Oscillating Neutrino,” on page 28). 

Another was the detection of a 
burst of neutrinos from supernova
1987A (SN1987A)—twenty hits within
12 seconds in two enormous detectors
located on opposite sides of the planet,
both buried deep underground where
one expects to see only one neutrino
event per day. It was the unmistakable 
signature of an exploding star, and it 
provided extraordinary confirmation 
of the exotic notion that neutrinos, 
the most standoffish members of the 
pantheon of elementary particles, could
drive the largest explosion ever 
witnessed by human beings. 

And at present, neutrino data are 
accumulating from even more-modern
neutrino detectors, some buried deep
underground, some poised at accelera-
tors, some awaiting completion, all 
dedicated to seeing whether the neutri-
nos, long purported to be massless 
particles, not only carry mass but also
oscillate from one identity to another 
as they fly freely through space.

The world of physics owes much 
to Fred Reines for these developments.
His single-minded dedication to the
neutrino set an example, not only in 
the 1950s but throughout his career.
And his courage to “think big” 
continued well after his tenure at 
Los Alamos. Reines was one of the 
critical cospokespersons for the 
construction of the huge IMB detector,
a water-filled, 8,000-ton Cerenkov 
detector located in the Morton salt 
mine near Cleveland, Ohio. It was 
there that half of the events from
SN1987A were detected and many 
of the data on the oscillation of 
atmospheric neutrinos were gathered.

Through this volume, Los Alamos
National Laboratory takes pride in the 
accomplishments of Fred Reines, 
Clyde Cowan, Jr., and the teams of
Laboratory workers who performed to
the best of their ability in demonstrating
the existence of the neutrino. 
And Fred Reines, in his gracious way,

Announcement of Results

On June 14, 1956, after all the 
ests had been completed, Reines and

Cowan sent a telegram to Pauli at
ürich University:

“We are happy to inform you that
we have definitely detected neutrinos
rom fission fragments by observing 
nverse beta decay of protons. 

Observed cross section agrees well 

with expected six times ten to minus
forty-four square centimeters.”

In his 1979 article in Science about
the early days of experimental neutrino
physics, Reines describes Pauli’s reac-
tion to the news:

“The message was forwarded to him
[Pauli] at CERN, where he interrupted
the meeting he was attending to read
the telegram to the conferees and then
made some impromptu remarks regard-

ing the discovery. We learned later that
Pauli and some friends consumed a
case of champagne in celebration.”

Although the intent of the Savannah
River experiment was to get a positive
signal of neutrino detection, the experi-
ment also yielded a measurement of the
rate, or more exactly the cross section,
for inverse beta decay. (The cross sec-
tion for the neutrino to be captured by a
proton can be thought of as the effective

Figure 5. Oscilloscope Traces from
the Savannah River Experiments
In these oscilloscope pictures, traces
from detectors I, II, and III are labeled I, II,
and III, respectively. The label under each
frame indicates whether the signals were
recorded by the scope for positron anni-
hilation or the scope for neutron capture.
Acceptable delayed-coincidence signals
are shown in (a) and (b), while rejected
signals are pictured in (c) through (f). 

(a) The delayed-coincidence signal in
these two frames has occurred in the top
triad of the detector because the pulses
appeared in detectors I and II. Positron
scope: The pulse energies in detectors I
and II were 0.30 MeV and 0.35 MeV, 
respectively. The pulses reached the
positron circuit in prompt coincidence
(less than 0.2 microsecond apart) and
were accepted as a signal of positron 
annihilation. Neutron scope: The pulse
energies in detectors I and II were 
5.8 MeV and 3.3 MeV, respectively. These
pulses arrived in prompt coincidence 
and were accepted as a signal of neutron
capture. The delay between the positron
and neutron signals was 2.5 microsec-
onds. (b) The delayed-coincidence signal
in these two frames has occurred in the
bottom triad because the pulses appeared
in detectors II and III. Positron scope: 
The pulse energies in detectors II and III
were 0.25 MeV and 0.30 MeV, respectively.

eutron scope: The pulse energies in detectors II and III were 2.0 MeV and 1.7 MeV, respectively. The delay between the positron and
eutron signals was 13.5 microseconds. (c) The pulses from the neutron circuit were the result of electrical noise. (d) These three
ulses from the neutron circuit were caused by a cosmic-ray event. (e) These three pulses from the positron circuit were caused by 
 cosmic-ray event. (f) These pulses may have been caused by a cosmic-ray event. They were rejected as a signal of neutron capture
ecause of the extra pulse from detector II. Frames like this one occurred more often than would be expected from chance 
oincidences. They were, however, not often enough to affect the results considerably. These data appeared in Reines, Cowan, Harrison, et al. 1960. 

Neutron scope

(c)       Neutron scope (d)        Neutron scope

(e)       Positron scope (f)        Neutron scope
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target area that a proton presents to a
neutrino. The larger the area, the more
likely it is that the process will occur.)

The measured rate, or the number of
events per second, depends on (1) the
rate at which neutrinos are entering 
the target area (the neutrino flux was 
approximately 1,013 neutrinos per
square centimeter per second), (2) the
number of target protons in the water
tank (approximately 1,028 target 
protons), (3) the cross section for the 
reaction, and (4) the efficiency of 
the detectors in picking up positron and
neutron signals from the reaction.

According to Fermi’s theory, the
cross section for inverse beta decay
varies with energy. Given the energy
spectrum of the reactor-produced 
antineutrinos (the average energy was 
3 MeV), the theoretically predicted
cross section for inverse beta decay on
protons is 6.3 × 10–44, with an uncer-
tainty of about 25 percent arising from
the uncertainty of the energy spectrum
for the reactor neutrinos. The violation
of parity conservation (namely, the
symmetry between left-handedness and
right-handedness) by the weak force
had not yet been discovered, and so this
theoretical value was based on the 
parity-conserving formulation of
Fermi’s theory of beta decay in which
the neutrino, like the electron, has four
independent degrees of freedom.

In July 1956, a brief article in 
Science by Reines, Cowan, Harrison,
McGuire, and Kruse announced that the
Savannah River experiment had 
confirmed the tentative findings of the
Hanford experiment. The authors also
stated that their results were in 
agreement within 5 percent of the 
theoretically predicted value for the 
inverse-beta-decay cross section. Such
results were fortuitous given the 
uncertainties in the neutrino flux and 
in the detector efficiency. 

A more detailed paper on this experi-
ment published in Physical Review in
1960 reported a cross section twice as
large as that reported in 1956. Accord-
ing to Reines (1979), the increase in the
value occurred because “our initial

analysis grossly overestimated the 
detection efficiency with the result that
the measured cross section was at first
thought to be in good agreement with
[the pre–parity violation] prediction.”

The theoretical cross section had
also doubled between 1956 and 1960
because of the discovery in 1957 of 
parity nonconservation in the weak 
interactions and the formulation of 
the two-component theory of the 
neutrino (see the box “Parity Noncon-
servation and the Massless Two-
Component Neutrino” on page 32). 
So, the measured cross section reported
in the literature remained in agreement
with the theoretical prediction. 

In addition, after the 1956 experi-
ment, Reines and Cowan did another
measurement with a new setup and, in a
1959 Physical Review paper, reported
results for the cross section that were 
in agreement with the two-component
neutrino, parity-nonconserving theory. 

Over the years, there has been some
skepticism about the differing published
values. These feelings may have been
responsible for the forty years that had
passed before the discovery of the neu-
trino was recognized with the Nobel
Prize. Nevertheless, the award is a 
clear recognition that the Savannah
River experiment was an extraordinary
accomplishment. Reines wished that
Cowan had been alive to share the 
prestigious award with him. The elusive
product of the weak force that can 
penetrate the earth and travel to the
ends of the universe was finally 
observed stopping in its tracks. The
neutrino became a tangible reality, 
and the experiment itself set a 
precedent for using the neutrino as 
an experimental tool.

Indeed, since the Reines-Cowan 
experiments, neutrino detection has pro-
duced some dramatic results. One was
the 1963 experiment of Lederman,
Schwartz, and Steinberger proving that a
second (muon) neutrino was paired with
the muon in the way the known (elec-
tron) neutrino was paired with the 
electron. That result not only earned the
discoverers the Nobel Prize, but also 

established the first hint of the second
family of elementary particles (all three
families are introduced in the primer, 
“The Oscillating Neutrino,” on page 28). 

Another was the detection of a 
burst of neutrinos from supernova
1987A (SN1987A)—twenty hits within
12 seconds in two enormous detectors
located on opposite sides of the planet,
both buried deep underground where
one expects to see only one neutrino
event per day. It was the unmistakable 
signature of an exploding star, and it 
provided extraordinary confirmation 
of the exotic notion that neutrinos, 
the most standoffish members of the 
pantheon of elementary particles, could
drive the largest explosion ever 
witnessed by human beings. 

And at present, neutrino data are 
accumulating from even more-modern
neutrino detectors, some buried deep
underground, some poised at accelera-
tors, some awaiting completion, all 
dedicated to seeing whether the neutri-
nos, long purported to be massless 
particles, not only carry mass but also
oscillate from one identity to another 
as they fly freely through space.

The world of physics owes much 
to Fred Reines for these developments.
His single-minded dedication to the
neutrino set an example, not only in 
the 1950s but throughout his career.
And his courage to “think big” 
continued well after his tenure at 
Los Alamos. Reines was one of the 
critical cospokespersons for the 
construction of the huge IMB detector,
a water-filled, 8,000-ton Cerenkov 
detector located in the Morton salt 
mine near Cleveland, Ohio. It was 
there that half of the events from
SN1987A were detected and many 
of the data on the oscillation of 
atmospheric neutrinos were gathered.

Through this volume, Los Alamos
National Laboratory takes pride in the 
accomplishments of Fred Reines, 
Clyde Cowan, Jr., and the teams of
Laboratory workers who performed to
the best of their ability in demonstrating
the existence of the neutrino. 
And Fred Reines, in his gracious way,

Announcement of Results

On June 14, 1956, after all the 
ests had been completed, Reines and

Cowan sent a telegram to Pauli at
ürich University:

“We are happy to inform you that
we have definitely detected neutrinos
rom fission fragments by observing 
nverse beta decay of protons. 

Observed cross section agrees well 

with expected six times ten to minus
forty-four square centimeters.”

In his 1979 article in Science about
the early days of experimental neutrino
physics, Reines describes Pauli’s reac-
tion to the news:

“The message was forwarded to him
[Pauli] at CERN, where he interrupted
the meeting he was attending to read
the telegram to the conferees and then
made some impromptu remarks regard-

ing the discovery. We learned later that
Pauli and some friends consumed a
case of champagne in celebration.”

Although the intent of the Savannah
River experiment was to get a positive
signal of neutrino detection, the experi-
ment also yielded a measurement of the
rate, or more exactly the cross section,
for inverse beta decay. (The cross sec-
tion for the neutrino to be captured by a
proton can be thought of as the effective

Figure 5. Oscilloscope Traces from
the Savannah River Experiments
In these oscilloscope pictures, traces
from detectors I, II, and III are labeled I, II,
and III, respectively. The label under each
frame indicates whether the signals were
recorded by the scope for positron anni-
hilation or the scope for neutron capture.
Acceptable delayed-coincidence signals
are shown in (a) and (b), while rejected
signals are pictured in (c) through (f). 

(a) The delayed-coincidence signal in
these two frames has occurred in the top
triad of the detector because the pulses
appeared in detectors I and II. Positron
scope: The pulse energies in detectors I
and II were 0.30 MeV and 0.35 MeV, 
respectively. The pulses reached the
positron circuit in prompt coincidence
(less than 0.2 microsecond apart) and
were accepted as a signal of positron 
annihilation. Neutron scope: The pulse
energies in detectors I and II were 
5.8 MeV and 3.3 MeV, respectively. These
pulses arrived in prompt coincidence 
and were accepted as a signal of neutron
capture. The delay between the positron
and neutron signals was 2.5 microsec-
onds. (b) The delayed-coincidence signal
in these two frames has occurred in the
bottom triad because the pulses appeared
in detectors II and III. Positron scope: 
The pulse energies in detectors II and III
were 0.25 MeV and 0.30 MeV, respectively.

eutron scope: The pulse energies in detectors II and III were 2.0 MeV and 1.7 MeV, respectively. The delay between the positron and
eutron signals was 13.5 microseconds. (c) The pulses from the neutron circuit were the result of electrical noise. (d) These three
ulses from the neutron circuit were caused by a cosmic-ray event. (e) These three pulses from the positron circuit were caused by 
 cosmic-ray event. (f) These pulses may have been caused by a cosmic-ray event. They were rejected as a signal of neutron capture
ecause of the extra pulse from detector II. Frames like this one occurred more often than would be expected from chance 
oincidences. They were, however, not often enough to affect the results considerably. These data appeared in Reines, Cowan, Harrison, et al. 1960. 

Neutron scope

(c)       Neutron scope (d)        Neutron scope

(e)       Positron scope (f)        Neutron scope

(a)      Positron scope  
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target area that a proton presents to a
neutrino. The larger the area, the more
likely it is that the process will occur.)

The measured rate, or the number of
events per second, depends on (1) the
rate at which neutrinos are entering 
the target area (the neutrino flux was 
approximately 1,013 neutrinos per
square centimeter per second), (2) the
number of target protons in the water
tank (approximately 1,028 target 
protons), (3) the cross section for the 
reaction, and (4) the efficiency of 
the detectors in picking up positron and
neutron signals from the reaction.

According to Fermi’s theory, the
cross section for inverse beta decay
varies with energy. Given the energy
spectrum of the reactor-produced 
antineutrinos (the average energy was 
3 MeV), the theoretically predicted
cross section for inverse beta decay on
protons is 6.3 × 10–44, with an uncer-
tainty of about 25 percent arising from
the uncertainty of the energy spectrum
for the reactor neutrinos. The violation
of parity conservation (namely, the
symmetry between left-handedness and
right-handedness) by the weak force
had not yet been discovered, and so this
theoretical value was based on the 
parity-conserving formulation of
Fermi’s theory of beta decay in which
the neutrino, like the electron, has four
independent degrees of freedom.

In July 1956, a brief article in 
Science by Reines, Cowan, Harrison,
McGuire, and Kruse announced that the
Savannah River experiment had 
confirmed the tentative findings of the
Hanford experiment. The authors also
stated that their results were in 
agreement within 5 percent of the 
theoretically predicted value for the 
inverse-beta-decay cross section. Such
results were fortuitous given the 
uncertainties in the neutrino flux and 
in the detector efficiency. 

A more detailed paper on this experi-
ment published in Physical Review in
1960 reported a cross section twice as
large as that reported in 1956. Accord-
ing to Reines (1979), the increase in the
value occurred because “our initial

analysis grossly overestimated the 
detection efficiency with the result that
the measured cross section was at first
thought to be in good agreement with
[the pre–parity violation] prediction.”

The theoretical cross section had
also doubled between 1956 and 1960
because of the discovery in 1957 of 
parity nonconservation in the weak 
interactions and the formulation of 
the two-component theory of the 
neutrino (see the box “Parity Noncon-
servation and the Massless Two-
Component Neutrino” on page 32). 
So, the measured cross section reported
in the literature remained in agreement
with the theoretical prediction. 

In addition, after the 1956 experi-
ment, Reines and Cowan did another
measurement with a new setup and, in a
1959 Physical Review paper, reported
results for the cross section that were 
in agreement with the two-component
neutrino, parity-nonconserving theory. 

Over the years, there has been some
skepticism about the differing published
values. These feelings may have been
responsible for the forty years that had
passed before the discovery of the neu-
trino was recognized with the Nobel
Prize. Nevertheless, the award is a 
clear recognition that the Savannah
River experiment was an extraordinary
accomplishment. Reines wished that
Cowan had been alive to share the 
prestigious award with him. The elusive
product of the weak force that can 
penetrate the earth and travel to the
ends of the universe was finally 
observed stopping in its tracks. The
neutrino became a tangible reality, 
and the experiment itself set a 
precedent for using the neutrino as 
an experimental tool.

Indeed, since the Reines-Cowan 
experiments, neutrino detection has pro-
duced some dramatic results. One was
the 1963 experiment of Lederman,
Schwartz, and Steinberger proving that a
second (muon) neutrino was paired with
the muon in the way the known (elec-
tron) neutrino was paired with the 
electron. That result not only earned the
discoverers the Nobel Prize, but also 

established the first hint of the second
family of elementary particles (all three
families are introduced in the primer, 
“The Oscillating Neutrino,” on page 28). 

Another was the detection of a 
burst of neutrinos from supernova
1987A (SN1987A)—twenty hits within
12 seconds in two enormous detectors
located on opposite sides of the planet,
both buried deep underground where
one expects to see only one neutrino
event per day. It was the unmistakable 
signature of an exploding star, and it 
provided extraordinary confirmation 
of the exotic notion that neutrinos, 
the most standoffish members of the 
pantheon of elementary particles, could
drive the largest explosion ever 
witnessed by human beings. 

And at present, neutrino data are 
accumulating from even more-modern
neutrino detectors, some buried deep
underground, some poised at accelera-
tors, some awaiting completion, all 
dedicated to seeing whether the neutri-
nos, long purported to be massless 
particles, not only carry mass but also
oscillate from one identity to another 
as they fly freely through space.

The world of physics owes much 
to Fred Reines for these developments.
His single-minded dedication to the
neutrino set an example, not only in 
the 1950s but throughout his career.
And his courage to “think big” 
continued well after his tenure at 
Los Alamos. Reines was one of the 
critical cospokespersons for the 
construction of the huge IMB detector,
a water-filled, 8,000-ton Cerenkov 
detector located in the Morton salt 
mine near Cleveland, Ohio. It was 
there that half of the events from
SN1987A were detected and many 
of the data on the oscillation of 
atmospheric neutrinos were gathered.

Through this volume, Los Alamos
National Laboratory takes pride in the 
accomplishments of Fred Reines, 
Clyde Cowan, Jr., and the teams of
Laboratory workers who performed to
the best of their ability in demonstrating
the existence of the neutrino. 
And Fred Reines, in his gracious way,

Announcement of Results

On June 14, 1956, after all the 
ests had been completed, Reines and

Cowan sent a telegram to Pauli at
ürich University:

“We are happy to inform you that
we have definitely detected neutrinos
rom fission fragments by observing 
nverse beta decay of protons. 

Observed cross section agrees well 

with expected six times ten to minus
forty-four square centimeters.”

In his 1979 article in Science about
the early days of experimental neutrino
physics, Reines describes Pauli’s reac-
tion to the news:

“The message was forwarded to him
[Pauli] at CERN, where he interrupted
the meeting he was attending to read
the telegram to the conferees and then
made some impromptu remarks regard-

ing the discovery. We learned later that
Pauli and some friends consumed a
case of champagne in celebration.”

Although the intent of the Savannah
River experiment was to get a positive
signal of neutrino detection, the experi-
ment also yielded a measurement of the
rate, or more exactly the cross section,
for inverse beta decay. (The cross sec-
tion for the neutrino to be captured by a
proton can be thought of as the effective

Figure 5. Oscilloscope Traces from
the Savannah River Experiments
In these oscilloscope pictures, traces
from detectors I, II, and III are labeled I, II,
and III, respectively. The label under each
frame indicates whether the signals were
recorded by the scope for positron anni-
hilation or the scope for neutron capture.
Acceptable delayed-coincidence signals
are shown in (a) and (b), while rejected
signals are pictured in (c) through (f). 

(a) The delayed-coincidence signal in
these two frames has occurred in the top
triad of the detector because the pulses
appeared in detectors I and II. Positron
scope: The pulse energies in detectors I
and II were 0.30 MeV and 0.35 MeV, 
respectively. The pulses reached the
positron circuit in prompt coincidence
(less than 0.2 microsecond apart) and
were accepted as a signal of positron 
annihilation. Neutron scope: The pulse
energies in detectors I and II were 
5.8 MeV and 3.3 MeV, respectively. These
pulses arrived in prompt coincidence 
and were accepted as a signal of neutron
capture. The delay between the positron
and neutron signals was 2.5 microsec-
onds. (b) The delayed-coincidence signal
in these two frames has occurred in the
bottom triad because the pulses appeared
in detectors II and III. Positron scope: 
The pulse energies in detectors II and III
were 0.25 MeV and 0.30 MeV, respectively.

eutron scope: The pulse energies in detectors II and III were 2.0 MeV and 1.7 MeV, respectively. The delay between the positron and
eutron signals was 13.5 microseconds. (c) The pulses from the neutron circuit were the result of electrical noise. (d) These three
ulses from the neutron circuit were caused by a cosmic-ray event. (e) These three pulses from the positron circuit were caused by 
 cosmic-ray event. (f) These pulses may have been caused by a cosmic-ray event. They were rejected as a signal of neutron capture
ecause of the extra pulse from detector II. Frames like this one occurred more often than would be expected from chance 
oincidences. They were, however, not often enough to affect the results considerably. These data appeared in Reines, Cowan, Harrison, et al. 1960. 

Neutron scope

(c)       Neutron scope (d)        Neutron scope

(e)       Positron scope (f)        Neutron scope
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<latexit sha1_base64="UUz1Z3gV5atYUcviVNhGnM/Bfvc=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UUz1Z3gV5atYUcviVNhGnM/Bfvc=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UUz1Z3gV5atYUcviVNhGnM/Bfvc=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="Ful5HgV4UbqCGY6kpq5D7CUv3HU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Ful5HgV4UbqCGY6kpq5D7CUv3HU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Ful5HgV4UbqCGY6kpq5D7CUv3HU=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="IxGc3akbeGOxJib89Xq+u3i+6Ro=">AAACEnicdVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdeHCTbAIgjCkra2dXdGNywqOLbRlyKSZNjSTGZKMOJR+hl/gVr/Albj1B/wA/8P0oVjRA4Fzz7mXm3v8mDOlEXq3FhaXlldWM2vZ9Y3Nre3czu6NihJJqEsiHsmmjxXlTFBXM81pM5YUhz6nDX9wMfYbt1QqFolrnca0E+KeYAEjWBvJy+23ReLdwRMYw7aO4Hfl5fLIdspOCRUhsitVVCkjQ1DJQdUqLNhogjyYoe7lPtrdiCQhFZpwrFSrgGLdGWKpGeF0lG0nisaYDHCPtgwVOKSqM5wcMIJHRunCIJLmCQ0n6s+JIQ6VSkPfdIZY99Vvbyz+5bUSHVQ7QybiRFNBpouChENz6jgN2GWSEs1TQzCRzPwVkj6WmGiT2dyWgKYijEcml6/j4f/ELdqOja5O87XzWUAZcAAOwTEogDNQA5egDlxAwAg8gEfwZN1bz9aL9TptXbBmM3tgDtbbJ1J7nYQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="IxGc3akbeGOxJib89Xq+u3i+6Ro=">AAACEnicdVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdeHCTbAIgjCkra2dXdGNywqOLbRlyKSZNjSTGZKMOJR+hl/gVr/Albj1B/wA/8P0oVjRA4Fzz7mXm3v8mDOlEXq3FhaXlldWM2vZ9Y3Nre3czu6NihJJqEsiHsmmjxXlTFBXM81pM5YUhz6nDX9wMfYbt1QqFolrnca0E+KeYAEjWBvJy+23ReLdwRMYw7aO4Hfl5fLIdspOCRUhsitVVCkjQ1DJQdUqLNhogjyYoe7lPtrdiCQhFZpwrFSrgGLdGWKpGeF0lG0nisaYDHCPtgwVOKSqM5wcMIJHRunCIJLmCQ0n6s+JIQ6VSkPfdIZY99Vvbyz+5bUSHVQ7QybiRFNBpouChENz6jgN2GWSEs1TQzCRzPwVkj6WmGiT2dyWgKYijEcml6/j4f/ELdqOja5O87XzWUAZcAAOwTEogDNQA5egDlxAwAg8gEfwZN1bz9aL9TptXbBmM3tgDtbbJ1J7nYQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="IxGc3akbeGOxJib89Xq+u3i+6Ro=">AAACEnicdVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdeHCTbAIgjCkra2dXdGNywqOLbRlyKSZNjSTGZKMOJR+hl/gVr/Albj1B/wA/8P0oVjRA4Fzz7mXm3v8mDOlEXq3FhaXlldWM2vZ9Y3Nre3czu6NihJJqEsiHsmmjxXlTFBXM81pM5YUhz6nDX9wMfYbt1QqFolrnca0E+KeYAEjWBvJy+23ReLdwRMYw7aO4Hfl5fLIdspOCRUhsitVVCkjQ1DJQdUqLNhogjyYoe7lPtrdiCQhFZpwrFSrgGLdGWKpGeF0lG0nisaYDHCPtgwVOKSqM5wcMIJHRunCIJLmCQ0n6s+JIQ6VSkPfdIZY99Vvbyz+5bUSHVQ7QybiRFNBpouChENz6jgN2GWSEs1TQzCRzPwVkj6WmGiT2dyWgKYijEcml6/j4f/ELdqOja5O87XzWUAZcAAOwTEogDNQA5egDlxAwAg8gEfwZN1bz9aL9TptXbBmM3tgDtbbJ1J7nYQ=</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="vKcaXZ5viCd119GRJltTtZB+B5k=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vKcaXZ5viCd119GRJltTtZB+B5k=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vKcaXZ5viCd119GRJltTtZB+B5k=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="bxl8T74zmfUSM/2yrVR7DTVE1lw=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="bxl8T74zmfUSM/2yrVR7DTVE1lw=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="bxl8T74zmfUSM/2yrVR7DTVE1lw=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="iZLN6AA0oHw/oktdAjKoRDqjlys=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="iZLN6AA0oHw/oktdAjKoRDqjlys=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="iZLN6AA0oHw/oktdAjKoRDqjlys=">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</latexit>

CC ⌫̄e +
12C ! 12B+ e+

<latexit sha1_base64="A9nWbKADjqNVRT5LTzvj4enZCdA=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="A9nWbKADjqNVRT5LTzvj4enZCdA=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="A9nWbKADjqNVRT5LTzvj4enZCdA=">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</latexit>

CC ⌫e +
12C ! 12N+ e�

<latexit sha1_base64="s/3vysTzX9o66EACkdguuU8XnvQ=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="s/3vysTzX9o66EACkdguuU8XnvQ=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="s/3vysTzX9o66EACkdguuU8XnvQ=">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</latexit>

NC ⌫
x

+ 12C ! 12C
⇤
+ ⌫0

<latexit sha1_base64="PzSjSMjGPjhCWFPpIoYgM9YaO4k=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PzSjSMjGPjhCWFPpIoYgM9YaO4k=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PzSjSMjGPjhCWFPpIoYgM9YaO4k=">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</latexit>

CC/NC ⌫
x

+ 12C ! 11C/11B+X
<latexit sha1_base64="tP6jWvyHIzaOaNX/qmKT8f8gpmI=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="tP6jWvyHIzaOaNX/qmKT8f8gpmI=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="tP6jWvyHIzaOaNX/qmKT8f8gpmI=">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</latexit>

CC/NC ⌫
x

+ e� ! ⌫
x

+ e�
<latexit sha1_base64="7Cw2pT93iefNkojVFxxQCNxjVSY=">AAAD33iclVNNb9MwGHYTPkb56sZxF4tqAjGRJWWs7W1aL4jDNCTKKjVt5bjOZs1xLNtBhCg774R23U/jjPgfOEk3LWxAeaXIb573eR/78UcgGFXadb83LPvO3Xv3Vx40Hz56/ORpa3Xtk4oTickQxyyWowApwignQ001IyMhCYoCRg6Dk0FRP/xMpKIx/6hTQSYROuI0pBhpA81WGz82/AjpYxll5RiE2f4gz09PfZ7MvsBNKKCvY3j117xBH1T0AMmCRK5auMnIdHOZhmyaeZ38kmfKpUAd3TPo3wX/Q2x/Ifb6pljd/TJiBp2+MlzT8+K2xW0tK+ldR7fqSGV/1PynvDFVO7HC5KzVdp2e23G3u9B1uv3um/5OlXR6b6HnuGW0wSIOZq2f/jzGSUS4xgwpNfZcoScZkppiRvKmnygiED5BR2RsUo4ioiZZeRtzuGGQOQxjaT6uYYle78hQpFQaBYZZmFC/1wrwtto40WFvklEuEk04riYKEwaN2+JqwzmVBGuWmgRhSc1aIT5GEmFtHkBtlpCkPBK52ZdL8/DPybDj9B33w3Z7d2+xQStgHTwHL4EHumAXvAMHYAiw9d4SVmp9tQP7zP5mn1dUq7HoeQZqYV/8AgnjRFg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="7Cw2pT93iefNkojVFxxQCNxjVSY=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="7Cw2pT93iefNkojVFxxQCNxjVSY=">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</latexit>

429 events?
195 events
7 events
3 events
44 events
2 events
13 events

Hundreds of events 
for a supernova at 10 kpc 

(33,000 light years)

Thousands across all detectors

SNO+, Adv. in High Energy Physics 2016, 6192450 (2016)

%Dessert: Proton Elastic Scattering



27Photo: CC-BY-SA 3.0, ForestWander, Wikimedia Commons



27Photo: CC-BY-SA 3.0, ForestWander, Wikimedia Commons

Patience...?
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Diffuse Supernova Neutrino Background
(DSNB)

Earth

Milky way: CC-BY-SA 3.0, A. Colvin and F. Michel, Wikimedia Commons

Milky Way
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Diffuse Supernova Neutrino Background
(DSNB)

Earth

50 kpc 
(163,000 light years)

SN1987A

Milky way: CC-BY-SA 3.0, A. Colvin and F. Michel, Wikimedia Commons

Milky Way
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Diffuse Supernova Neutrino Background
(DSNB)

Earth

100 kpc 
(325,000 light years)

50 kpc 
(163,000 light years)

SN1987A

Milky way: CC-BY-SA 3.0, A. Colvin and F. Michel, Wikimedia Commons

Milky Way
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Diffuse Supernova Neutrino Background
(DSNB)

Earth

100 kpc 
(325,000 light years)

50 kpc 
(163,000 light years)

SN1987A

!

!

!

!

!
!

! !

!

!

Milky way: CC-BY-SA 3.0, A. Colvin and F. Michel, Wikimedia Commons

Milky Way
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Diffuse Supernova Neutrino Background
(DSNB)

Shock

Proto-Neutron Star
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Diffuse Supernova Neutrino Background
(DSNB)

Shock

Proto-Neutron Star

� ! ⌫ + ⌫̄
<latexit sha1_base64="4lKVCfZmQQ+fOL3NbiV8Z/QBOCY=">AAACD3icdVDLSgMxFM34tr7qY+cmWARBGNJabbsT3bisYK3QKeVOmmlDk8yQZIRa+hN+gVv9Alfi1k/wA/wP04egogdCDufcy733hIngxhLy7s3Mzs0vLC4tZ1ZW19Y3sptb1yZONWU1GotY34RgmOCK1Sy3gt0kmoEMBauHvfORX79l2vBYXdl+wpoSOopHnIJ1Uiu7E3RASghsHKj0MAhBu7+VzRG/TAqkWMLEL1VKR5WTCSmUj3HeJ2Pk0BTVVvYjaMc0lUxZKsCYRp4ktjkAbTkVbJgJUsMSoD3osIajCiQzzcF4+yHed0obR7F2T1k8Vr93DEAa05ehq5Rgu+a3NxL/8hqpjcrNAVdJapmik0FRKrCN8SgK3OaaUSv6jgDV3O2KaRc0UOsC+zElYn0lk6HL5et4/D+pFfyKTy6LudOzaUBLaBftoQOURyV0ii5QFdUQRXfoAT2iJ+/ee/ZevNdJ6Yw37dlGP+C9fQKyAJ3w</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4lKVCfZmQQ+fOL3NbiV8Z/QBOCY=">AAACD3icdVDLSgMxFM34tr7qY+cmWARBGNJabbsT3bisYK3QKeVOmmlDk8yQZIRa+hN+gVv9Alfi1k/wA/wP04egogdCDufcy733hIngxhLy7s3Mzs0vLC4tZ1ZW19Y3sptb1yZONWU1GotY34RgmOCK1Sy3gt0kmoEMBauHvfORX79l2vBYXdl+wpoSOopHnIJ1Uiu7E3RASghsHKj0MAhBu7+VzRG/TAqkWMLEL1VKR5WTCSmUj3HeJ2Pk0BTVVvYjaMc0lUxZKsCYRp4ktjkAbTkVbJgJUsMSoD3osIajCiQzzcF4+yHed0obR7F2T1k8Vr93DEAa05ehq5Rgu+a3NxL/8hqpjcrNAVdJapmik0FRKrCN8SgK3OaaUSv6jgDV3O2KaRc0UOsC+zElYn0lk6HL5et4/D+pFfyKTy6LudOzaUBLaBftoQOURyV0ii5QFdUQRXfoAT2iJ+/ee/ZevNdJ6Yw37dlGP+C9fQKyAJ3w</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4lKVCfZmQQ+fOL3NbiV8Z/QBOCY=">AAACD3icdVDLSgMxFM34tr7qY+cmWARBGNJabbsT3bisYK3QKeVOmmlDk8yQZIRa+hN+gVv9Alfi1k/wA/wP04egogdCDufcy733hIngxhLy7s3Mzs0vLC4tZ1ZW19Y3sptb1yZONWU1GotY34RgmOCK1Sy3gt0kmoEMBauHvfORX79l2vBYXdl+wpoSOopHnIJ1Uiu7E3RASghsHKj0MAhBu7+VzRG/TAqkWMLEL1VKR5WTCSmUj3HeJ2Pk0BTVVvYjaMc0lUxZKsCYRp4ktjkAbTkVbJgJUsMSoD3osIajCiQzzcF4+yHed0obR7F2T1k8Vr93DEAa05ehq5Rgu+a3NxL/8hqpjcrNAVdJapmik0FRKrCN8SgK3OaaUSv6jgDV3O2KaRc0UOsC+zElYn0lk6HL5et4/D+pFfyKTy6LudOzaUBLaBftoQOURyV0ii5QFdUQRXfoAT2iJ+/ee/ZevNdJ6Yw37dlGP+C9fQKyAJ3w</latexit>

e+ + e� ! ⌫ + ⌫̄
<latexit sha1_base64="A2upo9Df+ym2c+fbWJjzjtvNFi8=">AAACEHicdVDLSgMxFM3UV31XxZWbYBGE4pDWattd0Y1LBatCp5ZMeqcNzWSGJCOUoV/hF7jVL3Albv0DP8D/MH0IKnog5HDOvdx7jx8Lrg0h705mZnZufiG7uLS8srq2ntvYvNJRohg0WCQideNTDYJLaBhuBNzECmjoC7j2+6cj//oOlOaRvDSDGFoh7UoecEaNldq5bbgtFOD2wDORJ5OC51Nl/3YuT9wqKZFyBRO3Uqsc1o4npFQ9wkWXjJFHU5y3cx9eJ2JJCNIwQbVuFklsWilVhjMBwyUv0RBT1qddaFoqaQi6lY7XH+I9q3RwECn7pMFj9XtHSkOtB6FvK0Nqevq3NxL/8pqJCaqtlMs4MSDZZFCQCGwiPMoCd7gCZsTAEsoUt7ti1qOKMmMT+zElgIEM46HN5et4/D9plNyaSy7K+frJNKAs2kG7aB8VUQXV0Rk6Rw3EUIoe0CN6cu6dZ+fFeZ2UZpxpzxb6AeftE0ranaQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="A2upo9Df+ym2c+fbWJjzjtvNFi8=">AAACEHicdVDLSgMxFM3UV31XxZWbYBGE4pDWattd0Y1LBatCp5ZMeqcNzWSGJCOUoV/hF7jVL3Albv0DP8D/MH0IKnog5HDOvdx7jx8Lrg0h705mZnZufiG7uLS8srq2ntvYvNJRohg0WCQideNTDYJLaBhuBNzECmjoC7j2+6cj//oOlOaRvDSDGFoh7UoecEaNldq5bbgtFOD2wDORJ5OC51Nl/3YuT9wqKZFyBRO3Uqsc1o4npFQ9wkWXjJFHU5y3cx9eJ2JJCNIwQbVuFklsWilVhjMBwyUv0RBT1qddaFoqaQi6lY7XH+I9q3RwECn7pMFj9XtHSkOtB6FvK0Nqevq3NxL/8pqJCaqtlMs4MSDZZFCQCGwiPMoCd7gCZsTAEsoUt7ti1qOKMmMT+zElgIEM46HN5et4/D9plNyaSy7K+frJNKAs2kG7aB8VUQXV0Rk6Rw3EUIoe0CN6cu6dZ+fFeZ2UZpxpzxb6AeftE0ranaQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="A2upo9Df+ym2c+fbWJjzjtvNFi8=">AAACEHicdVDLSgMxFM3UV31XxZWbYBGE4pDWattd0Y1LBatCp5ZMeqcNzWSGJCOUoV/hF7jVL3Albv0DP8D/MH0IKnog5HDOvdx7jx8Lrg0h705mZnZufiG7uLS8srq2ntvYvNJRohg0WCQideNTDYJLaBhuBNzECmjoC7j2+6cj//oOlOaRvDSDGFoh7UoecEaNldq5bbgtFOD2wDORJ5OC51Nl/3YuT9wqKZFyBRO3Uqsc1o4npFQ9wkWXjJFHU5y3cx9eJ2JJCNIwQbVuFklsWilVhjMBwyUv0RBT1qddaFoqaQi6lY7XH+I9q3RwECn7pMFj9XtHSkOtB6FvK0Nqevq3NxL/8pqJCaqtlMs4MSDZZFCQCGwiPMoCd7gCZsTAEsoUt7ti1qOKMmMT+zElgIEM46HN5et4/D9plNyaSy7K+frJNKAs2kG7aB8VUQXV0Rk6Rw3EUIoe0CN6cu6dZ+fFeZ2UZpxpzxb6AeftE0ranaQ=</latexit>

e± +N ! e± +N + ⌫ + ⌫̄
<latexit sha1_base64="5PWSzVIhlk7cdhwW78RZ/Lnt0Eo=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5PWSzVIhlk7cdhwW78RZ/Lnt0Eo=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5PWSzVIhlk7cdhwW78RZ/Lnt0Eo=">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</latexit>

Production of neutrino-antineutrino pairs
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Diffuse Supernova Neutrino Background
(DSNB)

Shock

Proto-Neutron Star

� ! ⌫ + ⌫̄
<latexit sha1_base64="4lKVCfZmQQ+fOL3NbiV8Z/QBOCY=">AAACD3icdVDLSgMxFM34tr7qY+cmWARBGNJabbsT3bisYK3QKeVOmmlDk8yQZIRa+hN+gVv9Alfi1k/wA/wP04egogdCDufcy733hIngxhLy7s3Mzs0vLC4tZ1ZW19Y3sptb1yZONWU1GotY34RgmOCK1Sy3gt0kmoEMBauHvfORX79l2vBYXdl+wpoSOopHnIJ1Uiu7E3RASghsHKj0MAhBu7+VzRG/TAqkWMLEL1VKR5WTCSmUj3HeJ2Pk0BTVVvYjaMc0lUxZKsCYRp4ktjkAbTkVbJgJUsMSoD3osIajCiQzzcF4+yHed0obR7F2T1k8Vr93DEAa05ehq5Rgu+a3NxL/8hqpjcrNAVdJapmik0FRKrCN8SgK3OaaUSv6jgDV3O2KaRc0UOsC+zElYn0lk6HL5et4/D+pFfyKTy6LudOzaUBLaBftoQOURyV0ii5QFdUQRXfoAT2iJ+/ee/ZevNdJ6Yw37dlGP+C9fQKyAJ3w</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4lKVCfZmQQ+fOL3NbiV8Z/QBOCY=">AAACD3icdVDLSgMxFM34tr7qY+cmWARBGNJabbsT3bisYK3QKeVOmmlDk8yQZIRa+hN+gVv9Alfi1k/wA/wP04egogdCDufcy733hIngxhLy7s3Mzs0vLC4tZ1ZW19Y3sptb1yZONWU1GotY34RgmOCK1Sy3gt0kmoEMBauHvfORX79l2vBYXdl+wpoSOopHnIJ1Uiu7E3RASghsHKj0MAhBu7+VzRG/TAqkWMLEL1VKR5WTCSmUj3HeJ2Pk0BTVVvYjaMc0lUxZKsCYRp4ktjkAbTkVbJgJUsMSoD3osIajCiQzzcF4+yHed0obR7F2T1k8Vr93DEAa05ehq5Rgu+a3NxL/8hqpjcrNAVdJapmik0FRKrCN8SgK3OaaUSv6jgDV3O2KaRc0UOsC+zElYn0lk6HL5et4/D+pFfyKTy6LudOzaUBLaBftoQOURyV0ii5QFdUQRXfoAT2iJ+/ee/ZevNdJ6Yw37dlGP+C9fQKyAJ3w</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4lKVCfZmQQ+fOL3NbiV8Z/QBOCY=">AAACD3icdVDLSgMxFM34tr7qY+cmWARBGNJabbsT3bisYK3QKeVOmmlDk8yQZIRa+hN+gVv9Alfi1k/wA/wP04egogdCDufcy733hIngxhLy7s3Mzs0vLC4tZ1ZW19Y3sptb1yZONWU1GotY34RgmOCK1Sy3gt0kmoEMBauHvfORX79l2vBYXdl+wpoSOopHnIJ1Uiu7E3RASghsHKj0MAhBu7+VzRG/TAqkWMLEL1VKR5WTCSmUj3HeJ2Pk0BTVVvYjaMc0lUxZKsCYRp4ktjkAbTkVbJgJUsMSoD3osIajCiQzzcF4+yHed0obR7F2T1k8Vr93DEAa05ehq5Rgu+a3NxL/8hqpjcrNAVdJapmik0FRKrCN8SgK3OaaUSv6jgDV3O2KaRc0UOsC+zElYn0lk6HL5et4/D+pFfyKTy6LudOzaUBLaBftoQOURyV0ii5QFdUQRXfoAT2iJ+/ee/ZevNdJ6Yw37dlGP+C9fQKyAJ3w</latexit>

e+ + e� ! ⌫ + ⌫̄
<latexit sha1_base64="A2upo9Df+ym2c+fbWJjzjtvNFi8=">AAACEHicdVDLSgMxFM3UV31XxZWbYBGE4pDWattd0Y1LBatCp5ZMeqcNzWSGJCOUoV/hF7jVL3Albv0DP8D/MH0IKnog5HDOvdx7jx8Lrg0h705mZnZufiG7uLS8srq2ntvYvNJRohg0WCQideNTDYJLaBhuBNzECmjoC7j2+6cj//oOlOaRvDSDGFoh7UoecEaNldq5bbgtFOD2wDORJ5OC51Nl/3YuT9wqKZFyBRO3Uqsc1o4npFQ9wkWXjJFHU5y3cx9eJ2JJCNIwQbVuFklsWilVhjMBwyUv0RBT1qddaFoqaQi6lY7XH+I9q3RwECn7pMFj9XtHSkOtB6FvK0Nqevq3NxL/8pqJCaqtlMs4MSDZZFCQCGwiPMoCd7gCZsTAEsoUt7ti1qOKMmMT+zElgIEM46HN5et4/D9plNyaSy7K+frJNKAs2kG7aB8VUQXV0Rk6Rw3EUIoe0CN6cu6dZ+fFeZ2UZpxpzxb6AeftE0ranaQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="A2upo9Df+ym2c+fbWJjzjtvNFi8=">AAACEHicdVDLSgMxFM3UV31XxZWbYBGE4pDWattd0Y1LBatCp5ZMeqcNzWSGJCOUoV/hF7jVL3Albv0DP8D/MH0IKnog5HDOvdx7jx8Lrg0h705mZnZufiG7uLS8srq2ntvYvNJRohg0WCQideNTDYJLaBhuBNzECmjoC7j2+6cj//oOlOaRvDSDGFoh7UoecEaNldq5bbgtFOD2wDORJ5OC51Nl/3YuT9wqKZFyBRO3Uqsc1o4npFQ9wkWXjJFHU5y3cx9eJ2JJCNIwQbVuFklsWilVhjMBwyUv0RBT1qddaFoqaQi6lY7XH+I9q3RwECn7pMFj9XtHSkOtB6FvK0Nqevq3NxL/8pqJCaqtlMs4MSDZZFCQCGwiPMoCd7gCZsTAEsoUt7ti1qOKMmMT+zElgIEM46HN5et4/D9plNyaSy7K+frJNKAs2kG7aB8VUQXV0Rk6Rw3EUIoe0CN6cu6dZ+fFeZ2UZpxpzxb6AeftE0ranaQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="A2upo9Df+ym2c+fbWJjzjtvNFi8=">AAACEHicdVDLSgMxFM3UV31XxZWbYBGE4pDWattd0Y1LBatCp5ZMeqcNzWSGJCOUoV/hF7jVL3Albv0DP8D/MH0IKnog5HDOvdx7jx8Lrg0h705mZnZufiG7uLS8srq2ntvYvNJRohg0WCQideNTDYJLaBhuBNzECmjoC7j2+6cj//oOlOaRvDSDGFoh7UoecEaNldq5bbgtFOD2wDORJ5OC51Nl/3YuT9wqKZFyBRO3Uqsc1o4npFQ9wkWXjJFHU5y3cx9eJ2JJCNIwQbVuFklsWilVhjMBwyUv0RBT1qddaFoqaQi6lY7XH+I9q3RwECn7pMFj9XtHSkOtB6FvK0Nqevq3NxL/8pqJCaqtlMs4MSDZZFCQCGwiPMoCd7gCZsTAEsoUt7ti1qOKMmMT+zElgIEM46HN5et4/D9plNyaSy7K+frJNKAs2kG7aB8VUQXV0Rk6Rw3EUIoe0CN6cu6dZ+fFeZ2UZpxpzxb6AeftE0ranaQ=</latexit>

e± +N ! e± +N + ⌫ + ⌫̄
<latexit sha1_base64="5PWSzVIhlk7cdhwW78RZ/Lnt0Eo=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5PWSzVIhlk7cdhwW78RZ/Lnt0Eo=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5PWSzVIhlk7cdhwW78RZ/Lnt0Eo=">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</latexit>

Production of neutrino-antineutrino pairs

⌫ �

The Sun(    )
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Diffuse Supernova Neutrino Background
(DSNB)

Shock

Proto-Neutron Star

� ! ⌫ + ⌫̄
<latexit sha1_base64="4lKVCfZmQQ+fOL3NbiV8Z/QBOCY=">AAACD3icdVDLSgMxFM34tr7qY+cmWARBGNJabbsT3bisYK3QKeVOmmlDk8yQZIRa+hN+gVv9Alfi1k/wA/wP04egogdCDufcy733hIngxhLy7s3Mzs0vLC4tZ1ZW19Y3sptb1yZONWU1GotY34RgmOCK1Sy3gt0kmoEMBauHvfORX79l2vBYXdl+wpoSOopHnIJ1Uiu7E3RASghsHKj0MAhBu7+VzRG/TAqkWMLEL1VKR5WTCSmUj3HeJ2Pk0BTVVvYjaMc0lUxZKsCYRp4ktjkAbTkVbJgJUsMSoD3osIajCiQzzcF4+yHed0obR7F2T1k8Vr93DEAa05ehq5Rgu+a3NxL/8hqpjcrNAVdJapmik0FRKrCN8SgK3OaaUSv6jgDV3O2KaRc0UOsC+zElYn0lk6HL5et4/D+pFfyKTy6LudOzaUBLaBftoQOURyV0ii5QFdUQRXfoAT2iJ+/ee/ZevNdJ6Yw37dlGP+C9fQKyAJ3w</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4lKVCfZmQQ+fOL3NbiV8Z/QBOCY=">AAACD3icdVDLSgMxFM34tr7qY+cmWARBGNJabbsT3bisYK3QKeVOmmlDk8yQZIRa+hN+gVv9Alfi1k/wA/wP04egogdCDufcy733hIngxhLy7s3Mzs0vLC4tZ1ZW19Y3sptb1yZONWU1GotY34RgmOCK1Sy3gt0kmoEMBauHvfORX79l2vBYXdl+wpoSOopHnIJ1Uiu7E3RASghsHKj0MAhBu7+VzRG/TAqkWMLEL1VKR5WTCSmUj3HeJ2Pk0BTVVvYjaMc0lUxZKsCYRp4ktjkAbTkVbJgJUsMSoD3osIajCiQzzcF4+yHed0obR7F2T1k8Vr93DEAa05ehq5Rgu+a3NxL/8hqpjcrNAVdJapmik0FRKrCN8SgK3OaaUSv6jgDV3O2KaRc0UOsC+zElYn0lk6HL5et4/D+pFfyKTy6LudOzaUBLaBftoQOURyV0ii5QFdUQRXfoAT2iJ+/ee/ZevNdJ6Yw37dlGP+C9fQKyAJ3w</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4lKVCfZmQQ+fOL3NbiV8Z/QBOCY=">AAACD3icdVDLSgMxFM34tr7qY+cmWARBGNJabbsT3bisYK3QKeVOmmlDk8yQZIRa+hN+gVv9Alfi1k/wA/wP04egogdCDufcy733hIngxhLy7s3Mzs0vLC4tZ1ZW19Y3sptb1yZONWU1GotY34RgmOCK1Sy3gt0kmoEMBauHvfORX79l2vBYXdl+wpoSOopHnIJ1Uiu7E3RASghsHKj0MAhBu7+VzRG/TAqkWMLEL1VKR5WTCSmUj3HeJ2Pk0BTVVvYjaMc0lUxZKsCYRp4ktjkAbTkVbJgJUsMSoD3osIajCiQzzcF4+yHed0obR7F2T1k8Vr93DEAa05ehq5Rgu+a3NxL/8hqpjcrNAVdJapmik0FRKrCN8SgK3OaaUSv6jgDV3O2KaRc0UOsC+zElYn0lk6HL5et4/D+pFfyKTy6LudOzaUBLaBftoQOURyV0ii5QFdUQRXfoAT2iJ+/ee/ZevNdJ6Yw37dlGP+C9fQKyAJ3w</latexit>

e+ + e� ! ⌫ + ⌫̄
<latexit sha1_base64="A2upo9Df+ym2c+fbWJjzjtvNFi8=">AAACEHicdVDLSgMxFM3UV31XxZWbYBGE4pDWattd0Y1LBatCp5ZMeqcNzWSGJCOUoV/hF7jVL3Albv0DP8D/MH0IKnog5HDOvdx7jx8Lrg0h705mZnZufiG7uLS8srq2ntvYvNJRohg0WCQideNTDYJLaBhuBNzECmjoC7j2+6cj//oOlOaRvDSDGFoh7UoecEaNldq5bbgtFOD2wDORJ5OC51Nl/3YuT9wqKZFyBRO3Uqsc1o4npFQ9wkWXjJFHU5y3cx9eJ2JJCNIwQbVuFklsWilVhjMBwyUv0RBT1qddaFoqaQi6lY7XH+I9q3RwECn7pMFj9XtHSkOtB6FvK0Nqevq3NxL/8pqJCaqtlMs4MSDZZFCQCGwiPMoCd7gCZsTAEsoUt7ti1qOKMmMT+zElgIEM46HN5et4/D9plNyaSy7K+frJNKAs2kG7aB8VUQXV0Rk6Rw3EUIoe0CN6cu6dZ+fFeZ2UZpxpzxb6AeftE0ranaQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="A2upo9Df+ym2c+fbWJjzjtvNFi8=">AAACEHicdVDLSgMxFM3UV31XxZWbYBGE4pDWattd0Y1LBatCp5ZMeqcNzWSGJCOUoV/hF7jVL3Albv0DP8D/MH0IKnog5HDOvdx7jx8Lrg0h705mZnZufiG7uLS8srq2ntvYvNJRohg0WCQideNTDYJLaBhuBNzECmjoC7j2+6cj//oOlOaRvDSDGFoh7UoecEaNldq5bbgtFOD2wDORJ5OC51Nl/3YuT9wqKZFyBRO3Uqsc1o4npFQ9wkWXjJFHU5y3cx9eJ2JJCNIwQbVuFklsWilVhjMBwyUv0RBT1qddaFoqaQi6lY7XH+I9q3RwECn7pMFj9XtHSkOtB6FvK0Nqevq3NxL/8pqJCaqtlMs4MSDZZFCQCGwiPMoCd7gCZsTAEsoUt7ti1qOKMmMT+zElgIEM46HN5et4/D9plNyaSy7K+frJNKAs2kG7aB8VUQXV0Rk6Rw3EUIoe0CN6cu6dZ+fFeZ2UZpxpzxb6AeftE0ranaQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="A2upo9Df+ym2c+fbWJjzjtvNFi8=">AAACEHicdVDLSgMxFM3UV31XxZWbYBGE4pDWattd0Y1LBatCp5ZMeqcNzWSGJCOUoV/hF7jVL3Albv0DP8D/MH0IKnog5HDOvdx7jx8Lrg0h705mZnZufiG7uLS8srq2ntvYvNJRohg0WCQideNTDYJLaBhuBNzECmjoC7j2+6cj//oOlOaRvDSDGFoh7UoecEaNldq5bbgtFOD2wDORJ5OC51Nl/3YuT9wqKZFyBRO3Uqsc1o4npFQ9wkWXjJFHU5y3cx9eJ2JJCNIwQbVuFklsWilVhjMBwyUv0RBT1qddaFoqaQi6lY7XH+I9q3RwECn7pMFj9XtHSkOtB6FvK0Nqevq3NxL/8pqJCaqtlMs4MSDZZFCQCGwiPMoCd7gCZsTAEsoUt7ti1qOKMmMT+zElgIEM46HN5et4/D9plNyaSy7K+frJNKAs2kG7aB8VUQXV0Rk6Rw3EUIoe0CN6cu6dZ+fFeZ2UZpxpzxb6AeftE0ranaQ=</latexit>

e± +N ! e± +N + ⌫ + ⌫̄
<latexit sha1_base64="5PWSzVIhlk7cdhwW78RZ/Lnt0Eo=">AAACG3icdVDLSgMxFM34flt16SZYBKEwpLXadld040oUrAqdWjLpnTY0yQxJRiilWz/DL3CrX+BK3LrwA/wP04egohdCDufcy73nhIngxhLy7k1Nz8zOzS8sLi2vrK6tZzY2L02cagY1FotYX4fUgOAKapZbAdeJBipDAVdh93ioX92CNjxWF7aXQEPStuIRZ9Q6qpnBcBMkMnca2HgMcQ6f5gKV5oKQavc3M1nil0mBFEuY+KVKab9yOAaF8gHO+2RUWTSps2bmI2jFLJWgLBPUmHqeJLbRp9pyJmCwFKQGEsq6tA11BxWVYBr9kZMB3nVMC0exdk9ZPGK/T/SpNKYnQ9cpqe2Y39qQ/EurpzYqN/pcJakFxcaLolRgZ3sYC25xDcyKngOUae5uxaxDNWXWhfdjSwQ9JZOBy+XLPP4f1Ap+xSfnxWz1aBLQAtpGO2gP5VEJVdEJOkM1xNAdekCP6Mm79569F+913DrlTWa20I/y3j4BtD2hfg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5PWSzVIhlk7cdhwW78RZ/Lnt0Eo=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5PWSzVIhlk7cdhwW78RZ/Lnt0Eo=">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</latexit>
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� ! ⌫ + ⌫̄
<latexit sha1_base64="4lKVCfZmQQ+fOL3NbiV8Z/QBOCY=">AAACD3icdVDLSgMxFM34tr7qY+cmWARBGNJabbsT3bisYK3QKeVOmmlDk8yQZIRa+hN+gVv9Alfi1k/wA/wP04egogdCDufcy733hIngxhLy7s3Mzs0vLC4tZ1ZW19Y3sptb1yZONWU1GotY34RgmOCK1Sy3gt0kmoEMBauHvfORX79l2vBYXdl+wpoSOopHnIJ1Uiu7E3RASghsHKj0MAhBu7+VzRG/TAqkWMLEL1VKR5WTCSmUj3HeJ2Pk0BTVVvYjaMc0lUxZKsCYRp4ktjkAbTkVbJgJUsMSoD3osIajCiQzzcF4+yHed0obR7F2T1k8Vr93DEAa05ehq5Rgu+a3NxL/8hqpjcrNAVdJapmik0FRKrCN8SgK3OaaUSv6jgDV3O2KaRc0UOsC+zElYn0lk6HL5et4/D+pFfyKTy6LudOzaUBLaBftoQOURyV0ii5QFdUQRXfoAT2iJ+/ee/ZevNdJ6Yw37dlGP+C9fQKyAJ3w</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4lKVCfZmQQ+fOL3NbiV8Z/QBOCY=">AAACD3icdVDLSgMxFM34tr7qY+cmWARBGNJabbsT3bisYK3QKeVOmmlDk8yQZIRa+hN+gVv9Alfi1k/wA/wP04egogdCDufcy733hIngxhLy7s3Mzs0vLC4tZ1ZW19Y3sptb1yZONWU1GotY34RgmOCK1Sy3gt0kmoEMBauHvfORX79l2vBYXdl+wpoSOopHnIJ1Uiu7E3RASghsHKj0MAhBu7+VzRG/TAqkWMLEL1VKR5WTCSmUj3HeJ2Pk0BTVVvYjaMc0lUxZKsCYRp4ktjkAbTkVbJgJUsMSoD3osIajCiQzzcF4+yHed0obR7F2T1k8Vr93DEAa05ehq5Rgu+a3NxL/8hqpjcrNAVdJapmik0FRKrCN8SgK3OaaUSv6jgDV3O2KaRc0UOsC+zElYn0lk6HL5et4/D+pFfyKTy6LudOzaUBLaBftoQOURyV0ii5QFdUQRXfoAT2iJ+/ee/ZevNdJ6Yw37dlGP+C9fQKyAJ3w</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4lKVCfZmQQ+fOL3NbiV8Z/QBOCY=">AAACD3icdVDLSgMxFM34tr7qY+cmWARBGNJabbsT3bisYK3QKeVOmmlDk8yQZIRa+hN+gVv9Alfi1k/wA/wP04egogdCDufcy733hIngxhLy7s3Mzs0vLC4tZ1ZW19Y3sptb1yZONWU1GotY34RgmOCK1Sy3gt0kmoEMBauHvfORX79l2vBYXdl+wpoSOopHnIJ1Uiu7E3RASghsHKj0MAhBu7+VzRG/TAqkWMLEL1VKR5WTCSmUj3HeJ2Pk0BTVVvYjaMc0lUxZKsCYRp4ktjkAbTkVbJgJUsMSoD3osIajCiQzzcF4+yHed0obR7F2T1k8Vr93DEAa05ehq5Rgu+a3NxL/8hqpjcrNAVdJapmik0FRKrCN8SgK3OaaUSv6jgDV3O2KaRc0UOsC+zElYn0lk6HL5et4/D+pFfyKTy6LudOzaUBLaBftoQOURyV0ii5QFdUQRXfoAT2iJ+/ee/ZevNdJ6Yw37dlGP+C9fQKyAJ3w</latexit>

e+ + e� ! ⌫ + ⌫̄
<latexit sha1_base64="A2upo9Df+ym2c+fbWJjzjtvNFi8=">AAACEHicdVDLSgMxFM3UV31XxZWbYBGE4pDWattd0Y1LBatCp5ZMeqcNzWSGJCOUoV/hF7jVL3Albv0DP8D/MH0IKnog5HDOvdx7jx8Lrg0h705mZnZufiG7uLS8srq2ntvYvNJRohg0WCQideNTDYJLaBhuBNzECmjoC7j2+6cj//oOlOaRvDSDGFoh7UoecEaNldq5bbgtFOD2wDORJ5OC51Nl/3YuT9wqKZFyBRO3Uqsc1o4npFQ9wkWXjJFHU5y3cx9eJ2JJCNIwQbVuFklsWilVhjMBwyUv0RBT1qddaFoqaQi6lY7XH+I9q3RwECn7pMFj9XtHSkOtB6FvK0Nqevq3NxL/8pqJCaqtlMs4MSDZZFCQCGwiPMoCd7gCZsTAEsoUt7ti1qOKMmMT+zElgIEM46HN5et4/D9plNyaSy7K+frJNKAs2kG7aB8VUQXV0Rk6Rw3EUIoe0CN6cu6dZ+fFeZ2UZpxpzxb6AeftE0ranaQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="A2upo9Df+ym2c+fbWJjzjtvNFi8=">AAACEHicdVDLSgMxFM3UV31XxZWbYBGE4pDWattd0Y1LBatCp5ZMeqcNzWSGJCOUoV/hF7jVL3Albv0DP8D/MH0IKnog5HDOvdx7jx8Lrg0h705mZnZufiG7uLS8srq2ntvYvNJRohg0WCQideNTDYJLaBhuBNzECmjoC7j2+6cj//oOlOaRvDSDGFoh7UoecEaNldq5bbgtFOD2wDORJ5OC51Nl/3YuT9wqKZFyBRO3Uqsc1o4npFQ9wkWXjJFHU5y3cx9eJ2JJCNIwQbVuFklsWilVhjMBwyUv0RBT1qddaFoqaQi6lY7XH+I9q3RwECn7pMFj9XtHSkOtB6FvK0Nqevq3NxL/8pqJCaqtlMs4MSDZZFCQCGwiPMoCd7gCZsTAEsoUt7ti1qOKMmMT+zElgIEM46HN5et4/D9plNyaSy7K+frJNKAs2kG7aB8VUQXV0Rk6Rw3EUIoe0CN6cu6dZ+fFeZ2UZpxpzxb6AeftE0ranaQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="A2upo9Df+ym2c+fbWJjzjtvNFi8=">AAACEHicdVDLSgMxFM3UV31XxZWbYBGE4pDWattd0Y1LBatCp5ZMeqcNzWSGJCOUoV/hF7jVL3Albv0DP8D/MH0IKnog5HDOvdx7jx8Lrg0h705mZnZufiG7uLS8srq2ntvYvNJRohg0WCQideNTDYJLaBhuBNzECmjoC7j2+6cj//oOlOaRvDSDGFoh7UoecEaNldq5bbgtFOD2wDORJ5OC51Nl/3YuT9wqKZFyBRO3Uqsc1o4npFQ9wkWXjJFHU5y3cx9eJ2JJCNIwQbVuFklsWilVhjMBwyUv0RBT1qddaFoqaQi6lY7XH+I9q3RwECn7pMFj9XtHSkOtB6FvK0Nqevq3NxL/8pqJCaqtlMs4MSDZZFCQCGwiPMoCd7gCZsTAEsoUt7ti1qOKMmMT+zElgIEM46HN5et4/D9plNyaSy7K+frJNKAs2kG7aB8VUQXV0Rk6Rw3EUIoe0CN6cu6dZ+fFeZ2UZpxpzxb6AeftE0ranaQ=</latexit>

e± +N ! e± +N + ⌫ + ⌫̄
<latexit sha1_base64="5PWSzVIhlk7cdhwW78RZ/Lnt0Eo=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5PWSzVIhlk7cdhwW78RZ/Lnt0Eo=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5PWSzVIhlk7cdhwW78RZ/Lnt0Eo=">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</latexit>
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Emerge with an averaged energy distribution 
given by the temperature, T
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FIG. 1. Neutrino energy spectra. The upper panels show different power-law parametrizations for supernova neutrinos. (Left) Fixed-width
and varying average energies (a); (right) varying width for two different values of the average energy (b). The lower panels show the equivalent
Fermi-Dirac distributions. The width w is expressed in units w0 = ⟨εν ⟩√

3
, for which power-law (with α = 2) and Fermi-Dirac spectra (η = ∞)

coincide.
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FIG. 2. Michel spectra, showing the νe and νµ energy distribu-
tions stemming from pion decay at rest.
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FIG. 3. Normalized β-beam neutrino spectra stemming from
18Ne for different boost factors γ between 3 and 15, for a target
with a cross-sectional area of 4 m2, located 10 m from one end of the
ring, which has a straight side length of more than 90 m.
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Diffuse Supernova Neutrino Background
(DSNB)

3.2 Solar Neutrino Oscillations

Figure 3.2: Solar neutrino spectrum. This figure shows the energy spectrum of neutrinos
predicted by the standard solar model (Bahcall and Pinsonneault 2004). The neutrino fluxes
from continuum sources (like pp and 8B) are given in the units of number per cm2 per second
per MeV at one AU. The line fluxes (pep and 7Be) are given in number per cm2 per second. The
spectra from the pp chain are drawn with solid lines; the neutrino energy spectra from reactions
with carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen (CNO) isotopes are drawn with dotted lines. Figure from
Reference [33].
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Figure 4.2: Expected flux of DSNB neutrinos on Earth, assuming a thermal spectrum. The
unoscillated solar 8B and hep fluxes are shown for scale. Compare to Figure 1 in [63].
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Looking for DSNB 
electron antineutrinos 
via inverse beta decay

The Reines-Cowan Experiments
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he Reines-Cowan Experiments

4 Los Alamos Science Number 25  1997

target area that a proton presents to a
neutrino. The larger the area, the more
likely it is that the process will occur.)

The measured rate, or the number of
events per second, depends on (1) the
rate at which neutrinos are entering 
the target area (the neutrino flux was 
approximately 1,013 neutrinos per
square centimeter per second), (2) the
number of target protons in the water
tank (approximately 1,028 target 
protons), (3) the cross section for the 
reaction, and (4) the efficiency of 
the detectors in picking up positron and
neutron signals from the reaction.

According to Fermi’s theory, the
cross section for inverse beta decay
varies with energy. Given the energy
spectrum of the reactor-produced 
antineutrinos (the average energy was 
3 MeV), the theoretically predicted
cross section for inverse beta decay on
protons is 6.3 × 10–44, with an uncer-
tainty of about 25 percent arising from
the uncertainty of the energy spectrum
for the reactor neutrinos. The violation
of parity conservation (namely, the
symmetry between left-handedness and
right-handedness) by the weak force
had not yet been discovered, and so this
theoretical value was based on the 
parity-conserving formulation of
Fermi’s theory of beta decay in which
the neutrino, like the electron, has four
independent degrees of freedom.

In July 1956, a brief article in 
Science by Reines, Cowan, Harrison,
McGuire, and Kruse announced that the
Savannah River experiment had 
confirmed the tentative findings of the
Hanford experiment. The authors also
stated that their results were in 
agreement within 5 percent of the 
theoretically predicted value for the 
inverse-beta-decay cross section. Such
results were fortuitous given the 
uncertainties in the neutrino flux and 
in the detector efficiency. 

A more detailed paper on this experi-
ment published in Physical Review in
1960 reported a cross section twice as
large as that reported in 1956. Accord-
ing to Reines (1979), the increase in the
value occurred because “our initial

analysis grossly overestimated the 
detection efficiency with the result that
the measured cross section was at first
thought to be in good agreement with
[the pre–parity violation] prediction.”

The theoretical cross section had
also doubled between 1956 and 1960
because of the discovery in 1957 of 
parity nonconservation in the weak 
interactions and the formulation of 
the two-component theory of the 
neutrino (see the box “Parity Noncon-
servation and the Massless Two-
Component Neutrino” on page 32). 
So, the measured cross section reported
in the literature remained in agreement
with the theoretical prediction. 

In addition, after the 1956 experi-
ment, Reines and Cowan did another
measurement with a new setup and, in a
1959 Physical Review paper, reported
results for the cross section that were 
in agreement with the two-component
neutrino, parity-nonconserving theory. 

Over the years, there has been some
skepticism about the differing published
values. These feelings may have been
responsible for the forty years that had
passed before the discovery of the neu-
trino was recognized with the Nobel
Prize. Nevertheless, the award is a 
clear recognition that the Savannah
River experiment was an extraordinary
accomplishment. Reines wished that
Cowan had been alive to share the 
prestigious award with him. The elusive
product of the weak force that can 
penetrate the earth and travel to the
ends of the universe was finally 
observed stopping in its tracks. The
neutrino became a tangible reality, 
and the experiment itself set a 
precedent for using the neutrino as 
an experimental tool.

Indeed, since the Reines-Cowan 
experiments, neutrino detection has pro-
duced some dramatic results. One was
the 1963 experiment of Lederman,
Schwartz, and Steinberger proving that a
second (muon) neutrino was paired with
the muon in the way the known (elec-
tron) neutrino was paired with the 
electron. That result not only earned the
discoverers the Nobel Prize, but also 

established the first hint of the second
family of elementary particles (all three
families are introduced in the primer, 
“The Oscillating Neutrino,” on page 28). 

Another was the detection of a 
burst of neutrinos from supernova
1987A (SN1987A)—twenty hits within
12 seconds in two enormous detectors
located on opposite sides of the planet,
both buried deep underground where
one expects to see only one neutrino
event per day. It was the unmistakable 
signature of an exploding star, and it 
provided extraordinary confirmation 
of the exotic notion that neutrinos, 
the most standoffish members of the 
pantheon of elementary particles, could
drive the largest explosion ever 
witnessed by human beings. 

And at present, neutrino data are 
accumulating from even more-modern
neutrino detectors, some buried deep
underground, some poised at accelera-
tors, some awaiting completion, all 
dedicated to seeing whether the neutri-
nos, long purported to be massless 
particles, not only carry mass but also
oscillate from one identity to another 
as they fly freely through space.

The world of physics owes much 
to Fred Reines for these developments.
His single-minded dedication to the
neutrino set an example, not only in 
the 1950s but throughout his career.
And his courage to “think big” 
continued well after his tenure at 
Los Alamos. Reines was one of the 
critical cospokespersons for the 
construction of the huge IMB detector,
a water-filled, 8,000-ton Cerenkov 
detector located in the Morton salt 
mine near Cleveland, Ohio. It was 
there that half of the events from
SN1987A were detected and many 
of the data on the oscillation of 
atmospheric neutrinos were gathered.

Through this volume, Los Alamos
National Laboratory takes pride in the 
accomplishments of Fred Reines, 
Clyde Cowan, Jr., and the teams of
Laboratory workers who performed to
the best of their ability in demonstrating
the existence of the neutrino. 
And Fred Reines, in his gracious way,

Announcement of Results

On June 14, 1956, after all the 
ests had been completed, Reines and

Cowan sent a telegram to Pauli at
ürich University:

“We are happy to inform you that
we have definitely detected neutrinos
rom fission fragments by observing 
nverse beta decay of protons. 

Observed cross section agrees well 

with expected six times ten to minus
forty-four square centimeters.”

In his 1979 article in Science about
the early days of experimental neutrino
physics, Reines describes Pauli’s reac-
tion to the news:

“The message was forwarded to him
[Pauli] at CERN, where he interrupted
the meeting he was attending to read
the telegram to the conferees and then
made some impromptu remarks regard-

ing the discovery. We learned later that
Pauli and some friends consumed a
case of champagne in celebration.”

Although the intent of the Savannah
River experiment was to get a positive
signal of neutrino detection, the experi-
ment also yielded a measurement of the
rate, or more exactly the cross section,
for inverse beta decay. (The cross sec-
tion for the neutrino to be captured by a
proton can be thought of as the effective

Figure 5. Oscilloscope Traces from
the Savannah River Experiments
In these oscilloscope pictures, traces
from detectors I, II, and III are labeled I, II,
and III, respectively. The label under each
frame indicates whether the signals were
recorded by the scope for positron anni-
hilation or the scope for neutron capture.
Acceptable delayed-coincidence signals
are shown in (a) and (b), while rejected
signals are pictured in (c) through (f). 

(a) The delayed-coincidence signal in
these two frames has occurred in the top
triad of the detector because the pulses
appeared in detectors I and II. Positron
scope: The pulse energies in detectors I
and II were 0.30 MeV and 0.35 MeV, 
respectively. The pulses reached the
positron circuit in prompt coincidence
(less than 0.2 microsecond apart) and
were accepted as a signal of positron 
annihilation. Neutron scope: The pulse
energies in detectors I and II were 
5.8 MeV and 3.3 MeV, respectively. These
pulses arrived in prompt coincidence 
and were accepted as a signal of neutron
capture. The delay between the positron
and neutron signals was 2.5 microsec-
onds. (b) The delayed-coincidence signal
in these two frames has occurred in the
bottom triad because the pulses appeared
in detectors II and III. Positron scope: 
The pulse energies in detectors II and III
were 0.25 MeV and 0.30 MeV, respectively.

eutron scope: The pulse energies in detectors II and III were 2.0 MeV and 1.7 MeV, respectively. The delay between the positron and
eutron signals was 13.5 microseconds. (c) The pulses from the neutron circuit were the result of electrical noise. (d) These three
ulses from the neutron circuit were caused by a cosmic-ray event. (e) These three pulses from the positron circuit were caused by 
 cosmic-ray event. (f) These pulses may have been caused by a cosmic-ray event. They were rejected as a signal of neutron capture
ecause of the extra pulse from detector II. Frames like this one occurred more often than would be expected from chance 
oincidences. They were, however, not often enough to affect the results considerably. These data appeared in Reines, Cowan, Harrison, et al. 1960. 
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(Cowan & Reines, 1956)
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Figure 4
Predicted diffuse supernova neutrino background ν̄e event rate spectrum in positron energy. The labeled
bands and their widths are as in Figure 1. Integrated event rates are tabulated in Reference 23. The 2003
exclusion from SK is shown; it is largely independent of the assumed temperature. The energy range of the
irreducible reactor background is shaded; backgrounds at higher energies depend on whether gadolinium is
added to SK. Figure modified from Reference 23.

In Figure 4, we show predictions for the DSNB detection spectrum, taking up-to-date inputs
and their uncertainties into account. The range due to different emission parameters, especially at
high energies, indicates the uncertainties to be reduced by measuring the DSNB. The uncertainty
on the supernova rate is already modest and will soon be smaller. The detection reaction is neutron
inverse β decay in SK, which is well understood. Because the expected number of DSNB events is
at most a few per year, the Poisson statistical uncertainty will initially be significant. This predicted
event rate spectrum can be directly compared with measured data, which are a combination of
DSNB signal and detector backgrounds. The DSNB is especially sensitive to the important high-
energy part of the emission spectrum. The predictions for different temperatures converge near
10 MeV, so a measurement there would probe Eν̄e ,to t alone; the falloff of the spectrum would then
probe Eν̄e ,avg alone.

8. SUPER-KAMIOKANDE 2003 UPPER LIMIT ON THE DIFFUSE
SUPERNOVA NEUTRINO BACKGROUND
It takes extraordinary efforts to operate a gigantic detector such as SK with low background rates
at low energies. The SK DSNB limit (101) improved upon the Kam-II limit (102) by a factor
of ∼100, establishing the only experimental limit within range of contemporary predictions—an
extremely important achievement.
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target area that a proton presents to a
neutrino. The larger the area, the more
likely it is that the process will occur.)

The measured rate, or the number of
events per second, depends on (1) the
rate at which neutrinos are entering 
the target area (the neutrino flux was 
approximately 1,013 neutrinos per
square centimeter per second), (2) the
number of target protons in the water
tank (approximately 1,028 target 
protons), (3) the cross section for the 
reaction, and (4) the efficiency of 
the detectors in picking up positron and
neutron signals from the reaction.

According to Fermi’s theory, the
cross section for inverse beta decay
varies with energy. Given the energy
spectrum of the reactor-produced 
antineutrinos (the average energy was 
3 MeV), the theoretically predicted
cross section for inverse beta decay on
protons is 6.3 × 10–44, with an uncer-
tainty of about 25 percent arising from
the uncertainty of the energy spectrum
for the reactor neutrinos. The violation
of parity conservation (namely, the
symmetry between left-handedness and
right-handedness) by the weak force
had not yet been discovered, and so this
theoretical value was based on the 
parity-conserving formulation of
Fermi’s theory of beta decay in which
the neutrino, like the electron, has four
independent degrees of freedom.

In July 1956, a brief article in 
Science by Reines, Cowan, Harrison,
McGuire, and Kruse announced that the
Savannah River experiment had 
confirmed the tentative findings of the
Hanford experiment. The authors also
stated that their results were in 
agreement within 5 percent of the 
theoretically predicted value for the 
inverse-beta-decay cross section. Such
results were fortuitous given the 
uncertainties in the neutrino flux and 
in the detector efficiency. 

A more detailed paper on this experi-
ment published in Physical Review in
1960 reported a cross section twice as
large as that reported in 1956. Accord-
ing to Reines (1979), the increase in the
value occurred because “our initial

analysis grossly overestimated the 
detection efficiency with the result that
the measured cross section was at first
thought to be in good agreement with
[the pre–parity violation] prediction.”

The theoretical cross section had
also doubled between 1956 and 1960
because of the discovery in 1957 of 
parity nonconservation in the weak 
interactions and the formulation of 
the two-component theory of the 
neutrino (see the box “Parity Noncon-
servation and the Massless Two-
Component Neutrino” on page 32). 
So, the measured cross section reported
in the literature remained in agreement
with the theoretical prediction. 

In addition, after the 1956 experi-
ment, Reines and Cowan did another
measurement with a new setup and, in a
1959 Physical Review paper, reported
results for the cross section that were 
in agreement with the two-component
neutrino, parity-nonconserving theory. 

Over the years, there has been some
skepticism about the differing published
values. These feelings may have been
responsible for the forty years that had
passed before the discovery of the neu-
trino was recognized with the Nobel
Prize. Nevertheless, the award is a 
clear recognition that the Savannah
River experiment was an extraordinary
accomplishment. Reines wished that
Cowan had been alive to share the 
prestigious award with him. The elusive
product of the weak force that can 
penetrate the earth and travel to the
ends of the universe was finally 
observed stopping in its tracks. The
neutrino became a tangible reality, 
and the experiment itself set a 
precedent for using the neutrino as 
an experimental tool.

Indeed, since the Reines-Cowan 
experiments, neutrino detection has pro-
duced some dramatic results. One was
the 1963 experiment of Lederman,
Schwartz, and Steinberger proving that a
second (muon) neutrino was paired with
the muon in the way the known (elec-
tron) neutrino was paired with the 
electron. That result not only earned the
discoverers the Nobel Prize, but also 

established the first hint of the second
family of elementary particles (all three
families are introduced in the primer, 
“The Oscillating Neutrino,” on page 28). 

Another was the detection of a 
burst of neutrinos from supernova
1987A (SN1987A)—twenty hits within
12 seconds in two enormous detectors
located on opposite sides of the planet,
both buried deep underground where
one expects to see only one neutrino
event per day. It was the unmistakable 
signature of an exploding star, and it 
provided extraordinary confirmation 
of the exotic notion that neutrinos, 
the most standoffish members of the 
pantheon of elementary particles, could
drive the largest explosion ever 
witnessed by human beings. 

And at present, neutrino data are 
accumulating from even more-modern
neutrino detectors, some buried deep
underground, some poised at accelera-
tors, some awaiting completion, all 
dedicated to seeing whether the neutri-
nos, long purported to be massless 
particles, not only carry mass but also
oscillate from one identity to another 
as they fly freely through space.

The world of physics owes much 
to Fred Reines for these developments.
His single-minded dedication to the
neutrino set an example, not only in 
the 1950s but throughout his career.
And his courage to “think big” 
continued well after his tenure at 
Los Alamos. Reines was one of the 
critical cospokespersons for the 
construction of the huge IMB detector,
a water-filled, 8,000-ton Cerenkov 
detector located in the Morton salt 
mine near Cleveland, Ohio. It was 
there that half of the events from
SN1987A were detected and many 
of the data on the oscillation of 
atmospheric neutrinos were gathered.

Through this volume, Los Alamos
National Laboratory takes pride in the 
accomplishments of Fred Reines, 
Clyde Cowan, Jr., and the teams of
Laboratory workers who performed to
the best of their ability in demonstrating
the existence of the neutrino. 
And Fred Reines, in his gracious way,

Announcement of Results

On June 14, 1956, after all the 
ests had been completed, Reines and

Cowan sent a telegram to Pauli at
ürich University:

“We are happy to inform you that
we have definitely detected neutrinos
rom fission fragments by observing 
nverse beta decay of protons. 

Observed cross section agrees well 

with expected six times ten to minus
forty-four square centimeters.”

In his 1979 article in Science about
the early days of experimental neutrino
physics, Reines describes Pauli’s reac-
tion to the news:

“The message was forwarded to him
[Pauli] at CERN, where he interrupted
the meeting he was attending to read
the telegram to the conferees and then
made some impromptu remarks regard-

ing the discovery. We learned later that
Pauli and some friends consumed a
case of champagne in celebration.”

Although the intent of the Savannah
River experiment was to get a positive
signal of neutrino detection, the experi-
ment also yielded a measurement of the
rate, or more exactly the cross section,
for inverse beta decay. (The cross sec-
tion for the neutrino to be captured by a
proton can be thought of as the effective

Figure 5. Oscilloscope Traces from
the Savannah River Experiments
In these oscilloscope pictures, traces
from detectors I, II, and III are labeled I, II,
and III, respectively. The label under each
frame indicates whether the signals were
recorded by the scope for positron anni-
hilation or the scope for neutron capture.
Acceptable delayed-coincidence signals
are shown in (a) and (b), while rejected
signals are pictured in (c) through (f). 

(a) The delayed-coincidence signal in
these two frames has occurred in the top
triad of the detector because the pulses
appeared in detectors I and II. Positron
scope: The pulse energies in detectors I
and II were 0.30 MeV and 0.35 MeV, 
respectively. The pulses reached the
positron circuit in prompt coincidence
(less than 0.2 microsecond apart) and
were accepted as a signal of positron 
annihilation. Neutron scope: The pulse
energies in detectors I and II were 
5.8 MeV and 3.3 MeV, respectively. These
pulses arrived in prompt coincidence 
and were accepted as a signal of neutron
capture. The delay between the positron
and neutron signals was 2.5 microsec-
onds. (b) The delayed-coincidence signal
in these two frames has occurred in the
bottom triad because the pulses appeared
in detectors II and III. Positron scope: 
The pulse energies in detectors II and III
were 0.25 MeV and 0.30 MeV, respectively.

eutron scope: The pulse energies in detectors II and III were 2.0 MeV and 1.7 MeV, respectively. The delay between the positron and
eutron signals was 13.5 microseconds. (c) The pulses from the neutron circuit were the result of electrical noise. (d) These three
ulses from the neutron circuit were caused by a cosmic-ray event. (e) These three pulses from the positron circuit were caused by 
 cosmic-ray event. (f) These pulses may have been caused by a cosmic-ray event. They were rejected as a signal of neutron capture
ecause of the extra pulse from detector II. Frames like this one occurred more often than would be expected from chance 
oincidences. They were, however, not often enough to affect the results considerably. These data appeared in Reines, Cowan, Harrison, et al. 1960. 
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(Cowan & Reines, 1956)
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Figure 4
Predicted diffuse supernova neutrino background ν̄e event rate spectrum in positron energy. The labeled
bands and their widths are as in Figure 1. Integrated event rates are tabulated in Reference 23. The 2003
exclusion from SK is shown; it is largely independent of the assumed temperature. The energy range of the
irreducible reactor background is shaded; backgrounds at higher energies depend on whether gadolinium is
added to SK. Figure modified from Reference 23.

In Figure 4, we show predictions for the DSNB detection spectrum, taking up-to-date inputs
and their uncertainties into account. The range due to different emission parameters, especially at
high energies, indicates the uncertainties to be reduced by measuring the DSNB. The uncertainty
on the supernova rate is already modest and will soon be smaller. The detection reaction is neutron
inverse β decay in SK, which is well understood. Because the expected number of DSNB events is
at most a few per year, the Poisson statistical uncertainty will initially be significant. This predicted
event rate spectrum can be directly compared with measured data, which are a combination of
DSNB signal and detector backgrounds. The DSNB is especially sensitive to the important high-
energy part of the emission spectrum. The predictions for different temperatures converge near
10 MeV, so a measurement there would probe Eν̄e ,to t alone; the falloff of the spectrum would then
probe Eν̄e ,avg alone.

8. SUPER-KAMIOKANDE 2003 UPPER LIMIT ON THE DIFFUSE
SUPERNOVA NEUTRINO BACKGROUND
It takes extraordinary efforts to operate a gigantic detector such as SK with low background rates
at low energies. The SK DSNB limit (101) improved upon the Kam-II limit (102) by a factor
of ∼100, establishing the only experimental limit within range of contemporary predictions—an
extremely important achievement.
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target area that a proton presents to a
neutrino. The larger the area, the more
likely it is that the process will occur.)

The measured rate, or the number of
events per second, depends on (1) the
rate at which neutrinos are entering 
the target area (the neutrino flux was 
approximately 1,013 neutrinos per
square centimeter per second), (2) the
number of target protons in the water
tank (approximately 1,028 target 
protons), (3) the cross section for the 
reaction, and (4) the efficiency of 
the detectors in picking up positron and
neutron signals from the reaction.

According to Fermi’s theory, the
cross section for inverse beta decay
varies with energy. Given the energy
spectrum of the reactor-produced 
antineutrinos (the average energy was 
3 MeV), the theoretically predicted
cross section for inverse beta decay on
protons is 6.3 × 10–44, with an uncer-
tainty of about 25 percent arising from
the uncertainty of the energy spectrum
for the reactor neutrinos. The violation
of parity conservation (namely, the
symmetry between left-handedness and
right-handedness) by the weak force
had not yet been discovered, and so this
theoretical value was based on the 
parity-conserving formulation of
Fermi’s theory of beta decay in which
the neutrino, like the electron, has four
independent degrees of freedom.

In July 1956, a brief article in 
Science by Reines, Cowan, Harrison,
McGuire, and Kruse announced that the
Savannah River experiment had 
confirmed the tentative findings of the
Hanford experiment. The authors also
stated that their results were in 
agreement within 5 percent of the 
theoretically predicted value for the 
inverse-beta-decay cross section. Such
results were fortuitous given the 
uncertainties in the neutrino flux and 
in the detector efficiency. 

A more detailed paper on this experi-
ment published in Physical Review in
1960 reported a cross section twice as
large as that reported in 1956. Accord-
ing to Reines (1979), the increase in the
value occurred because “our initial

analysis grossly overestimated the 
detection efficiency with the result that
the measured cross section was at first
thought to be in good agreement with
[the pre–parity violation] prediction.”

The theoretical cross section had
also doubled between 1956 and 1960
because of the discovery in 1957 of 
parity nonconservation in the weak 
interactions and the formulation of 
the two-component theory of the 
neutrino (see the box “Parity Noncon-
servation and the Massless Two-
Component Neutrino” on page 32). 
So, the measured cross section reported
in the literature remained in agreement
with the theoretical prediction. 

In addition, after the 1956 experi-
ment, Reines and Cowan did another
measurement with a new setup and, in a
1959 Physical Review paper, reported
results for the cross section that were 
in agreement with the two-component
neutrino, parity-nonconserving theory. 

Over the years, there has been some
skepticism about the differing published
values. These feelings may have been
responsible for the forty years that had
passed before the discovery of the neu-
trino was recognized with the Nobel
Prize. Nevertheless, the award is a 
clear recognition that the Savannah
River experiment was an extraordinary
accomplishment. Reines wished that
Cowan had been alive to share the 
prestigious award with him. The elusive
product of the weak force that can 
penetrate the earth and travel to the
ends of the universe was finally 
observed stopping in its tracks. The
neutrino became a tangible reality, 
and the experiment itself set a 
precedent for using the neutrino as 
an experimental tool.

Indeed, since the Reines-Cowan 
experiments, neutrino detection has pro-
duced some dramatic results. One was
the 1963 experiment of Lederman,
Schwartz, and Steinberger proving that a
second (muon) neutrino was paired with
the muon in the way the known (elec-
tron) neutrino was paired with the 
electron. That result not only earned the
discoverers the Nobel Prize, but also 

established the first hint of the second
family of elementary particles (all three
families are introduced in the primer, 
“The Oscillating Neutrino,” on page 28). 

Another was the detection of a 
burst of neutrinos from supernova
1987A (SN1987A)—twenty hits within
12 seconds in two enormous detectors
located on opposite sides of the planet,
both buried deep underground where
one expects to see only one neutrino
event per day. It was the unmistakable 
signature of an exploding star, and it 
provided extraordinary confirmation 
of the exotic notion that neutrinos, 
the most standoffish members of the 
pantheon of elementary particles, could
drive the largest explosion ever 
witnessed by human beings. 

And at present, neutrino data are 
accumulating from even more-modern
neutrino detectors, some buried deep
underground, some poised at accelera-
tors, some awaiting completion, all 
dedicated to seeing whether the neutri-
nos, long purported to be massless 
particles, not only carry mass but also
oscillate from one identity to another 
as they fly freely through space.

The world of physics owes much 
to Fred Reines for these developments.
His single-minded dedication to the
neutrino set an example, not only in 
the 1950s but throughout his career.
And his courage to “think big” 
continued well after his tenure at 
Los Alamos. Reines was one of the 
critical cospokespersons for the 
construction of the huge IMB detector,
a water-filled, 8,000-ton Cerenkov 
detector located in the Morton salt 
mine near Cleveland, Ohio. It was 
there that half of the events from
SN1987A were detected and many 
of the data on the oscillation of 
atmospheric neutrinos were gathered.

Through this volume, Los Alamos
National Laboratory takes pride in the 
accomplishments of Fred Reines, 
Clyde Cowan, Jr., and the teams of
Laboratory workers who performed to
the best of their ability in demonstrating
the existence of the neutrino. 
And Fred Reines, in his gracious way,

Announcement of Results

On June 14, 1956, after all the 
ests had been completed, Reines and

Cowan sent a telegram to Pauli at
ürich University:

“We are happy to inform you that
we have definitely detected neutrinos
rom fission fragments by observing 
nverse beta decay of protons. 

Observed cross section agrees well 

with expected six times ten to minus
forty-four square centimeters.”

In his 1979 article in Science about
the early days of experimental neutrino
physics, Reines describes Pauli’s reac-
tion to the news:

“The message was forwarded to him
[Pauli] at CERN, where he interrupted
the meeting he was attending to read
the telegram to the conferees and then
made some impromptu remarks regard-

ing the discovery. We learned later that
Pauli and some friends consumed a
case of champagne in celebration.”

Although the intent of the Savannah
River experiment was to get a positive
signal of neutrino detection, the experi-
ment also yielded a measurement of the
rate, or more exactly the cross section,
for inverse beta decay. (The cross sec-
tion for the neutrino to be captured by a
proton can be thought of as the effective

Figure 5. Oscilloscope Traces from
the Savannah River Experiments
In these oscilloscope pictures, traces
from detectors I, II, and III are labeled I, II,
and III, respectively. The label under each
frame indicates whether the signals were
recorded by the scope for positron anni-
hilation or the scope for neutron capture.
Acceptable delayed-coincidence signals
are shown in (a) and (b), while rejected
signals are pictured in (c) through (f). 

(a) The delayed-coincidence signal in
these two frames has occurred in the top
triad of the detector because the pulses
appeared in detectors I and II. Positron
scope: The pulse energies in detectors I
and II were 0.30 MeV and 0.35 MeV, 
respectively. The pulses reached the
positron circuit in prompt coincidence
(less than 0.2 microsecond apart) and
were accepted as a signal of positron 
annihilation. Neutron scope: The pulse
energies in detectors I and II were 
5.8 MeV and 3.3 MeV, respectively. These
pulses arrived in prompt coincidence 
and were accepted as a signal of neutron
capture. The delay between the positron
and neutron signals was 2.5 microsec-
onds. (b) The delayed-coincidence signal
in these two frames has occurred in the
bottom triad because the pulses appeared
in detectors II and III. Positron scope: 
The pulse energies in detectors II and III
were 0.25 MeV and 0.30 MeV, respectively.

eutron scope: The pulse energies in detectors II and III were 2.0 MeV and 1.7 MeV, respectively. The delay between the positron and
eutron signals was 13.5 microseconds. (c) The pulses from the neutron circuit were the result of electrical noise. (d) These three
ulses from the neutron circuit were caused by a cosmic-ray event. (e) These three pulses from the positron circuit were caused by 
 cosmic-ray event. (f) These pulses may have been caused by a cosmic-ray event. They were rejected as a signal of neutron capture
ecause of the extra pulse from detector II. Frames like this one occurred more often than would be expected from chance 
oincidences. They were, however, not often enough to affect the results considerably. These data appeared in Reines, Cowan, Harrison, et al. 1960. 
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(Cowan & Reines, 1956)
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Figure 4
Predicted diffuse supernova neutrino background ν̄e event rate spectrum in positron energy. The labeled
bands and their widths are as in Figure 1. Integrated event rates are tabulated in Reference 23. The 2003
exclusion from SK is shown; it is largely independent of the assumed temperature. The energy range of the
irreducible reactor background is shaded; backgrounds at higher energies depend on whether gadolinium is
added to SK. Figure modified from Reference 23.

In Figure 4, we show predictions for the DSNB detection spectrum, taking up-to-date inputs
and their uncertainties into account. The range due to different emission parameters, especially at
high energies, indicates the uncertainties to be reduced by measuring the DSNB. The uncertainty
on the supernova rate is already modest and will soon be smaller. The detection reaction is neutron
inverse β decay in SK, which is well understood. Because the expected number of DSNB events is
at most a few per year, the Poisson statistical uncertainty will initially be significant. This predicted
event rate spectrum can be directly compared with measured data, which are a combination of
DSNB signal and detector backgrounds. The DSNB is especially sensitive to the important high-
energy part of the emission spectrum. The predictions for different temperatures converge near
10 MeV, so a measurement there would probe Eν̄e ,to t alone; the falloff of the spectrum would then
probe Eν̄e ,avg alone.

8. SUPER-KAMIOKANDE 2003 UPPER LIMIT ON THE DIFFUSE
SUPERNOVA NEUTRINO BACKGROUND
It takes extraordinary efforts to operate a gigantic detector such as SK with low background rates
at low energies. The SK DSNB limit (101) improved upon the Kam-II limit (102) by a factor
of ∼100, establishing the only experimental limit within range of contemporary predictions—an
extremely important achievement.
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target area that a proton presents to a
neutrino. The larger the area, the more
likely it is that the process will occur.)

The measured rate, or the number of
events per second, depends on (1) the
rate at which neutrinos are entering 
the target area (the neutrino flux was 
approximately 1,013 neutrinos per
square centimeter per second), (2) the
number of target protons in the water
tank (approximately 1,028 target 
protons), (3) the cross section for the 
reaction, and (4) the efficiency of 
the detectors in picking up positron and
neutron signals from the reaction.

According to Fermi’s theory, the
cross section for inverse beta decay
varies with energy. Given the energy
spectrum of the reactor-produced 
antineutrinos (the average energy was 
3 MeV), the theoretically predicted
cross section for inverse beta decay on
protons is 6.3 × 10–44, with an uncer-
tainty of about 25 percent arising from
the uncertainty of the energy spectrum
for the reactor neutrinos. The violation
of parity conservation (namely, the
symmetry between left-handedness and
right-handedness) by the weak force
had not yet been discovered, and so this
theoretical value was based on the 
parity-conserving formulation of
Fermi’s theory of beta decay in which
the neutrino, like the electron, has four
independent degrees of freedom.

In July 1956, a brief article in 
Science by Reines, Cowan, Harrison,
McGuire, and Kruse announced that the
Savannah River experiment had 
confirmed the tentative findings of the
Hanford experiment. The authors also
stated that their results were in 
agreement within 5 percent of the 
theoretically predicted value for the 
inverse-beta-decay cross section. Such
results were fortuitous given the 
uncertainties in the neutrino flux and 
in the detector efficiency. 

A more detailed paper on this experi-
ment published in Physical Review in
1960 reported a cross section twice as
large as that reported in 1956. Accord-
ing to Reines (1979), the increase in the
value occurred because “our initial

analysis grossly overestimated the 
detection efficiency with the result that
the measured cross section was at first
thought to be in good agreement with
[the pre–parity violation] prediction.”

The theoretical cross section had
also doubled between 1956 and 1960
because of the discovery in 1957 of 
parity nonconservation in the weak 
interactions and the formulation of 
the two-component theory of the 
neutrino (see the box “Parity Noncon-
servation and the Massless Two-
Component Neutrino” on page 32). 
So, the measured cross section reported
in the literature remained in agreement
with the theoretical prediction. 

In addition, after the 1956 experi-
ment, Reines and Cowan did another
measurement with a new setup and, in a
1959 Physical Review paper, reported
results for the cross section that were 
in agreement with the two-component
neutrino, parity-nonconserving theory. 

Over the years, there has been some
skepticism about the differing published
values. These feelings may have been
responsible for the forty years that had
passed before the discovery of the neu-
trino was recognized with the Nobel
Prize. Nevertheless, the award is a 
clear recognition that the Savannah
River experiment was an extraordinary
accomplishment. Reines wished that
Cowan had been alive to share the 
prestigious award with him. The elusive
product of the weak force that can 
penetrate the earth and travel to the
ends of the universe was finally 
observed stopping in its tracks. The
neutrino became a tangible reality, 
and the experiment itself set a 
precedent for using the neutrino as 
an experimental tool.

Indeed, since the Reines-Cowan 
experiments, neutrino detection has pro-
duced some dramatic results. One was
the 1963 experiment of Lederman,
Schwartz, and Steinberger proving that a
second (muon) neutrino was paired with
the muon in the way the known (elec-
tron) neutrino was paired with the 
electron. That result not only earned the
discoverers the Nobel Prize, but also 

established the first hint of the second
family of elementary particles (all three
families are introduced in the primer, 
“The Oscillating Neutrino,” on page 28). 

Another was the detection of a 
burst of neutrinos from supernova
1987A (SN1987A)—twenty hits within
12 seconds in two enormous detectors
located on opposite sides of the planet,
both buried deep underground where
one expects to see only one neutrino
event per day. It was the unmistakable 
signature of an exploding star, and it 
provided extraordinary confirmation 
of the exotic notion that neutrinos, 
the most standoffish members of the 
pantheon of elementary particles, could
drive the largest explosion ever 
witnessed by human beings. 

And at present, neutrino data are 
accumulating from even more-modern
neutrino detectors, some buried deep
underground, some poised at accelera-
tors, some awaiting completion, all 
dedicated to seeing whether the neutri-
nos, long purported to be massless 
particles, not only carry mass but also
oscillate from one identity to another 
as they fly freely through space.

The world of physics owes much 
to Fred Reines for these developments.
His single-minded dedication to the
neutrino set an example, not only in 
the 1950s but throughout his career.
And his courage to “think big” 
continued well after his tenure at 
Los Alamos. Reines was one of the 
critical cospokespersons for the 
construction of the huge IMB detector,
a water-filled, 8,000-ton Cerenkov 
detector located in the Morton salt 
mine near Cleveland, Ohio. It was 
there that half of the events from
SN1987A were detected and many 
of the data on the oscillation of 
atmospheric neutrinos were gathered.

Through this volume, Los Alamos
National Laboratory takes pride in the 
accomplishments of Fred Reines, 
Clyde Cowan, Jr., and the teams of
Laboratory workers who performed to
the best of their ability in demonstrating
the existence of the neutrino. 
And Fred Reines, in his gracious way,

Announcement of Results

On June 14, 1956, after all the 
ests had been completed, Reines and

Cowan sent a telegram to Pauli at
ürich University:

“We are happy to inform you that
we have definitely detected neutrinos
rom fission fragments by observing 
nverse beta decay of protons. 

Observed cross section agrees well 

with expected six times ten to minus
forty-four square centimeters.”

In his 1979 article in Science about
the early days of experimental neutrino
physics, Reines describes Pauli’s reac-
tion to the news:

“The message was forwarded to him
[Pauli] at CERN, where he interrupted
the meeting he was attending to read
the telegram to the conferees and then
made some impromptu remarks regard-

ing the discovery. We learned later that
Pauli and some friends consumed a
case of champagne in celebration.”

Although the intent of the Savannah
River experiment was to get a positive
signal of neutrino detection, the experi-
ment also yielded a measurement of the
rate, or more exactly the cross section,
for inverse beta decay. (The cross sec-
tion for the neutrino to be captured by a
proton can be thought of as the effective

Figure 5. Oscilloscope Traces from
the Savannah River Experiments
In these oscilloscope pictures, traces
from detectors I, II, and III are labeled I, II,
and III, respectively. The label under each
frame indicates whether the signals were
recorded by the scope for positron anni-
hilation or the scope for neutron capture.
Acceptable delayed-coincidence signals
are shown in (a) and (b), while rejected
signals are pictured in (c) through (f). 

(a) The delayed-coincidence signal in
these two frames has occurred in the top
triad of the detector because the pulses
appeared in detectors I and II. Positron
scope: The pulse energies in detectors I
and II were 0.30 MeV and 0.35 MeV, 
respectively. The pulses reached the
positron circuit in prompt coincidence
(less than 0.2 microsecond apart) and
were accepted as a signal of positron 
annihilation. Neutron scope: The pulse
energies in detectors I and II were 
5.8 MeV and 3.3 MeV, respectively. These
pulses arrived in prompt coincidence 
and were accepted as a signal of neutron
capture. The delay between the positron
and neutron signals was 2.5 microsec-
onds. (b) The delayed-coincidence signal
in these two frames has occurred in the
bottom triad because the pulses appeared
in detectors II and III. Positron scope: 
The pulse energies in detectors II and III
were 0.25 MeV and 0.30 MeV, respectively.

eutron scope: The pulse energies in detectors II and III were 2.0 MeV and 1.7 MeV, respectively. The delay between the positron and
eutron signals was 13.5 microseconds. (c) The pulses from the neutron circuit were the result of electrical noise. (d) These three
ulses from the neutron circuit were caused by a cosmic-ray event. (e) These three pulses from the positron circuit were caused by 
 cosmic-ray event. (f) These pulses may have been caused by a cosmic-ray event. They were rejected as a signal of neutron capture
ecause of the extra pulse from detector II. Frames like this one occurred more often than would be expected from chance 
oincidences. They were, however, not often enough to affect the results considerably. These data appeared in Reines, Cowan, Harrison, et al. 1960. 

Neutron scope

(c)       Neutron scope (d)        Neutron scope

(e)       Positron scope (f)        Neutron scope
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(Cowan & Reines, 1956)
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Figure 4
Predicted diffuse supernova neutrino background ν̄e event rate spectrum in positron energy. The labeled
bands and their widths are as in Figure 1. Integrated event rates are tabulated in Reference 23. The 2003
exclusion from SK is shown; it is largely independent of the assumed temperature. The energy range of the
irreducible reactor background is shaded; backgrounds at higher energies depend on whether gadolinium is
added to SK. Figure modified from Reference 23.

In Figure 4, we show predictions for the DSNB detection spectrum, taking up-to-date inputs
and their uncertainties into account. The range due to different emission parameters, especially at
high energies, indicates the uncertainties to be reduced by measuring the DSNB. The uncertainty
on the supernova rate is already modest and will soon be smaller. The detection reaction is neutron
inverse β decay in SK, which is well understood. Because the expected number of DSNB events is
at most a few per year, the Poisson statistical uncertainty will initially be significant. This predicted
event rate spectrum can be directly compared with measured data, which are a combination of
DSNB signal and detector backgrounds. The DSNB is especially sensitive to the important high-
energy part of the emission spectrum. The predictions for different temperatures converge near
10 MeV, so a measurement there would probe Eν̄e ,to t alone; the falloff of the spectrum would then
probe Eν̄e ,avg alone.

8. SUPER-KAMIOKANDE 2003 UPPER LIMIT ON THE DIFFUSE
SUPERNOVA NEUTRINO BACKGROUND
It takes extraordinary efforts to operate a gigantic detector such as SK with low background rates
at low energies. The SK DSNB limit (101) improved upon the Kam-II limit (102) by a factor
of ∼100, establishing the only experimental limit within range of contemporary predictions—an
extremely important achievement.
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target area that a proton presents to a
neutrino. The larger the area, the more
likely it is that the process will occur.)

The measured rate, or the number of
events per second, depends on (1) the
rate at which neutrinos are entering 
the target area (the neutrino flux was 
approximately 1,013 neutrinos per
square centimeter per second), (2) the
number of target protons in the water
tank (approximately 1,028 target 
protons), (3) the cross section for the 
reaction, and (4) the efficiency of 
the detectors in picking up positron and
neutron signals from the reaction.

According to Fermi’s theory, the
cross section for inverse beta decay
varies with energy. Given the energy
spectrum of the reactor-produced 
antineutrinos (the average energy was 
3 MeV), the theoretically predicted
cross section for inverse beta decay on
protons is 6.3 × 10–44, with an uncer-
tainty of about 25 percent arising from
the uncertainty of the energy spectrum
for the reactor neutrinos. The violation
of parity conservation (namely, the
symmetry between left-handedness and
right-handedness) by the weak force
had not yet been discovered, and so this
theoretical value was based on the 
parity-conserving formulation of
Fermi’s theory of beta decay in which
the neutrino, like the electron, has four
independent degrees of freedom.

In July 1956, a brief article in 
Science by Reines, Cowan, Harrison,
McGuire, and Kruse announced that the
Savannah River experiment had 
confirmed the tentative findings of the
Hanford experiment. The authors also
stated that their results were in 
agreement within 5 percent of the 
theoretically predicted value for the 
inverse-beta-decay cross section. Such
results were fortuitous given the 
uncertainties in the neutrino flux and 
in the detector efficiency. 

A more detailed paper on this experi-
ment published in Physical Review in
1960 reported a cross section twice as
large as that reported in 1956. Accord-
ing to Reines (1979), the increase in the
value occurred because “our initial

analysis grossly overestimated the 
detection efficiency with the result that
the measured cross section was at first
thought to be in good agreement with
[the pre–parity violation] prediction.”

The theoretical cross section had
also doubled between 1956 and 1960
because of the discovery in 1957 of 
parity nonconservation in the weak 
interactions and the formulation of 
the two-component theory of the 
neutrino (see the box “Parity Noncon-
servation and the Massless Two-
Component Neutrino” on page 32). 
So, the measured cross section reported
in the literature remained in agreement
with the theoretical prediction. 

In addition, after the 1956 experi-
ment, Reines and Cowan did another
measurement with a new setup and, in a
1959 Physical Review paper, reported
results for the cross section that were 
in agreement with the two-component
neutrino, parity-nonconserving theory. 

Over the years, there has been some
skepticism about the differing published
values. These feelings may have been
responsible for the forty years that had
passed before the discovery of the neu-
trino was recognized with the Nobel
Prize. Nevertheless, the award is a 
clear recognition that the Savannah
River experiment was an extraordinary
accomplishment. Reines wished that
Cowan had been alive to share the 
prestigious award with him. The elusive
product of the weak force that can 
penetrate the earth and travel to the
ends of the universe was finally 
observed stopping in its tracks. The
neutrino became a tangible reality, 
and the experiment itself set a 
precedent for using the neutrino as 
an experimental tool.

Indeed, since the Reines-Cowan 
experiments, neutrino detection has pro-
duced some dramatic results. One was
the 1963 experiment of Lederman,
Schwartz, and Steinberger proving that a
second (muon) neutrino was paired with
the muon in the way the known (elec-
tron) neutrino was paired with the 
electron. That result not only earned the
discoverers the Nobel Prize, but also 

established the first hint of the second
family of elementary particles (all three
families are introduced in the primer, 
“The Oscillating Neutrino,” on page 28). 

Another was the detection of a 
burst of neutrinos from supernova
1987A (SN1987A)—twenty hits within
12 seconds in two enormous detectors
located on opposite sides of the planet,
both buried deep underground where
one expects to see only one neutrino
event per day. It was the unmistakable 
signature of an exploding star, and it 
provided extraordinary confirmation 
of the exotic notion that neutrinos, 
the most standoffish members of the 
pantheon of elementary particles, could
drive the largest explosion ever 
witnessed by human beings. 

And at present, neutrino data are 
accumulating from even more-modern
neutrino detectors, some buried deep
underground, some poised at accelera-
tors, some awaiting completion, all 
dedicated to seeing whether the neutri-
nos, long purported to be massless 
particles, not only carry mass but also
oscillate from one identity to another 
as they fly freely through space.

The world of physics owes much 
to Fred Reines for these developments.
His single-minded dedication to the
neutrino set an example, not only in 
the 1950s but throughout his career.
And his courage to “think big” 
continued well after his tenure at 
Los Alamos. Reines was one of the 
critical cospokespersons for the 
construction of the huge IMB detector,
a water-filled, 8,000-ton Cerenkov 
detector located in the Morton salt 
mine near Cleveland, Ohio. It was 
there that half of the events from
SN1987A were detected and many 
of the data on the oscillation of 
atmospheric neutrinos were gathered.

Through this volume, Los Alamos
National Laboratory takes pride in the 
accomplishments of Fred Reines, 
Clyde Cowan, Jr., and the teams of
Laboratory workers who performed to
the best of their ability in demonstrating
the existence of the neutrino. 
And Fred Reines, in his gracious way,

Announcement of Results

On June 14, 1956, after all the 
ests had been completed, Reines and

Cowan sent a telegram to Pauli at
ürich University:

“We are happy to inform you that
we have definitely detected neutrinos
rom fission fragments by observing 
nverse beta decay of protons. 

Observed cross section agrees well 

with expected six times ten to minus
forty-four square centimeters.”

In his 1979 article in Science about
the early days of experimental neutrino
physics, Reines describes Pauli’s reac-
tion to the news:

“The message was forwarded to him
[Pauli] at CERN, where he interrupted
the meeting he was attending to read
the telegram to the conferees and then
made some impromptu remarks regard-

ing the discovery. We learned later that
Pauli and some friends consumed a
case of champagne in celebration.”

Although the intent of the Savannah
River experiment was to get a positive
signal of neutrino detection, the experi-
ment also yielded a measurement of the
rate, or more exactly the cross section,
for inverse beta decay. (The cross sec-
tion for the neutrino to be captured by a
proton can be thought of as the effective

Figure 5. Oscilloscope Traces from
the Savannah River Experiments
In these oscilloscope pictures, traces
from detectors I, II, and III are labeled I, II,
and III, respectively. The label under each
frame indicates whether the signals were
recorded by the scope for positron anni-
hilation or the scope for neutron capture.
Acceptable delayed-coincidence signals
are shown in (a) and (b), while rejected
signals are pictured in (c) through (f). 

(a) The delayed-coincidence signal in
these two frames has occurred in the top
triad of the detector because the pulses
appeared in detectors I and II. Positron
scope: The pulse energies in detectors I
and II were 0.30 MeV and 0.35 MeV, 
respectively. The pulses reached the
positron circuit in prompt coincidence
(less than 0.2 microsecond apart) and
were accepted as a signal of positron 
annihilation. Neutron scope: The pulse
energies in detectors I and II were 
5.8 MeV and 3.3 MeV, respectively. These
pulses arrived in prompt coincidence 
and were accepted as a signal of neutron
capture. The delay between the positron
and neutron signals was 2.5 microsec-
onds. (b) The delayed-coincidence signal
in these two frames has occurred in the
bottom triad because the pulses appeared
in detectors II and III. Positron scope: 
The pulse energies in detectors II and III
were 0.25 MeV and 0.30 MeV, respectively.

eutron scope: The pulse energies in detectors II and III were 2.0 MeV and 1.7 MeV, respectively. The delay between the positron and
eutron signals was 13.5 microseconds. (c) The pulses from the neutron circuit were the result of electrical noise. (d) These three
ulses from the neutron circuit were caused by a cosmic-ray event. (e) These three pulses from the positron circuit were caused by 
 cosmic-ray event. (f) These pulses may have been caused by a cosmic-ray event. They were rejected as a signal of neutron capture
ecause of the extra pulse from detector II. Frames like this one occurred more often than would be expected from chance 
oincidences. They were, however, not often enough to affect the results considerably. These data appeared in Reines, Cowan, Harrison, et al. 1960. 
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(Cowan & Reines, 1956)
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target area that a proton presents to a
neutrino. The larger the area, the more
likely it is that the process will occur.)

The measured rate, or the number of
events per second, depends on (1) the
rate at which neutrinos are entering 
the target area (the neutrino flux was 
approximately 1,013 neutrinos per
square centimeter per second), (2) the
number of target protons in the water
tank (approximately 1,028 target 
protons), (3) the cross section for the 
reaction, and (4) the efficiency of 
the detectors in picking up positron and
neutron signals from the reaction.

According to Fermi’s theory, the
cross section for inverse beta decay
varies with energy. Given the energy
spectrum of the reactor-produced 
antineutrinos (the average energy was 
3 MeV), the theoretically predicted
cross section for inverse beta decay on
protons is 6.3 × 10–44, with an uncer-
tainty of about 25 percent arising from
the uncertainty of the energy spectrum
for the reactor neutrinos. The violation
of parity conservation (namely, the
symmetry between left-handedness and
right-handedness) by the weak force
had not yet been discovered, and so this
theoretical value was based on the 
parity-conserving formulation of
Fermi’s theory of beta decay in which
the neutrino, like the electron, has four
independent degrees of freedom.

In July 1956, a brief article in 
Science by Reines, Cowan, Harrison,
McGuire, and Kruse announced that the
Savannah River experiment had 
confirmed the tentative findings of the
Hanford experiment. The authors also
stated that their results were in 
agreement within 5 percent of the 
theoretically predicted value for the 
inverse-beta-decay cross section. Such
results were fortuitous given the 
uncertainties in the neutrino flux and 
in the detector efficiency. 

A more detailed paper on this experi-
ment published in Physical Review in
1960 reported a cross section twice as
large as that reported in 1956. Accord-
ing to Reines (1979), the increase in the
value occurred because “our initial

analysis grossly overestimated the 
detection efficiency with the result that
the measured cross section was at first
thought to be in good agreement with
[the pre–parity violation] prediction.”

The theoretical cross section had
also doubled between 1956 and 1960
because of the discovery in 1957 of 
parity nonconservation in the weak 
interactions and the formulation of 
the two-component theory of the 
neutrino (see the box “Parity Noncon-
servation and the Massless Two-
Component Neutrino” on page 32). 
So, the measured cross section reported
in the literature remained in agreement
with the theoretical prediction. 

In addition, after the 1956 experi-
ment, Reines and Cowan did another
measurement with a new setup and, in a
1959 Physical Review paper, reported
results for the cross section that were 
in agreement with the two-component
neutrino, parity-nonconserving theory. 

Over the years, there has been some
skepticism about the differing published
values. These feelings may have been
responsible for the forty years that had
passed before the discovery of the neu-
trino was recognized with the Nobel
Prize. Nevertheless, the award is a 
clear recognition that the Savannah
River experiment was an extraordinary
accomplishment. Reines wished that
Cowan had been alive to share the 
prestigious award with him. The elusive
product of the weak force that can 
penetrate the earth and travel to the
ends of the universe was finally 
observed stopping in its tracks. The
neutrino became a tangible reality, 
and the experiment itself set a 
precedent for using the neutrino as 
an experimental tool.

Indeed, since the Reines-Cowan 
experiments, neutrino detection has pro-
duced some dramatic results. One was
the 1963 experiment of Lederman,
Schwartz, and Steinberger proving that a
second (muon) neutrino was paired with
the muon in the way the known (elec-
tron) neutrino was paired with the 
electron. That result not only earned the
discoverers the Nobel Prize, but also 

established the first hint of the second
family of elementary particles (all three
families are introduced in the primer, 
“The Oscillating Neutrino,” on page 28). 

Another was the detection of a 
burst of neutrinos from supernova
1987A (SN1987A)—twenty hits within
12 seconds in two enormous detectors
located on opposite sides of the planet,
both buried deep underground where
one expects to see only one neutrino
event per day. It was the unmistakable 
signature of an exploding star, and it 
provided extraordinary confirmation 
of the exotic notion that neutrinos, 
the most standoffish members of the 
pantheon of elementary particles, could
drive the largest explosion ever 
witnessed by human beings. 

And at present, neutrino data are 
accumulating from even more-modern
neutrino detectors, some buried deep
underground, some poised at accelera-
tors, some awaiting completion, all 
dedicated to seeing whether the neutri-
nos, long purported to be massless 
particles, not only carry mass but also
oscillate from one identity to another 
as they fly freely through space.

The world of physics owes much 
to Fred Reines for these developments.
His single-minded dedication to the
neutrino set an example, not only in 
the 1950s but throughout his career.
And his courage to “think big” 
continued well after his tenure at 
Los Alamos. Reines was one of the 
critical cospokespersons for the 
construction of the huge IMB detector,
a water-filled, 8,000-ton Cerenkov 
detector located in the Morton salt 
mine near Cleveland, Ohio. It was 
there that half of the events from
SN1987A were detected and many 
of the data on the oscillation of 
atmospheric neutrinos were gathered.

Through this volume, Los Alamos
National Laboratory takes pride in the 
accomplishments of Fred Reines, 
Clyde Cowan, Jr., and the teams of
Laboratory workers who performed to
the best of their ability in demonstrating
the existence of the neutrino. 
And Fred Reines, in his gracious way,

Announcement of Results

On June 14, 1956, after all the 
ests had been completed, Reines and

Cowan sent a telegram to Pauli at
ürich University:

“We are happy to inform you that
we have definitely detected neutrinos
rom fission fragments by observing 
nverse beta decay of protons. 

Observed cross section agrees well 

with expected six times ten to minus
forty-four square centimeters.”

In his 1979 article in Science about
the early days of experimental neutrino
physics, Reines describes Pauli’s reac-
tion to the news:

“The message was forwarded to him
[Pauli] at CERN, where he interrupted
the meeting he was attending to read
the telegram to the conferees and then
made some impromptu remarks regard-

ing the discovery. We learned later that
Pauli and some friends consumed a
case of champagne in celebration.”

Although the intent of the Savannah
River experiment was to get a positive
signal of neutrino detection, the experi-
ment also yielded a measurement of the
rate, or more exactly the cross section,
for inverse beta decay. (The cross sec-
tion for the neutrino to be captured by a
proton can be thought of as the effective

Figure 5. Oscilloscope Traces from
the Savannah River Experiments
In these oscilloscope pictures, traces
from detectors I, II, and III are labeled I, II,
and III, respectively. The label under each
frame indicates whether the signals were
recorded by the scope for positron anni-
hilation or the scope for neutron capture.
Acceptable delayed-coincidence signals
are shown in (a) and (b), while rejected
signals are pictured in (c) through (f). 

(a) The delayed-coincidence signal in
these two frames has occurred in the top
triad of the detector because the pulses
appeared in detectors I and II. Positron
scope: The pulse energies in detectors I
and II were 0.30 MeV and 0.35 MeV, 
respectively. The pulses reached the
positron circuit in prompt coincidence
(less than 0.2 microsecond apart) and
were accepted as a signal of positron 
annihilation. Neutron scope: The pulse
energies in detectors I and II were 
5.8 MeV and 3.3 MeV, respectively. These
pulses arrived in prompt coincidence 
and were accepted as a signal of neutron
capture. The delay between the positron
and neutron signals was 2.5 microsec-
onds. (b) The delayed-coincidence signal
in these two frames has occurred in the
bottom triad because the pulses appeared
in detectors II and III. Positron scope: 
The pulse energies in detectors II and III
were 0.25 MeV and 0.30 MeV, respectively.

eutron scope: The pulse energies in detectors II and III were 2.0 MeV and 1.7 MeV, respectively. The delay between the positron and
eutron signals was 13.5 microseconds. (c) The pulses from the neutron circuit were the result of electrical noise. (d) These three
ulses from the neutron circuit were caused by a cosmic-ray event. (e) These three pulses from the positron circuit were caused by 
 cosmic-ray event. (f) These pulses may have been caused by a cosmic-ray event. They were rejected as a signal of neutron capture
ecause of the extra pulse from detector II. Frames like this one occurred more often than would be expected from chance 
oincidences. They were, however, not often enough to affect the results considerably. These data appeared in Reines, Cowan, Harrison, et al. 1960. 
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(Cowan & Reines, 1956)
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target area that a proton presents to a
neutrino. The larger the area, the more
likely it is that the process will occur.)

The measured rate, or the number of
events per second, depends on (1) the
rate at which neutrinos are entering 
the target area (the neutrino flux was 
approximately 1,013 neutrinos per
square centimeter per second), (2) the
number of target protons in the water
tank (approximately 1,028 target 
protons), (3) the cross section for the 
reaction, and (4) the efficiency of 
the detectors in picking up positron and
neutron signals from the reaction.

According to Fermi’s theory, the
cross section for inverse beta decay
varies with energy. Given the energy
spectrum of the reactor-produced 
antineutrinos (the average energy was 
3 MeV), the theoretically predicted
cross section for inverse beta decay on
protons is 6.3 × 10–44, with an uncer-
tainty of about 25 percent arising from
the uncertainty of the energy spectrum
for the reactor neutrinos. The violation
of parity conservation (namely, the
symmetry between left-handedness and
right-handedness) by the weak force
had not yet been discovered, and so this
theoretical value was based on the 
parity-conserving formulation of
Fermi’s theory of beta decay in which
the neutrino, like the electron, has four
independent degrees of freedom.

In July 1956, a brief article in 
Science by Reines, Cowan, Harrison,
McGuire, and Kruse announced that the
Savannah River experiment had 
confirmed the tentative findings of the
Hanford experiment. The authors also
stated that their results were in 
agreement within 5 percent of the 
theoretically predicted value for the 
inverse-beta-decay cross section. Such
results were fortuitous given the 
uncertainties in the neutrino flux and 
in the detector efficiency. 

A more detailed paper on this experi-
ment published in Physical Review in
1960 reported a cross section twice as
large as that reported in 1956. Accord-
ing to Reines (1979), the increase in the
value occurred because “our initial

analysis grossly overestimated the 
detection efficiency with the result that
the measured cross section was at first
thought to be in good agreement with
[the pre–parity violation] prediction.”

The theoretical cross section had
also doubled between 1956 and 1960
because of the discovery in 1957 of 
parity nonconservation in the weak 
interactions and the formulation of 
the two-component theory of the 
neutrino (see the box “Parity Noncon-
servation and the Massless Two-
Component Neutrino” on page 32). 
So, the measured cross section reported
in the literature remained in agreement
with the theoretical prediction. 

In addition, after the 1956 experi-
ment, Reines and Cowan did another
measurement with a new setup and, in a
1959 Physical Review paper, reported
results for the cross section that were 
in agreement with the two-component
neutrino, parity-nonconserving theory. 

Over the years, there has been some
skepticism about the differing published
values. These feelings may have been
responsible for the forty years that had
passed before the discovery of the neu-
trino was recognized with the Nobel
Prize. Nevertheless, the award is a 
clear recognition that the Savannah
River experiment was an extraordinary
accomplishment. Reines wished that
Cowan had been alive to share the 
prestigious award with him. The elusive
product of the weak force that can 
penetrate the earth and travel to the
ends of the universe was finally 
observed stopping in its tracks. The
neutrino became a tangible reality, 
and the experiment itself set a 
precedent for using the neutrino as 
an experimental tool.

Indeed, since the Reines-Cowan 
experiments, neutrino detection has pro-
duced some dramatic results. One was
the 1963 experiment of Lederman,
Schwartz, and Steinberger proving that a
second (muon) neutrino was paired with
the muon in the way the known (elec-
tron) neutrino was paired with the 
electron. That result not only earned the
discoverers the Nobel Prize, but also 

established the first hint of the second
family of elementary particles (all three
families are introduced in the primer, 
“The Oscillating Neutrino,” on page 28). 

Another was the detection of a 
burst of neutrinos from supernova
1987A (SN1987A)—twenty hits within
12 seconds in two enormous detectors
located on opposite sides of the planet,
both buried deep underground where
one expects to see only one neutrino
event per day. It was the unmistakable 
signature of an exploding star, and it 
provided extraordinary confirmation 
of the exotic notion that neutrinos, 
the most standoffish members of the 
pantheon of elementary particles, could
drive the largest explosion ever 
witnessed by human beings. 

And at present, neutrino data are 
accumulating from even more-modern
neutrino detectors, some buried deep
underground, some poised at accelera-
tors, some awaiting completion, all 
dedicated to seeing whether the neutri-
nos, long purported to be massless 
particles, not only carry mass but also
oscillate from one identity to another 
as they fly freely through space.

The world of physics owes much 
to Fred Reines for these developments.
His single-minded dedication to the
neutrino set an example, not only in 
the 1950s but throughout his career.
And his courage to “think big” 
continued well after his tenure at 
Los Alamos. Reines was one of the 
critical cospokespersons for the 
construction of the huge IMB detector,
a water-filled, 8,000-ton Cerenkov 
detector located in the Morton salt 
mine near Cleveland, Ohio. It was 
there that half of the events from
SN1987A were detected and many 
of the data on the oscillation of 
atmospheric neutrinos were gathered.

Through this volume, Los Alamos
National Laboratory takes pride in the 
accomplishments of Fred Reines, 
Clyde Cowan, Jr., and the teams of
Laboratory workers who performed to
the best of their ability in demonstrating
the existence of the neutrino. 
And Fred Reines, in his gracious way,

Announcement of Results

On June 14, 1956, after all the 
ests had been completed, Reines and

Cowan sent a telegram to Pauli at
ürich University:

“We are happy to inform you that
we have definitely detected neutrinos
rom fission fragments by observing 
nverse beta decay of protons. 

Observed cross section agrees well 

with expected six times ten to minus
forty-four square centimeters.”

In his 1979 article in Science about
the early days of experimental neutrino
physics, Reines describes Pauli’s reac-
tion to the news:

“The message was forwarded to him
[Pauli] at CERN, where he interrupted
the meeting he was attending to read
the telegram to the conferees and then
made some impromptu remarks regard-

ing the discovery. We learned later that
Pauli and some friends consumed a
case of champagne in celebration.”

Although the intent of the Savannah
River experiment was to get a positive
signal of neutrino detection, the experi-
ment also yielded a measurement of the
rate, or more exactly the cross section,
for inverse beta decay. (The cross sec-
tion for the neutrino to be captured by a
proton can be thought of as the effective

Figure 5. Oscilloscope Traces from
the Savannah River Experiments
In these oscilloscope pictures, traces
from detectors I, II, and III are labeled I, II,
and III, respectively. The label under each
frame indicates whether the signals were
recorded by the scope for positron anni-
hilation or the scope for neutron capture.
Acceptable delayed-coincidence signals
are shown in (a) and (b), while rejected
signals are pictured in (c) through (f). 

(a) The delayed-coincidence signal in
these two frames has occurred in the top
triad of the detector because the pulses
appeared in detectors I and II. Positron
scope: The pulse energies in detectors I
and II were 0.30 MeV and 0.35 MeV, 
respectively. The pulses reached the
positron circuit in prompt coincidence
(less than 0.2 microsecond apart) and
were accepted as a signal of positron 
annihilation. Neutron scope: The pulse
energies in detectors I and II were 
5.8 MeV and 3.3 MeV, respectively. These
pulses arrived in prompt coincidence 
and were accepted as a signal of neutron
capture. The delay between the positron
and neutron signals was 2.5 microsec-
onds. (b) The delayed-coincidence signal
in these two frames has occurred in the
bottom triad because the pulses appeared
in detectors II and III. Positron scope: 
The pulse energies in detectors II and III
were 0.25 MeV and 0.30 MeV, respectively.

eutron scope: The pulse energies in detectors II and III were 2.0 MeV and 1.7 MeV, respectively. The delay between the positron and
eutron signals was 13.5 microseconds. (c) The pulses from the neutron circuit were the result of electrical noise. (d) These three
ulses from the neutron circuit were caused by a cosmic-ray event. (e) These three pulses from the positron circuit were caused by 
 cosmic-ray event. (f) These pulses may have been caused by a cosmic-ray event. They were rejected as a signal of neutron capture
ecause of the extra pulse from detector II. Frames like this one occurred more often than would be expected from chance 
oincidences. They were, however, not often enough to affect the results considerably. These data appeared in Reines, Cowan, Harrison, et al. 1960. 
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(Cowan & Reines, 1956)

There's hope that Super-Kamiokande will 
detect the DSNB soon!

(this work starts in June!)

By adding gadolinium, the ability to 
detect neutrons (and therefore inverse 
beta decay) is greatly improvedGadolinium

157.25

Gd
6450,000 tons 

of water 
+ 

Gadolinium
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Supernova Neutrinos

Credit: ALMA (ESO/NAOJ/NRAO)/A. Angelich. Visible light image: the NASA/ESA Hubble Space Telescope. X-Ray image: The NASA Chandra X-Ray Observatory
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Supernova Neutrinos

Credit: ALMA (ESO/NAOJ/NRAO)/A. Angelich. Visible light image: the NASA/ESA Hubble Space Telescope. X-Ray image: The NASA Chandra X-Ray Observatory

! #
Enormously powerful events 

crucial to the existence of the 
universe as we know it
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Supernova Neutrinos

Credit: ALMA (ESO/NAOJ/NRAO)/A. Angelich. Visible light image: the NASA/ESA Hubble Space Telescope. X-Ray image: The NASA Chandra X-Ray Observatory
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crucial to the existence of the 
universe as we know it
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Like with the Sun, neutrinos 
can teach us about SNe, 
and SNe about neutrinos
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Supernova Neutrinos

Credit: ALMA (ESO/NAOJ/NRAO)/A. Angelich. Visible light image: the NASA/ESA Hubble Space Telescope. X-Ray image: The NASA Chandra X-Ray Observatory

! #
Enormously powerful events 

crucial to the existence of the 
universe as we know it

⌫ � ⌫ �

Like with the Sun, neutrinos 
can teach us about SNe, 
and SNe about neutrinos

!
!
!
!

!

While we wait for a SNe neutrino burst, 
we can study the DSNB, and learn about 

the average behavior of supernovae
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Supernova Neutrinos

https://what-if.xkcd.com/73/

"How close would you have to be to a supernova to 
get a lethal dose of neutrino radiation?"

https://what-if.xkcd.com/73/
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Next Week

Neutrino Cosmology 
with 

Dr. Marco Raveri 
KICP, UChicago

"study of the origin, evolution, and 
eventual fate of the universe"

What can the structure of the universe 
 teach us about neutrinos, and vice versa?

Saturday, April 21, 2018



Thank You!

40Image: Cassiopeia A, Chandra X-Ray Observatory. X-ray: NASA/CXC/SAO; Optical: NASA/STScI; Infrared: NASA/JPL-Caltech/Steward/O.Krause et al.


